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Why should you read this guide?
BC’s economy and labour market is
changing
iPods™. Blackberries™. Voice over Internet
telephones. Laptops. Email. High-speed
Internet. Hybrid cars. GPS systems. Video
games. DVD players. Digital cameras. Instant messaging. Cell phones. DNA testing.
What’s special about them?
Twenty years is not a long time, but in the
mid-1980s, these products or services were
not commonplace and some of them, like
DNA testing, weren’t even possible. Most
people didn’t have a personal computer.
Students used calculators to do their homework and typewriters to write papers.
Researchers had to rely on printed information available at local libraries. Faxing was a
new means of sending documents quickly.
Most letters were sent via Canada Post.
There was no easy access to email. Only a
few people knew about, and could use, the
Internet, and data transfer rates were very
slow.
Microwave ovens were a relatively new invention, and most people went to theatres to
watch movies. VCRs weren’t a common
piece of household equipment. CDs were
about to replace cassette tapes as the preferred medium for sound recordings, but
you could still buy vinyl records at music
stores. iPods™ and downloadable music
were probably not even dreamt of, and there
were no DVD players. If you needed to
make a phone call when you were away
from home, you went to the nearest pay
phone. Cell phones weren’t available.
Today, cell phones, DVDs, digital cameras
and high-speed Internet connections are
found in many households. We know what
DNA testing is, and might have used a GPS
system in our car to find our way around a
strange town.
Some of these products have profoundly
affected the way the economy works. Computer-based technologies and electronic
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communications have caused many businesses to change the way they make or
market their products, or deal with clients
and suppliers. A whole new industry that
provides access and support to users of
these technologies has emerged.
With the Internet and better means of communications, it’s no longer necessary for
workers to live in the same community, in
the same province, or even in the same
country as their employer, co-workers, or
those who are competing with them in the
job market. When you pick up the phone
and dial a corporation’s 800-number to
make a reservation or report a problem with
a product or service, you might end up
speaking to someone who works at a call
centre in BC, but they could also be located
in New Brunswick, Missouri, or as far away
as India. Fifteen years ago, this would not
have been possible.
The world is changing around us, and it’s
not just because new products and technologies are being developed. People’s
tastes, ideas and expectations are evolving.
So is the way that goods and services are
being marketed.
Specialty coffee shops in bookstores are a
good example of this. You couldn’t go to
your neighbourhood bookstore for coffee in
the mid-1980s (and you probably wouldn’t
have known what cappuccino was). You
certainly wouldn’t have been encouraged to
browse through the latest bestsellers while
sipping a latte.
Big-box retailing and retail outlets that sell a
certain image or product label that’s prominently displayed on their merchandise all
represent relatively new developments in
marketing to price- and image-conscious
consumers. In addition, environmental, humanitarian and social concerns are
becoming increasingly important factors in
the decisions made by individuals, businesses and governments.
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What does all this have to do with
you? How might it affect your future?
In our fast-paced society, people are changing jobs more than ever before. It’s no longer
common for workers to be employed in one
job until they retire. Instead, they can be expected to change careers as often as once
every five years. Workers have to be able to
market themselves, and they need skills that
will be useful to a variety of different employers.
Not so long ago, you could find a stable,
well-paid job even if you didn’t have a high
school education. Specialized training was
usually only necessary if you wanted to
pursue a professional career. Planning for
the future by researching the job market and
the economy wasn’t as critically important
as it is today.
Today, job-seekers have to cope with a labour market that’s radically different from
what it used to be. The types of jobs that are
available have changed. Mining, forestry,
fishing and agriculture no longer dominate
the economy to the extent that they once
did. And even in these traditional industries, workers are expected to have different
skills and more education than in the past.
Basic skills and a willingness to work aren’t
necessarily going to get you a satisfying,
long-term job. Neither will a university degree. Getting a job that suits your skills and
abilities will probably require some research
on your part. If you’ve done your research
and understand how the economy works,
you’ll be in a much better position to find
the job that’s right for you.

So, what do you need to know?
If you’re planning to work in British Columbia, you need to know what kinds of
jobs are available in the province, which industries are hiring new workers, and where
you’re likely to find an employer who needs
someone with your skills and abilities. One
way to do your research is to find out more
about how BC’s economy is structured,
which industries employ the most people,
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how the economy has been changing, and
how it’s expected to change in the future.
Ultimately, your decision about the right
career for you will be influenced by a lot of
factors that can’t be measured in terms of
dollars and cents. Most people spend more
time on the job than in any other activity in
which they’re involved. There are a lot of
issues to consider when you’re planning
your career, including:
• What sort of lifestyle do you prefer?
• Are you prepared to work the long
hours required in some occupations?
• Is your salary the most important consideration or are other aspects of the job
more important?
• Are you willing to accept risks, or do
you want a secure job in a safe environment?
• What sort of work are you most likely to
enjoy?
• Can you sit at a desk all day, or do you
like to do physical work?
• Would you rather work outdoors, or
indoors?
• Do you like to work with your hands, to
make things? Or do you prefer researchoriented jobs to manual work?
These are just some of the kinds of questions
that you need to ask yourself when you’re
looking at career options. Making sound
decisions about your career involves first
defining your goals, understanding your
strengths and evaluating your skills, and
then combining that knowledge with information about how the economy works.
That’s where this book fits in. It contains a
lot of the information you need in order to
understand how BC’s economy and labour
market are structured.

Where can you find that information in this book?
We start out in Chapter 2 by defining some
of the terms that are used to describe the
economy. Then, there’s a chapter that gives
an overview of the BC economy: how it’s
structured; how it has changed since 1990;
and what sorts of jobs are available. Of
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course, we can’t accurately predict the future, but we’ve also included forecasts of
what’s expected to happen in the labour
market during the next few years.

economy and labour market in Chapter 7.
The final chapter describes the data sources
that we’ve used in The Guide to the BC Economy and Labour Market.

If you’re looking for information about a
specific industry, you’ll find that in the two
following chapters. Chapter 4 includes industry profiles for the goods sector, while
Chapter 5 covers the service industries.
There’s a brief discussion of emerging
trends and the new economy in Chapter 6,
and we’ve given you some ideas about
where you can find out more about the BC

Knowledge is power. The more information
you have, the more likely it is that you will
make the right decisions about your future.
This book can help you make those decisions.
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What do you mean when you say...
Economists use a lot of jargon: terms like
GDP, production, output, productivity, and
unemployment, to name just a few. It’s important to understand what’s meant when
these terms are used, so we’ve included
some definitions and examples in this chapter:

Production and output
The value or amount of a good or service
that’s produced by a company or an industry is usually referred to as the industry’s
production or its output. For example, the
output of a millworking factory that makes
wooden doors could be measured in terms
of either the number of doors produced, or
the total dollar value of its products. It’s important to note that output doesn’t just
include goods. Services like transportation,
accounting, legal advice, and health care
also contribute to the economy’s total output.

In our millworking example, the inputs include:
• raw materials (wood);
• goods produced by other companies
(nails, glue);
• fuel and energy (electricity, oil or gas);
• labour; and
• purchased services (such as transportation from the factory to the building
supply store).

Labour
Labour is just another name for work effort,
or the amount of human resources used in
production. It includes all types of workers
with all sorts of skill levels, from farm labourers to tradespeople to doctors and office
workers. The amount of labour that’s used
by an industry can be increased by either
hiring more workers or boosting the number
of hours worked by people who are already
on the payroll.

The production process

Labour income

The production process is simply a term
that’s used to describes how an industry’s
final product is created.

Labour income includes wages earned by
workers, as well as the benefits paid by their
employers. Labour income is one of the biggest components of GDP, accounting for
about two-thirds of the total value added in
the economy.

In the millworking example, the production
process would include the following activities:
• sawing boards into pieces of wood that
have the right dimensions;
• gluing, nailing or screwing the pieces of
wood together into a door;
• sanding and painting or varnishing the
door; and then
• shipping it to a building supply firm
where it is sold to a customer.

Inputs
Inputs used in the production process include all the goods and services used by the
company. Labour, capital and materials are
the three main inputs used in production.
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Wage rates
Whether employees are salaried or paid by
the hour, the wages they receive usually
reflect the value added to the economy by
the work that they do. Factors such as general working conditions, the risk associated
with doing the job, the training that’s required, the amount of responsibility a
worker has, the usual hours of work, the
type of equipment used in production, and
collective agreements with unions, all influence pay scales. These factors all contribute
to wage differences in various industries
and among workers in different types of
occupations.
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Capital
Capital is just another name for machinery,
equipment, factories, institutions, airports,
railroad tracks, dams, and other structures
or facilities used in production. Investment
in new capital or more efficient use of existing equipment is one way of increasing an
industry’s output.

GDP is a measure of the value added to the
materials or services purchased by the industry
Energy &
purchased
services ($35)

Materials &
supplies ($110)

Gross domestic product (GDP), or
value added
Gross domestic product (usually referred to as
GDP) is a measure of the value added to the
economy by an industry. It is usually expressed in billions of dollars. The terms
value added and GDP are sometimes used
interchangeably. GDP is the standard measure of the size and performance of the
economy.

Measuring GDP
GDP is calculated as the difference between
the value of an industry’s total output and
the cost of the materials, supplies and services consumed in production. Using the
millworking example again, let’s suppose
that each door produced by the factory is
sold to the building supply store for $300.
The cost of the door includes:
• $110 for supplies like wood, glue, and
varnish
• $130 for the work done by the person
who made the door: and
• $35 worth of electricity, transportation,
accounting and other services purchased by the company
The remaining $25 represents the profits of
the factory owner. In this case, the value
added resulting from the production of each
door would be equal to the cost of the door
($300) minus the cost of materials and supplies, energy and purchased services
($110+$35), or $155.
GDP usually includes more than just labour
and profits, but we’ve simplified things a
little in this example.
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Profits
($25)

Labour ($130)

For each door that's produced, the
value added the economy is $155

Figure 1

It’s important to note that the millworking
factory’s contribution to GDP only includes
the value of the work that was added to the
raw materials purchased to make the door.
Other industries produced the wood, glue,
varnish, fuel and other supplies and services
used in production and the value of the
work they did is attributed to them, not to
the millworking industry.
In other words, at each stage of production,
GDP only counts the value of the work done
by one industry.

Economic growth
Economic growth is just another term for the
percentage change in the size of the economy, as measured by GDP, over time
(usually from year to year). Economic
growth can be the result of increased use of
labour and capital, or may be due to productivity improvements.
The economy regularly experiences ups and
downs. This pattern of GDP growth and
decline is often called the business or economic cycle. When the economy stalls, we
usually describe it as being in a slowdown;
when it’s in a recession, the economy has
been shrinking for a period of at least half a
year.
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Productivity
Productivity can be described as a measure
of the overall efficiency of the economy.
Productivity improvements can be due to
advances in technology, or to more efficient
use of labour or capital inputs.
Using our millworking example, suppose
that the factory employs two people. Each of
them saws the wood, nails or glues it together, then sands and varnishes or paints
the finished product. Suppose further that
the workers discover that if one of them
does all the sawing, nailing and gluing,
while the other one does the sanding and
varnishing, they can produce one extra door
per day. The amount of capital and labour
used in the factory hasn’t changed, but because the labour is being used more
efficiently, the factory’s output has increased. The growth in this case is due to
increased labour productivity.
Labour productivity can be calculated as the
ratio of GDP to total labour input (measured
by employment). Some of the graphs in this
book show indices (defined below) of GDP
and employment. The gap between these
indices can be viewed as a rough measure of
changes in labour productivity.
Labour productivity measures assume that
all of the economic growth that is not accounted for by increased use of labour is the
result of more efficient use of labour. This
may not always be the case, since economic
growth might also be due to more efficient
use of capital, but there is no way to easily
distinguish between the two. That’s why
labour productivity is often used instead of
total factor productivity, which is a more
accurate measure of productivity change,
but much more difficult to calculate.
It should be noted that labour productivity
differences among industries may simply
reflect differences in the relative importance
of labour and capital inputs. For example,
GDP per worker in the electricity industry,
which relies mainly on dams and generating
equipment to produce power, is high because most of the value added to the
economy comes from the use of capital
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equipment. In this case, the ratio of GDP to
employment includes the value added by
this equipment as well as the value added
by the worker’s efforts.
In other industries, such as personal services, the value that’s added to the economy
comes mainly from the use of labour. GDP
per worker in these industries tends to be
lower than in industries that use a lot of
capital equipment, since labour is usually
the only source of economic growth.
Measuring labour input
Labour input is sometimes measured using
employment, although a better measure
would be based on the total number of
hours worked in an industry. Labour productivity measures that are based on
employment will be lower in industries
where there are a lot of part-time workers,
since simple job counts don’t reflect the fact
that not all workers spend the same amount
of time on the job. Even if part-time workers
are just as efficient as full-time employees,
the value added per worker in an industry
where there are a lot of part-time jobs will
be lower than in an industry with mainly
full-time workers, because differences in the
actual amount of work done by each employee have not been taken into account.

Industries
Businesses that produce similar types of
goods or services are usually grouped together into industries.
A classification system called the North
American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) is used to determine which industry a particular business establishment
belongs to. The classification is based on the
main product that’s produced or sold by the
establishment.
NAICS is hierarchical. There are many small
industries that have been defined within
each of main industry groups. In the example we used earlier in this chapter, the
millworking factory would be classified as
part of the other wood product manufacturing industry, which in turn is part of the
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wood product industry, a sub-group of
manufacturing.
You’ll find more details on how industries
are defined in Appendix 1.

Sectors
Industries producing related goods or services are sometimes grouped into sectors.
The economy is often divided into two large
sectors: goods and services. Within these
sectors, smaller industry groupings may
also be used. For example, the logging industry produces logs, which are sawed into
wood by the wood industry, or chipped and
turned into pulp or paper by the paper industry. Because they are related, these
industries are often grouped together into
what’s called the forest sector.

Primary industries
These are industries that involve the harvesting or extraction of natural resources.
Fishing, logging, mining and agriculture are
all considered primary industries.

Secondary industries
Manufacturing (both resource and nonresource-based), construction, and utilities
which distribute electricity, oil, gas, and water, are often referred to as secondary
industries.

Value-added manufacturing
This term is sometimes used to describe
manufacturing activities that involve more
processing than simply turning logs into
boards or chips. Producers of doors and
windows, for example, are considered to be
value-added manufacturers. Some manufacturing industries aren’t based on processing
natural resources. They produce electronic
products, trucks, books and magazines,
toys, or other manufactured goods. They’re
all part of what’s often called value-added
manufacturing.
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Goods sector
This includes all primary and secondary
industries. An industry that harvests, extracts, or transforms raw materials into a
product that can be handled or stored is a
goods-producing industry.

Service sector
The service sector includes a wide variety of
industries ranging from transportation,
communication, real estate and financial
services to retailing, hairstyling, education,
health and public administration. Services
cannot be handled or stored; they are consumed and produced at the same time. For
example, you are a consumer of air transportation services when you are on a plane,
retailing services when you visit a store, entertainment services when you go to the
theatre, or accommodation services when
you stay at a hotel.
Measuring GDP in service industries
We’re used to thinking about GDP in terms
of goods production: making doors or computers, building ferries, constructing houses,
or publishing books and magazines. But
that’s only part of the story. There’s value
added to the economy when you visit a barber or hairstylist, when you buy a meal at a
restaurant, travel on a bus or airplane, go to
a movie theatre, or when you visit a doctor.
In some cases (as in our millworking example), it’s easy to calculate the GDP resulting
from a particular activity. That’s because the
economic activity that’s being measured
involves transforming basic materials into a
finished product. We can determine the
value of the final product and the cost of the
materials, supplies, energy and services
used to produce it relatively easily.
How do you measure the economic output
of a service such as health care, education or
defence? For these types of services, there
isn’t a single product or group of products
that you can count or measure to put a value
on the industry’s output. Yet health care,
education and government services employ
a lot of people to provide services that are
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both needed and valued by society. In cases
like this, we usually base our estimate of
GDP on the value of wages and salaries
earned by workers in the industry, supplemented by other information (for example,
data on the use of capital equipment) if it’s
available. Labour income is used as a proxy
for output because it’s one way of measuring the value that’s placed on the work done
by the people who provide these services.
The result of all this is that, for some service
industries there’s a very strong relationship
between GDP and labour income. Because
of this, the ratio of GDP to employment (i.e.,
labour productivity) in these industries is
more or less constant over time.

The new economy: tourism and
high tech
Tourism and high-tech are part of what’s
often called the new economy. Firms in these
sectors don’t belong to a single industry or
group of industries. They produce many
different types of goods and services, and
thus span a number of different industries.
In the case of tourism, the element that ties
them together is the clients that they serve.
In the high tech sector, it’s the degree to
which the goods and services they produce
could be considered high tech products.
Because their products are so diverse, tourism and high tech aren’t included in the
standard industry definitions used in
NAICS.
We measure the size of the tourism and high
tech sectors by attributing part of the output
of other industries to these special groupings. For example, some, but not all, of the
output of the food and beverage service industry is attributed to tourism.
The work that’s been done in this area is
fairly recent, and there’s still some discussion about what should be included in
tourism and high tech. At present there’s
not a lot of data that’s based on these special
groupings.
We’ll mainly be talking about goods and
service industries, using NAICS definitions,
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although some information on the tourism
and high tech sectors is also included in this
Guide.
High tech
BC’s high tech sector includes a portion
(which varies by industry) of the activities of
firms in a variety of manufacturing and service industries, which produce electronic
equipment, robotics, computer consulting
services, and other goods and services that
involve a high degree of research and development activity.
Tourism
The tourism sector includes some of the activities of a variety of industries that
produce services used by tourists. A percentage of the total value of production in
accommodation, food services, transportation and selected other industries is
attributed to tourism.

Imputed rental income
Imputed rental income is an estimate of how
much rent a homeowner would have to pay
for the house or condo he or she lives in. A
more complete explanation of imputed
rental income and why it’s included in GDP
can be found in the section of Chapter 5 that
describes the finance, insurance, real estate
and leasing industry.

Relationships between industries:
direct and indirect effects:
There are a lot of interactions among industries in the economy, and it’s important to
understand both the direct and indirect effects
of an industry on the economy. Think about
what’s involved in producing paper. First, a
logger has to cut a tree down. Then, it is
transported to a mill (a service that may be
provided by the transportation industry),
chipped and turned into pulp which is further processed into paper (manufacturing).
In the example just given, the direct effect can
be measured in terms of the value added or
employment provided by the paper manufac-
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turer. The indirect effect is a measure of the
resultant increase in the activity of the industries that supplied goods and services
used by the paper industry. In this example,
the indirect effect would include the increased output of:
• the manufacturer of the chainsaw used
by the logger,
• the logger who cut down the tree,
• the transportation company that
shipped the log to the mill; and
• the mill that produced chips from the
log, which were then sold to the paper
manufacturer.

Constant (real) dollar estimates
GDP estimates are usually expressed in constant or real dollars. This means that the
numbers have been adjusted to remove the
effects of price changes over time. An increase or decrease in a constant dollar value
indicates that there has actually been a
change in the quantity of a good or service
produced. All of the price effects have been
removed. The GDP figures used in this book
are valued in constant 1997 dollars.
Adjusting for inflation (price changes): calculating constant dollar estimates
How do we remove the effects of price
changes over time? Let’s take an example:
suppose a pair of shoes cost $75 in 1997, but
that the price of the same type of shoes was
$150 in 2005. The increase in the price of the
shoes is called inflation.
Price of a pair of
shoes
Price index
(1997=100)
Pairs of shoes sold
Sales in current
dollars
Sales in constant
1997 dollars

1997

2000

2005

75

90

150

100

120

200

1,000

980

1,000

75,000

88,200

150,000

75,000

73,500

75,000

Table 1

Suppose further that a retailer sold $75,000
worth of these shoes in 1997, but $150,000
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worth of shoes in 2005. Does this mean that
the retailer’s business has doubled? The answer to that question is no. The same
number of shoes (1,000) was sold in each
year, but if you just looked at the sales figures, you might think that the retailer did a
lot more business in 2005.
You can take out the effect of the price increase by expressing the value of shoe sales
in constant 1997 dollars. This is done by
multiplying the base year (1997) price of $75
by the number of shoes sold (1,000) in 2005
to get the constant dollar value of sales,
which is $75,000 in 1997 dollars. The constant dollar value of sales is unchanged from
1997, because the same number of shoes was
sold in each year.

Indices
Indices are often used to show how the
value of something changes over time. They
are calculated by taking the ratio of the
value of a given series in the current period
to its value in the base year, the year that’s
being used as the basis for the comparison.
The series is then multiplied by 100.
In our example, the price of the shoes increased from $75 in 1997 to $150 in 2005.
Let’s suppose the shoes cost $90 in 1997. A
price index could be calculated by dividing
the prices in 1997, 2000 and 2005 by 75, the
cost of the shoes in our base year of 1997,
and then multiplying by 100 (see Table 1).

Employment (work force)
Employment is often measured in terms of
the number of people working in a particular industry. In this book, the terms work
force, jobs and employment are all used to describe the number of people who work in a
particular industry or sector.

Full-time and part-time employment
Employment counts don’t necessarily tell
the full story, because not everyone who has
a job spends the same amount of time at
work. Two part-time workers who each
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work half a week don’t do twice as much
work as one full-time worker, even though
they are counted as two employees.
Full-time workers are people whose jobs involve at least 30 hours of work each week.
People who are employed part-time spend
less than 30 hours a week on the job.

Self-employment
A lot of people aren’t employed by companies or organizations. They are self-employed,
which simply means that they work for
themselves. Self-employment can occur in
all sorts of different jobs and industries.
People who run corner stores or other small
businesses, farmers, fishers, lawyers, housekeepers, gardeners, doctors and people in
many other professions can be selfemployed. Many self-employed people
work on their own or with unpaid help from
family members. Others, however, have
paid employees.

Labour force
The labour force includes everybody aged
15 and over who is either working or looking for work. The number of people in the
labour force is always greater than the number of people with jobs, because there will
always be some people who are between
jobs. Most of the time, we use employment
statistics in this book, but in some cases
we’ve used data on the size of the labour
force.

Unemployment
Unemployment statistics are based on a
survey in which people are asked if they are
currently employed. If they don’t have a job,
they are asked whether they are actively
looking for work. Those who are looking for
work are counted as unemployed, and
they’re included in the labour force. If
they’re not looking for work, they’re excluded from the unemployment statistics.
Being unemployed doesn’t necessarily mean
that you are receiving Employment Insurance (EI) benefits. Many people who are
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unemployed receive EI, but others don’t.
They may be living off their savings, they’re
supported by relatives or friends, or they’re
on social assistance.

Unemployment rate
The unemployment (jobless) rate is calculated
as the ratio of the number of people who are
unemployed (i.e., looking for work) to the
total labour force.

Union Coverage
The degree of union coverage is a measure
of the extent to which workers in an industry are covered by collective agreements
negotiated between labour unions and employers. It’s not the same as union
membership, since some workers who are
covered by a collective agreement have not
actually joined a union.

Occupations
Each industry or sector in the economy employs people in a variety of different
occupations. Types of jobs are classified
based on the amount of skill or training
needed to do them, as well as on the specific
characteristics of the job. For example, people working in building trades might have
the same amount of training or skills as office workers, but because their jobs are so
different, they are classified into different
occupational groups.
You’ll find an explanation of how occupations are classified, and what’s included in
the various classifications, in Appendix 2.

Establishment
When we talk about a business establishment, we’re referring to the smallest
operating entity for which financial records
are reported. Usually, that’s the same as the
physical location where a company operates. Some companies (like hair salons,
clothing stores, or fish farms) might have
only one establishment. Other companies,
however, can have many establishments in
different parts of the province. For example,
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Sears is a single retail company that has
many different business locations, or establishments, in BC and other parts of Canada.
Establishment size is often measured in terms
of the number of people who work at a particular job site. Those with fewer than 20
employees are considered to be small businesses.
Establishments
with
20-100
employees are mid-size, and large establishments have 100 or more workers on
staff. In some industries, most of the jobs are
in large establishments. In others, you’re
more likely to be one of a small group of
workers.
Statistics on employment by establishment
size don’t include the self-employed. Selfemployed people are most likely to be operating a small business.

Regions
In the chapters describing BC’s industries,
we talk about the regions of the province.
There are eight Development Regions: Vancouver Island/Coast, Mainland/Southwest,
Thompson-Okanagan, Kootenay, Cariboo,
North Coast, Nechako and Northeast. Because the population of North Coast and
Nechako is small, data for these regions has
been aggregated together.
There’s a map showing the boundaries of
these regions in Appendix 3.
Let’s take a look at how BC’s economy is
structured.

What do you mean when you say…
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An introduction to BC’s economy
This chapter describes some of the main
characteristics of BC’s economy. We start
with a brief overview of the province’s economy and how it has changed over time, then
we look at the job market, and compare
trends in employment and GDP (gross domestic product, also referred to as value
added). You’ll get a brief overview of the
industrial structure of the economy, the
sorts of jobs British Columbians have, some
of the characteristics of the work force, and
how the labour force is distributed around
the province. We’ll also take a look at what’s
expected to happen in British Columbia during the next few years.

BC then…
A hundred years ago, British Columbia was
one of the “last frontiers” in Canada: a
rough, tough region populated mainly by
young men, many of whom were loggers
and miners. At the end of the nineteenth
century just two percent of all Canadians
lived in this province. More than half of the
population was under thirty, and men outnumbered women nearly two to one.
The economy grew up around the fur trade
and the gold rush in the mid-1800s, and was
further developed by the building of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad (CPR), which
helped bring BC into Confederation and
opened up a link from the west coast to the
rest of Canada. It was highly dependent on
resource industries such as logging, mining,
fishing and agriculture. Manufacturing activities were based on the processing of
natural resources: canning Fraser River
salmon, producing lumber and paper from
trees harvested in the province’s coastal and
interior forests and extracting the province’s
rich mineral wealth. This early dependence
on primary industries helped forge an image of BC that persists to this day. Most
people, when asked to name the biggest industries in the province, continue to put
forestry, mining, fishing and agriculture at
the top of the list.

An introduction to BC’s economy

…and now
Things have changed a lot since the early
days of European settlement. With 13% of
the Canadian population, BC is Canada’s
third biggest province, after Ontario and
Quebec. It produces about 12% of the country’s total GDP. Vancouver’s population has
passed the two million mark, making it one
of only three metropolitan areas in the country with a population in excess of one
million (although Calgary and Edmonton
are fast approaching that mark). The city is
an important financial and industrial centre,
and with its location on the west coast of the
country, it’s also a transportation hub.
The composition of BC’s population has
changed a lot. It’s no longer mainly comprised of young men, as it was a hundred
years ago. The percentage of males and females living in BC has been roughly equal
since the 1960s. The population is also older:
less than 40% of British Columbians are currently under the age of thirty, and one in
four are fifty-five or older.
British Columbia’s cultural mosaic is also
shifting. In recent years, immigration, especially from Asia, has been a major source of
population growth, and the Vancouver area,
along with other parts of the province, is
becoming more diverse.
BC’s economy is less dependent on natural
resources than it used to be
As the face of the province’s population and
its cities has changed, so too has the provincial economy. A variety of new types of
goods and services are being made available
to meet the needs of an increasingly multicultural population. Technological and
cultural changes have also had a big effect,
as have changes in the way companies do
business.
BC’s economy has been maturing into a
more diverse, less resource-dependent structure. We’re no longer “hewers of wood and
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drawers of water” for the rest of the country
or indeed, for the world. Primary goods
production is giving way to a greater emphasis on value-added manufacturing as
well as other types of goods and services
production.
The role of resource industries is declining.
They currently employ about 9% of British
Columbia’s workforce.
16
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coming increasingly less dependent on
goods industries as a source of employment
and GDP.
For every person who’s employed in the
goods sector (both resource and nonresource-based), there are four British Columbians who have jobs in service
industries.
This is quite a significant change. In the
mid-1970s, nearly a third of all BC workers
had jobs in goods industries.
In fact, BC has one of the most serviceoriented economies in Canada, with services
accounting for a bigger share of total GDP
and employment than in virtually every
other province. This is partly because BC is
Canada’s gateway to the Pacific, and a lot of
industries and activities have developed
around the province’s role as a transportation hub for goods and people entering or
leaving the country from the west coast.
However, it also reflects the increased role
of some other types of services in the economy.
Four out of five jobs are in service industries

Forestry, mining, fishing and agriculture are
still important, especially in communities
where they are big employers, but they are
no longer the dominant force in BC’s economy. Since the mid-1990s, there have been
fewer people working in these industries
than in other types of goods production.
At present, only nine percent of BC workers
have jobs in resource harvesting and extracting industries such as agriculture, fishing,
forestry and mining. That’s down from
about 13% in 1990. Employment in other
types of goods production has picked up in
recent years after declining during the
1990s, and accounts for about 12% of all the
jobs in the province.

Where are the jobs?
Most are in the service sector…
BC’s economy isn’t just less resourcedependent than it used to be. It’s also be-
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21%
Goods
452,700

Services
1,677,800

79%

Total employment in 2005: 2,130,500

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 2

…which also generates the lion’s share of
the province’s GDP
GDP, or value added, is the measure that’s
most often used to describe the economy.
Do the GDP figures tell the same story about
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the relative importance of the goods and
service sectors as the employment numbers?
The answer to this question is that they do.
In 2005, nearly three-quarters of the province’s GDP came from the service sector.
Figure 3 shows how the basic structure of
BC’s economy has changed during the last
fifteen years, as the province has continued
a long-term trend of becoming less reliant
on goods industries as a source of growth.
In 1990, there were three service-sector
workers for every person employed in
goods production. By 2001, the ratio had
increased to four to one, and it has remained
at about that level since then. The sector’s
share of total GDP has also fallen, dropping
from about 30% in 1990 to the 26-27% range
in recent years. This phenomenon is not recent: the relative size of the goods sector has
been shrinking steadily since the 1960s, the
first year for which provincial estimates of
GDP are available.
Just over a quarter of the province’s GDP
originates in the goods sector
% of total economy
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Labour productivity is usually higher in
goods industries
The graph also illustrates another interesting phenomenon. The goods sector’s share
of total GDP is consistently higher than its
share of employment. This might seem puz-
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zling. How can a fifth of the workforce produce more than a quarter of the economy’s
total GDP?
One explanation is that labour productivity
(measured as GDP per worker) tends to be
higher in the goods sector than in some service industries. Most goods industries use a
lot of machinery and other specialized
equipment to make their products. They can
increase their output by using existing
equipment more efficiently or by investing
in new types of equipment. Productivity
gains can also come from more efficient use
of labour. An industry’s GDP reflects the
value added by both the labour and the
capital equipment that’s used in production,
so on a per worker basis it is often higher in
the goods sector than in some service industries, where labour is the main input into
production.
There are other factors at work too. In the
goods sector, jobs are often physically demanding and may involve a certain degree
of risk for the worker. This is reflected in
pay scales, so an hour of a worker’s time
may be more highly valued, and thus makes
a bigger contribution to total GDP, in the
goods industries than in services. Labour
income is one of the biggest components of
an industry’s GDP 1 .
Another factor contributing to the goods
sector’s higher share of GDP is related to the
way we measure employment. The employment
numbers
used
in
these
comparisons are simple job counts, and they
don’t differentiate between full-time and
part-time workers. A person who has a parttime job in the service sector is counted as
one employee, even though the number of
hours worked may be significantly less than
those put in by a full-time worker in the
goods industry. This means that the relationship between GDP and employment can
be a bit misleading as some industries, particularly those in the service sector, rely

1 In the previous chapter, we talked about how the ratio of
GDP to employment can be viewed as a rough measure of
labour productivity. This chapter also gives an explanation of
what’s included in GDP and how it’s measured.
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heavily on part-time or seasonal employment.
Thus, there are many reasons why labour
productivity is usually higher in the goods
sector than in services. They relate more to
the structure and nature of the goods sector
than to any intrinsic differences in the efficiency with which work is done.

What drives the economy?
Given the role that goods industries have
played in the development of BC’s economy, and the role they still play in some
communities, it’s not surprising that many
people view the goods sector as the engine
that keeps that economy running smoothly.
However, as more and more attention and
resources shift toward service sector activities, the degree to which these industries
determine our economic fortunes is changing.
Recent economic events in BC highlight this
effect. North American economies went
through a somewhat rocky period around
the turn of the century when world markets
for many products such as wood and paper
softened at the same time that high tech industries went into a freefall. BC’s forest
sector was particularly hard hit by the
downturn. In 2001, the goods sector shrank,
as industries shed jobs and their output and
GDP fell. However, BC’s economy continued to grow, but a slower than-usual pace.
Why did this happen? The reason is that
service industries were less affected by the
conditions that caused the slowdown in the
goods industries, and they continued to
grow. The economy wasn’t as healthy as it
would have been if the goods industries had
been in better shape, but it still grew, because the demand for services isn’t tied
directly to the fortunes of the goods industries.
You can think of the service sector as a bit of
a buffer: it insulates the economy from some
of the ups and downs that are driven by
world demand for commodities such as
wood, paper, metals, gas and other resource
products. This isn’t always to our benefit.
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Less dependence on resource industries
means we’re not as likely to feel the full effect of downturns in the volatile resource
industries, but it also means that when they
are booming, the spinoff benefits aren’t as
noticeable either. An economy that’s highly
service-oriented will usually experience
steady but slower growth than one that’s
more reliant on volatile resource industries.
There are more ups and downs in the goods
sector than in the service industries
GDP index (1990=100)
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Figure 4

Goods and services are interdependent
Even though there isn’t a direct linkage between the goods and service sectors, it’s
important to remember that they are interdependent to a certain degree. Some service
industries wouldn’t exist without the goods
sector. Likewise, some goods industries
would not be able to function the way they
do without services to support them.
Some of these relationships will be discussed in more detail later. It’s important to
understand them, because if you know
about the relationships among industries,
you’ll be better able to predict how changes
in people’s tastes, habits and need, which
ultimately drive the economy, could affect
them. Understanding these relationships
will allow you to make more informed
choices about your future prospects in the
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industry you work, or are thinking about
working, in.

Services: what are they, anyway?
We’ve talked about the role of services in
the economy, but haven’t said much about
what’s included in the service sector. So
what are services?
The service sector covers a wide range of
industries that provide services to individuals, businesses and governments. You’ve
almost certainly used many of the services
they offer, although you may not be in the
habit of thinking of the establishments
where you purchase them as being part of a
specific industry.
People who have jobs in the service sector
may be selling real estate, providing financial services, or working in a store or
restaurant. Some work in industries with
close ties to goods production, providing
services such as transportation, wholesaling,
retailing and insurance to manufacturers
who must move their products from the factory gate to markets where they can be
bought and sold.
Although these industries owe some of their
business to the goods sector, they’re not
completely dependent on it. For example,
the railway system is primarily used to
move cargo, but it also transports people
who are traveling for pleasure. Truck companies carry freight, but may also move
household goods. And airlines ship a lot of
cargo, but derive the bulk of their revenues
from passenger traffic.
Real estate, financial, legal, accounting, and
other services are used by both businesses
and individuals. Garages fix cars for individuals, but also provide maintenance
services to taxi companies, ambulance and
police services. And the list goes on.
Some workers have jobs in the personal service industries, staging plays or showing
movies, selling lottery tickets, training people who work out at the local gym,
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drycleaning clothes and styling hair. Workers in health care, education and defence are
all employed in service industries that can
be viewed as benefiting the community at
large.
Many of these services have been part of the
province’s economic makeup since the first
settlements came into being. Others, such as
computer services or Internet providers, are
part of what’s often called the new economy.
Wholesale & retail trade is the biggest employer in the province
Business, building & other
support services
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Other services
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Public administration
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Figure 5

Figure 5 shows the number of jobs by industry in the service sector. (You’ll find more
information on how industries are classified
in Appendix 1). Wholesale & retail trade is
the biggest employer, providing one out of
every five service sector jobs. Health care &
social assistance is the second largest employer, providing 13% of the service sector
jobs. Accommodation & food services, and
professional, scientific & technical services
each account for about 10% of total employment in the sector.
The two biggest industries in the service
sector, wholesale & retail trade and health
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care & social assistance, together employ
more people than all of the goods producing
industries combined. Wholesale & retail
trade alone employs nearly twice as many
people as construction, the second-biggest
industry in the goods sector.
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relatively small employers, together accounting for one in six jobs in the goods sector.
In the goods sector, most of the jobs are in
manufacturing and construction

Service sector jobs aren’t necessarily entrylevel positions

Fishing, hunting & trapping

The stereotype of a service-sector worker as
someone who has little training and limited
skills, and just manages to scrape by on
minimum wages from a part-time job at a
fast food restaurant isn’t accurate. There are
many entry-level positions and minimumwage jobs in the service sector, but that’s
only part of the story.

Utilities

2

Mining & oil & gas extraction

3

Service-sector jobs exist at all levels of training and at all points along the pay scale.
Many people who work in service industries–engineers, computer scientists, doctors,
lawyers and university professors, to name
a few–are both highly trained and well paid.
So are airline pilots, longshore workers,
ferry and railway workers, and numerous
others who are employed in this sector.
Even fast-food workers need some training,
they have to be able to use computerized
cash machines and other specialized equipment and they need to know how to
maintain proper health and safety standards
when they’re preparing food.

The goods sector includes the more
‘traditional’ industries
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Wages tend to be higher in goodsproducing industries…
Average wages in goods industries are
about a dollar an hour higher than in the
service sector, but the wage gap is shrinking
22

Average hourly wage rate ($)
Goods

20

The goods sector includes industries that
you’re probably more familiar with: agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, manufacturing,
construction and utilities. Manufacturing is
the biggest industry within the sector, accounting for 44% of the jobs. Three out of five
jobs in manufacturing are resource-related.
Wood, paper, food and beverage manufacturing are the biggest resource-sector employers.
More than a third of all goods-sector jobs are
in construction, the second biggest industry.
Primary resource extraction and harvesting–
agriculture, logging, mining and fishing–are
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British Columbians working in the goods
industries earned an average wage of $20.20
per hour in 2005. The typical wage in service
industries was about a dollar less, at $19.15
per hour. The wage gap between workers in
the goods and service sector is declining. In
1997, the wage difference was $2.04.

…and workers usually spend more
time on the job
There are big differences between the use of
part-time workers in the goods and service
sectors. Part-time employment is quite
common in the service sector, where one in
four workers work less than 30 hours a
week. In the goods industries, relatively few
(one in ten) workers are employed parttime.
In the service sector, workers usually spend
35 hours a week on the job. The average
work week in the goods sector is 40 hours
long.
Part-time work is much more common in
the service sector than in goods industries
30
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those working in the goods sector are covered by collective agreements.

What are the most common occupations?
More than a quarter of BC’s workers are in
sales & service occupations
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About a third of the workers have
union coverage
About a third of the workers in BC have union coverage. In the service sector, 33% of
workers have union coverage, while 30% of
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Each industry employs people in all sorts of
different occupations, which can involve a
broad range of skill levels. Take the health
care industry, for instance. It employs managers, doctors, nurses, other health care
professionals, trained technical workers like
x-ray technicians, and cooks, cleaners, and
laundry workers. And these are just some of
the occupations represented in this industry.
While some of them (such as managers and
administrators) could work in any industry,
others have training or skills that are very
specific to health care services.
There are ten broad occupational groups
that are used to describe the different types
of jobs that people could have. You’ll find a
detailed description of them in Appendix 2.
More than a quarter of the workers in BC
are employed in sales or service occupations. This includes workers in retailing,
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food service and accommodation, as well as
workers in protective and other service occupations. Examples of the types of jobs in
this category include sales people, clerks,
chefs, cooks, butchers, bakers, police officers, tour guides and child care workers.
Workers in business, finance & administrative occupations make up almost a fifth of
the work force, while one in six are employed
as
tradespeople
(mechanics,
plumbers, pipefitters, carpenters, longshore
workers, labourers, and so on) or transportation equipment operators.

What are the characteristics of the
work force?
The male-female composition of the province’s work force is nearly equal. About 53%
of the workers in BC are men, while the remaining 47% are women.
Most workers in the goods industries are
male
2,500

Employment in 2005
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Male
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0
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Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 10

Nine out of ten women with jobs are employed in service industries
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In the goods sector, only 20% of the workers
are female. In contrast, more than half of the
workers who have jobs in service industries
are women.
While there are many reasons for this difference, it is partly related to the nature of
work in some goods-producing industries.
Although a growing number of women are
working in non-traditional jobs, women
may be less likely than men to choose a job
that requires a lot of physical strength, or
involves long periods of time spent away
from home at a job site where there might
not be many amenities. These types of jobs
are more commonly found in the goods sector than in service industries.
Self employment is becoming more common
in the service industries
Self-employment has historically been most
common in the goods sector, largely because
so many farmers, fishers and loggers are selfemployed. In goods industries as a whole, the
self-employment rate remained close to 20%
during most of the period between 1990 and
2005, although it began to climb at the end of
the period. The service sector played a big
role in the increase in self-employment that
occurred in BC during most of the last fifteen years. The percentage of self-employed
people in service industries has risen from
14% in 1990 to its current level of 18%.
Self-employment is now almost as common
in the service sector as in goods-producing
industries. For the economy as a whole, the
percentage of self-employed workers has
risen from 16% to 20%, which is quite a significant change over a relatively short time
span.
Men are nearly twice as likely to be their
own bosses as are women. One-fourth of the
male work force was self-employed in 2005.
This compares to one-seventh of all employed women.

However, women are much more likely to
work in service industries than in the goods
sector. Nine out of every ten women who
have jobs are employed in the service sector.
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One in five BC workers is self employed
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People who work in the goods sector are
more likely to experience periods of unemployment
We’ve talked about which industries employ the most people, and described some of
the characteristics of people working in the
goods and service sectors, the kinds of jobs
they have, whether they’re self-employed or
work for other people, and whether they’re
more likely to be male, or female. In this
section we’ll look at another important
characteristic of the labour market: the unemployment rate, and how it varies among
industries.
Unemployment rates are affected by many
factors. For example, people with jobs in
industries such as agriculture, fishing, and
construction may not be able to work during
the winter months because of weather conditions. In other industries, people won’t
face the same likelihood of being jobless on
a regular basis because the weather doesn’t
affect their ability to work.
Seasonal factors also have a big effect on
unemployment rates. For instance, retailers
may need extra staff for the pre-Christmas
season but require fewer workers at other
times of the year. Hotels might hire additional help during the busy summer
months, but lay these workers off during
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slower periods. People who work in industries where the demand for goods and
services is seasonal may also face a higherthan-average likelihood of experiencing periods of unemployment.
In industries that produce goods mainly for
export to other countries, unemployment
rates can be affected by changes in world
demand for their products. For example,
most of BC’s wood exports are destined for
use in housing construction in the US and
overseas. That means that changes in the
housing market or other economic conditions in these regions can affect the demand
for BC wood products. This may lead to layoffs and shutdowns, or to job growth and
overtime work, depending on what the
situation is. Similarly, changes in the state of
BC’s housing market will affect the need for
workers in residential construction. These
are just a few of the many factors that cause
unemployment rates to vary among industries.
People who work in goods-producing industries face a significantly higher
likelihood of being unemployed at some
point than their service-sector counterparts
do. This is especially true during economic
downturns. That’s because goods-producing
industries tend to cut back on their production when markets are weak. While some
service industries are also affected in this
way, many of them provide services for
which there is a demand even when the
economy stalls. The strength and size of
BC’s service sector is almost certainly what
prevented the economy from slipping into a
recession in the early years of this decade,
when the province’s goods-producing industries did not fare well.
Figure 12 illustrates the close relationship
between the economic cycle and unemployment in the goods sector. As it shows,
the jobless rate in the goods sector rose
sharply during the economic slowdown in
1991 and didn’t fall back to its pre-1991 level
until three years later. The incidence of unemployment also increased in the service
sector, but not nearly as much. There was
another spike in the unemployment rate in
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the goods sector in 1998 and again in 2001,
when BC’s economy also stalled. That slowdown had only a small effect on the
unemployment rate in the service industries.
Unemployment rates are higher, and more
volatile, in the goods sector 2
14
12

temporarily between jobs, or because the
industry that they work in is undergoing
changes. Economists have traditionally
pegged the natural unemployment rate at
about four percent, a rate that’s already been
reached in the service sector, and one that’s
fast approaching in the province’s goods
industries.

Unemployment rate (%)

Four out of every ten employees in the province work in small businesses

Goods

Of the 1.7 million British Columbians who
have a job but are not self-employed, 38% 3
work at an establishment with fewer than 20
employees.
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BC’s unemployment rate has been falling,
and is currently at a 30-year low. This means
that at the moment, people who are looking
for work have a better chance of finding
employment than at any time in the last
thirty years. They may not be able to find
jobs in the industry or region they want to
work in, but there are jobs out there.
The current labour market situation isn’t
likely to be sustainable over the longer run,
since the unemployment rate is ‘fast approaching (and may already be at) the
natural rate of unemployment. This is the rate
at which the demand for labour is equal to
the supply of workers. In other words, people looking for work can find jobs and
employers can find workers when they need
them. There will always be a few people
who are unemployed, either because they’re

Another 36% of employees have jobs at establishments where there are between 20
and 99 workers. Eighteen percent are in larger businesses (100 to 500 employees) while
7% work at establishments with at least 500
employees.
Establishment sizes tend to be a little
smaller in the service sector than in the
goods producing industries, where 26% of
the workers have jobs at establishments
with at least 100 employees.
Small businesses are the biggest employers
in both the goods and service sectors
% of total employment, 2005
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Some people who are looking for work are not associated
with a particular industry, so are neither unemployed goods
nor service workers. These people are included in the calculation of the overall unemployment rate. This is why the overall
unemployment rate can be higher than the rate for both the
goods and service sectors.

Goods-producing
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Where are the jobs located?
Three out of every four jobs in BC are located in the Lower Mainland (61%) and
Vancouver Island (16%) areas. This is hardly
surprising, as these two regions 4 also contain most of the province’s population.
About 11% work in Thompson/Okanagan–
the region around Kamloops, Kelowna and
Penticton. Cariboo (4%), Kootenay (3%),
North Coast/Nechako (2%) and Northeast
(2%) each employ a relatively small percentage of the province’s workers.
Most of the jobs are in the Lower Mainland
and Vancouver Island areas, reflecting the
geographic distribution of BC’s population
Northeast
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About a third of the jobs in the Cariboo,
Northeast and North Coast/Nechako regions are in goods-producing industries.
Goods account for a much smaller percentage of total employment in the three most
densely populated regions, where services
provide between 73% and 81% of the jobs.

63

Mainland /
Southwest
Vancouver
Island/Coast

The northern and interior regions rely more
heavily on goods production as a source of
employment

Figure 15
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Figure 14

Figure 15 illustrates differences in the structure of the various regional economies.
Goods production accounts for a much bigger percentage of total employment in the
northern and interior regions of the province, where many of the mineral and forest
resources are located, than in the rest of the
province.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
The Canadian Occupational Projection System
(also known as COPS) produces a forecast of
GDP and employment by industry for the
province. This forecast is based on economic
models and because it predicts the future, it
may not be accurate. However, it does give
an indication of the direction in which the
economy may be going in the next few
years.
BC’s economy, as measured by real GDP, is
expected to increase 31% between 2004 and
2014. The service sector is forecast to provide most of the impetus for growth,
expanding 33%. In the goods sector, economic growth is expected to be more
constrained, rising 25%.

4 A map showing the boundaries of BC’s eight development
regions can be found in Appendix 3.
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The service sector is forecast to continue to
grow more rapidly than goods-producing
industries
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understand the big picture, but you should
also have a good understanding of what’s
happening, and what’s expected to happen,
within these sectors. In the next two chapters, we take a look at specific industries
within the goods and service sectors. We’ll
start by describing each of the province’s
major goods industries and then go on to
look at the service sector. For each industry,
we’ve included information, where possible,
about:
•

How it developed

10

•

What’s included in the sector

5

•

What’s happened since 1990, and the
sector’s size relative to the total economy in terms of both GDP and
employment

•

The most common occupations in the
industry

•

How many people work in the industry,
and how much they earn

•

Various characteristics of the work
force, such as:
the male/female composition of the
work force
whether jobs are part-time or fulltime
unemployment rates
self-employment
union coverage

•

Establishment size

•

Where the jobs are located

•

The outlook for employment and GDP
in the industry up to 2014

15

12

0
Total, all industries Goods-producing Services-producing

Data Source: COPS forecast
Figure 16

However, employment isn’t expected to
keep pace with GDP growth, suggesting
that most of the gains will be due to higher
labour productivity.
Total employment in the goods sector is
forecast to reach 488,000 by the year 2014, an
increase of 12% relative to 2004. Job growth
in the service sector is expected to be
stronger (+17%, to 1,903,000), but will still
lag behind GDP growth. To put that into
perspective, it’s expected that the number of
service sector workers in 2014 will exceed
the total number of workers in the province
in 1999.

What comes next?
Up to now, we’ve talked a lot in general
terms about how the British Columbia economy is structured, and we’ve compared
employment, GDP and various characteristics of workers in the goods and service
sectors.
What does all this mean for workers or jobseekers in the province? It’s important to

An introduction to BC’s economy

Although most of the information is available by industry, there are a few holes in the
data, especially for some of the smaller industries.
Hopefully this information will give you a
better understanding of how BC’s economy
works.
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An overview of the goods sector
There are seven main industry groupings, or
sub-sectors, within the goods sector:

the ten biggest employer industries in the
province are in the goods sector.
You should note that ranking the industries
based on their share of employment gives a
different result from a ranking that’s based
on their share of total GDP. For example,
agriculture is the third largest employer in
the goods sector, but would be sixth if GDP
were used as a basis for comparison. As was
discussed in the previous chapter, some industries (such as agriculture) use a lot of
labour to produce their output, so employment and GDP rankings can be quite
different.

Manufacturing
Construction
Agriculture
Forestry & logging
Mining, oil & gas extraction
Utilities
Fishing, hunting & trapping
Table 1 shows the ranking of these industries, based on employment in 2005. The
biggest employer is manufacturing, with
198,200 workers. Construction (168,000) is
ranked second and agriculture (38,700),
third among the goods-producing industries.

Table 2 summarizes some of the key economic and labour force variables for
industries within this sector.
Let’s take a look at some of the industries in
the goods sector.

About a fifth of the province’s work force is
employed in goods industries. Only two of

2005 data

Total, all industries
Goods-producing sector
Manufacturing
Construction
Agriculture
Forestry & logging
Mining and oil & gas extraction
Utilities
Fishing, hunting & trapping

Employment
2,130.5
452.7
198.2
168.0
38.7
21.6
13.8
10.3
2.1

% of total
goods
100.0
43.8
37.1
8.5
4.8
3.0
2.3
0.5

2004 data
% of total % of GDP,
employment
goods
100.0
21.2
100.0
9.3
44.2
7.9
22.8
1.8
3.4
1.0
10.8
0.6
11.8
0.5
6.7
0.1
0.4

% of total
GDP
100.0
27.3
12.1
6.2
0.9
2.9
3.2
1.8
0.1

Data Source: Statistics Canada & BC Stats

Table 1
2005 data

Total, all industries
Goods-producing sector
Manufacturing
Construction
Agriculture
Forestry & logging
Mining and oil & gas extraction
Utilities
Fishing, hunting & trapping

Average hourly
wage rate Usual hours
19.36
36.0
20.20
40.3
20.31
39.5
19.57
40.1
12.69
41.4
23.60
25.67
27.57
38.4
-

Average (1990-2005)

% Full-time
79.4
91.1
94.1
88.7
77.6
93.1
95.2
96.8
79.4

% Selfemployed
18.3
21.1
7.8
37.3
47.7
18.8
11.0
0.0
60.2

% Male
54.0
80.4
77.6
89.1
59.3
86.1
90.5
69.1
79.5

Unemployment
rate (%)
8.4
9.1
6.6
11.3
11.6
14.6
8.1
2.8
17.2

Data Source: Statistics Canada

Table 2
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Manufacturing
A lot of people think of manufacturing in
terms of vehicles rolling off production lines in
Windsor and Oshawa. Automakers in Ontario
dominate the news about Canada’s manufacturing sector because they play such a big role
in what’s happening to the economy down
east. However, the auto industry is a very minor player in BC’s manufacturing industry.
So what do we manufacture here? The province’s manufacturing industry developed
around processing the abundant natural resources harvested or extracted in the province:
canning salmon, processing fruits and berries,
producing lumber and paper, and smelting
and refining ores. These activities still dominate manufacturing in BC, but their role has
been diminishing over time as other industries
are becoming more prominent.
A large–and growing–share of BC’s manufacturing industry isn’t related to the resource
sector at all. Manufacturers in the province are
engaged in a lot of different activities. They
build ships and aircraft parts, and make traffic
light switching systems, signs, fibre-optic cables and plastics. They print books and
brochures, and make furniture, pottery, machinery and clothing. BC firms produce
vitamins and other health care products, and
they make computers and other electronics, as
well as a host of other types of goods.
BC’s manufacturing industry is a significant
player in the economy. It’s the biggest employer in the goods sector, and the third
biggest in the economy as a whole. And it’s an
industry that has seen a lot of changes over the
last few years.

What’s included in this industry?
What is manufacturing? It’s the process of
converting raw materials into a finished product that can be traded or sold. This can be
done by mechanical, physical or chemical
means.
Plants, factories and mills that use powerdriven machinery and equipment are typical
in the manufacturing industry. However, it

An overview of the goods sector:

also includes home-based businesses that
make hand-crafted goods, as well as bakeries,
candy stores and custom tailors that produce
and sell their goods onsite.

What’s happened since 1990?
The manufacturing sector has lost ground
since 1990, but has experienced periods of
growth as well as decline
% of total economy

14
13

GDP

12
11
10

Employment
9
8
7
6
5
4
1990

1992 1994

1996 1998

2000 2002

2004

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 1

The manufacturing industry has seen its fortunes rise and fall during the last decade and a
half. The industry lost a lot of ground during
the 1990s, with its share of GDP dropping
about two percentage points. A sharp upturn
at the turn of the century1 reversed the decline, but even so, manufacturing accounts for
a smaller share of both GDP and employment
than it did in 1990.

The spike in GDP that shows up in this chart is a
little misleading, since it’s partly related to a change
in the way the data for manufacturing is collected. It’s
likely that the industry’s GDP increased in 2000, but
probably not by as much as the graph suggests. It
should be viewed as a bit of an anomaly.
Similarly, it’s likely that the decline in employment
that is seen in 2005 is a one-off event: sources of information other than the Labour Force Survey suggest
that manufacturing employment did not plunge in
2005.

1

Manufacturing
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Manufacturing is becoming less resourceoriented
During the last decade and a half, the composition of BC’s manufacturing industry has
been changing. It remains dominated by resource-based production, but the focus is
gradually shifting to a greater emphasis on
other products such as computers, electronics,
plastics and clothing. This has partly been fostered by free trade agreements, which have
opened up new markets for Canadian products. As well, new types of manufacturing
have emerged in order to take advantage of
changes in technology, and shifting consumer
and business demand for various types of
products.
Resource-based activities still account for
the lion’s share of total manufacturing in the
province. Wood, paper, food, beverages,
non-metallic minerals, primary and fabricated metal and petroleum and coal
production generates about two-thirds of
the industry’s GDP, and employs six out of
ten manufacturing workers. However, the
dominant role of resources is being eroded.
Since 1990, the share of manufacturing GDP
that originates in non-resource industries
has climbed from about just under 19% to
33%. These industries now provide four out
of every ten manufacturing jobs.
Non-resource-based manufacturing accounts for a growing share of total GDP
and employment
50
45

Non-resource-based industries
as a % of total manufacturing

Employment

40
GDP

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004

Data Source: Statistics Canada & BC Stats
Figure 2
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Employment and GDP in non-resource
based industries have grown a lot more than
in the traditional manufacturing activities
160

150

% change, 1990 to 2004
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5
0
Manufacturing

Resource-based

Non-resource
based

Data Source: Statistics Canada & BC Stats
Figure 3

The extent to which this change has occurred is highlighted in Figure 3. Between
1990 and 2004, GDP in manufacturing increased 44%, while the number of jobs rose
20%. The growth was primarily concentrated in non-resource based industries,
where employment jumped 46% and GDP
more than doubled, rising 150%. Employment in resource industries rose just 5%
during this period, while GDP grew 19%,
well below the average for all industries (a
53% increase in GDP and a 32% rise in employment from 1990 to 2004).
Most of the fastest-growing industries in
manufacturing are non-resource based.
These include the computer and electronics
industry, where GDP has increased to more
than eight times the 1990 figure. Miscellaneous manufacturing, chemicals and plastic
and rubber products have all more than
doubled their GDP. Beverages and tobacco
is the only resource-related industry that has
seen similarly strong growth. In contrast,
GDP in industries such as paper, clothing,
wood and printing grew by 10% or less during this period.
Employment in some of the fast-growing
industries has not risen nearly as much as
GDP. In the computer industry, for example,
there were 60% more workers in 2004 than

Manufacturing
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in 1990. The industries with the fastest job
growth were miscellaneous and clothing
manufacturing, where the number of jobs in
2004 was about double the 1990 level.
There have been some very positive developments in both sectors of the industry.
They have experienced considerable (and
higher than average) improvements in productivity, as measured by the difference
between employment and GDP growth during this period. In fact, the labour
productivity gains have been stronger in
resource-based manufacturing than in the
non-resource-based industries. Some of
that’s due to investment in capital equipment, but it may also reflect more efficient
use of labour.
The biggest employers in manufacturing are
still resource-related industries.
Within manufacturing, wood, food processing, metal fabricating and paper are the
biggest employers. Over half of the manufacturing industry’s GDP, and 47% of the
workers, have jobs in these industries. However, that’s down from 52% of employment
at the beginning of the 1990s. The remaining
resource-based manufacturers are relatively
small employers.
Wood and food processing are the biggest
employers
35

% of total manufacturing, 2004
30
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Figure 4
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Most other large employers are nonresource- related manufacturers
Petroleum & coal products
Textiles & textile product mills
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Figure 5

Other significant employers in the manufacturing industry are non-resource related
industries. These include manufacturers of
machinery, miscellaneous products, and
transportation equipment, which each employ about 5% of the manufacturing
workforce.

What are the most common occupations?
The variety of products produced by this
industry means that its workers have a
broad range of skills and occupations.
Nearly half (48%) of the workers in this industry are in occupations specific to
manufacturing. Many of them are machine
operators, who run pulp and paper or sawmill machines, as well as other types of
equipment such as sewing machines or food
and fish processing equipment.
Trades, transportation and equipment operators such as machinists, welders,
mechanics, tailors, delivery drivers or materials handlers make up 19% of the total
workforce. Business, finance and administration (12%) and occupations in natural
and applied sciences (7%) or management
(7%) are also fairly common. Natural and
applied sciences occupations include engineers, especially mechanical engineers,

Manufacturing
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computer programmers and information
systems professionals, and workers such as
engineering or chemical technicians.

The usual work week in manufacturing is
just under 40 hours, and workers in the industry earn an average wage rate of $20.31
per hour.

Most of the jobs are in processing occupations

Not all manufacturing workers are equally
well-paid. Within the industry, average
hourly wage rates are highest in primary
metal ($27), paper ($27) and computer and
electronic products ($24) manufacturing.
Workers in the wood products industry earn
an average wage of $21 per hour. Average
hourly wages are lowest in clothing manufacturing, where workers typically earn
about $13 an hour, and in furniture ($14)
and food ($15) manufacturing.

Unique to processing,
manufacturing & utilities

48

Trades, transportation &
equipment operators

19

Business, finance &
administration

12

Natural & applied sciences &
related

7

Management

7

Other occupations

7
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Workers spent the most time on the job each
week in the metal fabricating, plastic and
rubber and machinery industries. The shortest work week was in beverage and tobacco
product manufacturing.

60

% of total employment, 2005

Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimate
Figure 6

What are the characteristics of the
work force?

One in four people in science-related occupations work in the computer, electronics
and electrical products industry. These occupations are also commonly found in the
rubber, plastics and chemicals, and fabricated metals industries.

Full-time employment is the most common
work arrangement in manufacturing, with
94% of the workers spending at least 30
hours a week on the job. Miscellaneous
manufacturing (11%) and printing and related manufacturing (10%) are the industries
with the biggest percentages of part-time
workers.

Common occupations for manufacturing
workers in the arts include graphic designers and illustrators, as well as artisans and
craftspeople. The printing and miscellaneous manufacturing industries are the main
employers for people in these occupations.
Miscellaneous manufacturing produces,
among other things, jewelry and silverware
as well as signs and displays.

How many people work in manufacturing, and how much do they
earn?
BC’s manufacturing industries employed
198,200 people in 2005. Wood (45,800), food
(26,400), metal fabricating (18,100) and paper (12,300) manufacturing were the biggest
employers, together providing nearly half of
the jobs in the industry.

An overview of the goods sector:

One in three workers in the manufacturing
industry has union coverage, which is about
the same as the average for all industries in
the province.
While three out of four workers in manufacturing are male, there are differences among
industries within manufacturing. For example, most of the workers in clothing and
textile industries are women. Women are
also well represented in printing, electronics,
chemicals
and
miscellaneous
manufacturing.
Unemployment rates in manufacturing averaged 6.6% during the period from 1990 to
2004. This was well below the average for all
industries (8.4%). The average unemployment rate in resource-based manufacturing
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(6.7%) was marginally higher than the rate
in non-resource-based industries.

Where are the jobs located?

High start-up costs for many types of manufacturing mean that self-employment isn’t
that common. About 9% of the people who
work in manufacturing were self-employed
in 2005. This work arrangement is most
common in industries such as textiles,
leather, furniture and miscellaneous manufacturing where the nature of the product
makes it possible to work in a small facility.
It’s less frequently seen in other types of
industries where production occurs in factories that make use of costly equipment, but
even in these types of manufacturing industries there are some people who work for
themselves.

Six out of ten manufacturing jobs in BC are
located in the Lower Mainland

In general, manufacturing establishments
tend to be larger than those in other industries. This reflects the fact that many types of
manufacturing activities require an initial
investment in equipment, which can be
costly. This means that small operations are
less likely to be practical, given the financial
and other resources that are required to purchase, operate and maintain the necessary
equipment.
Manufacturing establishments are typically
larger than those in other industries
% of total employment, 2005
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Figure 8

Most of the manufacturing jobs in BC are
located in the Lower Mainland, which is
home to 61% of the province’s total workforce. Many resource-related manufacturers
locate their production facility close to the
source of their raw materials, which is why
the Interior and North Coast/Nechako regions of BC account for a bigger share of
employment in manufacturing than in the
province as a whole.
Ten percent of the jobs in manufacturing are
located in Vancouver Island/Coast, considerably less than the region’s share (16%) of
total employment in the province.
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Employment in manufacturing is expected
to grow at about the same rate as in the rest
of the economy during the next few years. In
terms of GDP, the industry is forecast to
slightly outpace overall economic growth.
Industries within manufacturing that are
forecast to show stronger-than-average
growth include food, beverage and tobacco,
computers and electronic products, transportation equipment and miscellaneous
manufacturing.
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The industry’s share of total GDP is expected to increase to 13% by 2014
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Figure 9
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Construction
During the early 1990s, BC had the fastestgrowing population in Canada. Record
numbers of people were moving here from
other provinces and countries, providing a
stimulus for economic growth and boosting
the population by nearly 15% between 1990
and 1995. However, the influx of people into
BC slowed at the end of the decade. BC
slipped back to third place (after Alberta
and Ontario) among the provinces in terms
of population growth in the late 1990s. More
recently, the pace has begun to pick up and
BC is once again attracting residents from
other parts of the country, as well as new
immigrants to Canada.
Since 1990, the number of people living in
BC has increased by nearly a third (29%),
more than in any other province. The Canadian population grew a little more than half
as much (17%) during that period.
So what does population growth have to do
with construction? The linkage is quite
strong, particularly with respect to housing
and building construction. That’s because
when people move into an area, they need a
place to live. They might need hospital care
if they get sick. Those who have kids will
use daycares, schools or colleges. People
shop in malls and at supermarkets, they exercise at gyms and recreation centres, they
drive on highways and over bridges, and
they work in office buildings and factories.
As the population expands, the need for
these facilities increases. If there aren’t
enough schools, hospitals, or other facilities
to meet the needs of the population, they
have to be built. Old buildings are torn
down and new ones are put up, offices and
even old stores or warehouse buildings
might be converted into apartments, and
new bridges and better highways are built
to deal with increased traffic flows. Sometimes it’s not population growth so much as
the passage of time that makes it necessary
to repair or upgrade existing buildings and
infrastructure.

An overview of the goods sector: Construction

Population isn’t the only factor that affects
the construction industry. Construction activities may be linked to economic
conditions or other events. For example, the
Olympics will be held in the Vancouver/Whistler area in 2010. As part of the
preparations for this event, major upgrades
of the Sea-to-Sky highway will be made, and
there will be substantial investment in new
venues for Olympic events. Transportation
infrastructure (such as the RAV line) in
Vancouver is being put into place, and work
on other Olympic-related projects is already
underway, and the industry is seeing an
increase in the demand for its services.

What’s included in this industry?
The construction industry includes establishments that are primarily engaged in
constructing, repairing and renovating
buildings and engineering works, and in
subdividing and developing land. They
sometimes work under contract to other
firms, and produce both complete projects
and parts of projects.
The construction industry includes a lot
more than just houses and other buildings

24%

Other

39%
Residential
buildings

Repair

23%

Nonresidential
buildings
14%

GDP in 2004: $7.5 billion

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 10
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More than half of the GDP 2 in the construction industry comes from putting up
buildings, such as houses, condos, office
towers and shopping centres. Residential
buildings account for about 39% of total
GDP in the industry, while non-residential
buildings make up 14%.
There are a lot of other activities in the construction industry. About a quarter of its
GDP is generated by engineering construction. This includes building roads, highways
and airstrips; gas and oil facilities; dams and
irrigation projects; railways, telegraph and
telephone lines; and other types of engineering projects. Repair construction (on
buildings as well as roads, highways and
other projects) makes up about a quarter of
the value added to the economy by this industry.

2006 Edition

didn’t do as well as the rest of the economy
during the 1990s, and its share of both GDP
and employment declined. The last few
years, however, have been very good ones
for the construction industry. Just under 8%
of the province’s workers have jobs in construction. That’s significantly higher than
the average during the 1990s, but at about
the same level as in the early 1980s, when
there was also a building boom in BC.
BC’s construction industry has been booming in recent years, as it continues to recover
from a slump in the 1990s
% of total economy

9
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Employment
7
6

What’s happened since 1990?

5

Population growth isn’t the only factor that
influences construction activity. For example, the sector is quite sensitive to changes in
the state of the economy. When companies
are expanding, they may decide to invest in
new office buildings, stores, manufacturing
facilities, mills, mines, power lines and other
fixed assets. They usually hire construction
firms to do the building.

4

When the economy is booming, the construction industry usually booms too, but
when times are tough, new construction
projects tend to be put off. Builders often
borrow money to finance big projects (and
in the case of houses, homeowners usually
have to take out a mortgage to pay for their
home), so changes in consumer confidence
and the cost of borrowing also have a big
effect on this sector. Increases in the price of
materials such as lumber that are used in
construction also affect this sector.
Figure 11 shows how output and employment in the construction sector have varied
relative to the rest of the economy since
1990. As the figure shows, the industry

We’ve used GDP data here, since employment figures aren’t available at the same level of detail

2
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Figure 11

There’s no doubt that the construction industry has been a big source of employment
and GDP growth in the BC economy during
the last few years. However, the very strong
growth that’s been seen in recent years has
to be viewed in the context of what happened during the 1990s, a period when the
industry was in decline.
Construction is a boom and bust industry.
The current strength of the industry is a reflection of general economic conditions,
pent-up demand for new housing and other
structures in some areas of the province, and
investment in new infrastructure that’s taking place in order to prepare for the 2010
Olympics. Whether the strong growth will
continue in the future, at least past 2010, is
an open question, but it’s likely that the next
few years will be good ones in this industry.
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What are the most common occupations?
Like many other industries, construction
employs people in a wide range of occupations involving different types of skills.
Three out of every four people who work in
this industry are tradespeople, contractors,
and others who have special skills related to
construction. They may also be labourers, or
equipment operators. Twenty-eight percent
of workers in this industry are in construction trades: they’re plumbers, carpenters,
bricklayers, cabinetmakers, painters and so
on. Another 13% are contractors and supervisors of these tradespeople and 7% are
electricians or other workers in similar occupations.

2006 Edition

How many people work in construction, and how much do they
earn?
In 2005, there were 168,000 people working
in the province’s construction industry.
These workers earned an average hourly
wage of $19.57 for a usual work week of 40
hours. The average wage for workers in
construction trades (including those employed in industries other than construction)
was $18.96 in 2005. Trades helpers and construction labourers earned an average wage
of $16.50.

What are the characteristics of the
work force?

Other common occupations in the construction industry include management (13%),
business, finance and administration (8%),
and workers in natural and applied sciences
and related activities (3%) (architects, engineers, construction estimators, building
inspectors and so on).

The construction industry continues to be
male-dominated, with men outnumbering
women nine to one. Similarly, nine out of
ten workers are employed full-time.

Three-quarters of the workers in this industry are tradespeople or operators of
transportation equipment

Construction workers have a higher-thanaverage chance of finding themselves unemployed at some point. Between 1990 and
2005, the unemployment rate in this industry averaged 11.3%, three percentage points
higher than the provincial average (8.4%)
during this period.

Trades, transportation &
equipment operators

74

13

Management
Business, finance &
administration

Self-employment is much more common in
construction than in most other industries.
Four out of every ten workers are selfemployed, double the average for all industries in the province.

8

Natural & applied sciences &
related

3

Sales & service 1

Other occupations 0

0

Just under a quarter (24%) of the workers in
this industry have union coverage, considerably less than the provincial average of
33%.
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Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimate
Figure 12
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The construction industry is well-suited to
self-employment, since many of the required skills can be used on small selfdirected projects as well as large ones. This
means that it is relatively easy for an individual who has the know-how and the
equipment required to do construction projects to start up his or her own company, if
the prospect of working for a larger organization is not appealing.
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Construction firms tend to be somewhat
smaller than firms in other industries. This
is partly a reflection of the relatively high
incidence of self-employment in this industry. Fifty-nine percent of the people working
in the industry are employed at establishments with fewer than 20 workers. Most of
the other workers (33% of the total) in the
construction industry had jobs in mid-sized
firms, with more than 20 but less than 100
employees.
Construction establishments are often small
businesses with fewer than 20 workers
% of total employment, 2005

Construction
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All industries
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tribution facilities, power generating
stations, and dams, for example, are built
near a source of water, or near gas fields, or
wherever the raw materials used in production are located.
Fifty-seven percent of workers in this industry are located in the Mainland/Southwest
Region, with the Vancouver Island/Coast
area having just under a fifth of the work
force.
If you are planning a career in the construction industry, you need to decide whether or
not you want to be fixed in one location, or
whether you are willing to move around.
Similar occupations can involve different
choices. Take plumbers and pipefitters, for
example. Both jobs require somewhat similar skills, but a plumber can probably count
on being able to live and work in the same
place. That’s not necessarily true for a pipefitter who might have to live in a
construction camp in a remote part of the
province while working on a project.
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Figure 13

It should be noted that these figures don’t
include self-employed workers. Selfemployment is a significant factor in the
construction industry. About 64% of selfemployed construction workers have no
paid help. It’s likely that most of the other
self-employed workers in this industry operate small businesses with fewer than 20
workers.

Where are the jobs located?
Construction activity occurs in all parts of
the province. Residential, commercial and
institutional buildings are most likely to be
built in the more densely populated areas of
the province, but many heavy or engineering construction projects occur in more
sparsely populated areas. Factories, gas dis-
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Three out of four construction jobs are in
the Lower Mainland and Vancouver
Island/Coast regions
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What’s the outlook to 2014?
GDP in the construction industry isn’t expected to grow as much as in the economy
as a whole, but it is anticipated that em-
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ployment will hold its own. By 2014, it is
forecast that the industry will generate just
5% of the province’s GDP, down from 6% in
2004. Its share of employment is also expected to fall, dropping to 6%.
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Employment and GDP in the construction
industry are not expected to grow as fast as
in other industries
GDP
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Figure 15
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Agriculture
Canada was once a largely rural nation. At
the turn of the last century, agriculture employed about 40% of the workforce. That’s
no longer the case. Nationally, just over 2%
of workers have jobs in this industry, while
just under 2% of BC workers are employed
in agriculture.
Although BC’s agriculture industry is small
compared to the rest of the economy, it is an
important industry in many areas of the province. BC farmers supply many of the inputs
used by the province’s food processing industry.

What’s included in the agriculture
industry?
The agriculture industry includes establishments that are primarily engaged in growing
crops or raising animals. Crop and livestock
farms, as well as hatcheries and fish and shellfish3 farms are part of this industry.
Crop production generated over half of the
industry’s GDP in 2005
Support
activities

7%
24%

19%
Livestock

Aquaculture

Greenhouse,
nursery &
floriculture

Other
crops

14%

36%

GDP in agriculture, 2005: $1.2 billion

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 16

Also included are various types of services
related to crop and animal production, such
as soil preparation, planting, harvesting,
crop spraying, breeding, pruning and suppliers of farm labour on a contract or fee-forservice basis.
Nearly a quarter of the agriculture industry’s GDP originates in the greenhouse,
nursery and floriculture industry, while 36%
comes from other types of crop production.
Animals and animal products account for
about a fifth of the industry’s GDP, while
aquaculture contributes another 14%. Finally, crop and animal services generated
about 7% of the industry’s total GDP in
2005.
A variety of crops, seafood and livestock are
raised in BC
A variety of different types of crops, animals,
fish and shellfish species are raised in BC. The
province has long been known for its tree fruit
and berry industry, but the importance of
these crops has declined over time as the focus
of farming activities in the province has
shifted. The production of ginseng, flowers
and nursery products has been one of the fastest-growing segments in the industry. BC
greenhouses account for significant share of
total Canadian production of peppers, tomatoes, cucumbers and mushrooms. Some BC
greenhouse operators have expanded their
operations to locations in the US.
British Columbia is the country’s biggest producer of sweet peppers, blueberries, apples,
raspberries and sweet cherries. Dairy farms,
poultry producers, and other livestock operations play an important role in the province’s
agriculture industry, which also includes such
diverse activities as beekeeping, ostrich and
Christmas tree farming.

Aquaculture used to be included with fishing, hunting & trapping, but is now considered part of the
agriculture industry as defined by the North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS).

3
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A fifth of farm cash receipts 4 come from
sales of floriculture & nursery products
Other
payments

6

Other livestock
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What’s happened since 1990?
Agriculture is a highly labour-intensive industry, and this is reflected in the
relationship between GDP and employment.
About two percent of the province’s workforce is employed in agriculture, roughly
double the industry’s share of total GDP.
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Aquaculture operations are an important
component of the industry
BC has been a major player in Canada’s aquaculture industry for many years. In fact,
commercial cultivation of Pacific oysters in BC
was already occurring in 1912. In BC, Fish
farmers produce salmon and trout, as well as
several varieties of shellfish, including oysters,
clams, scallops, mussels and geoduck. There
is also some cultivation of marine plants
such as kelp. BC fish and shellfish farming
operations supply these products to markets
ranging from California to Japan and other
parts of Asia.
About 93% of the total value of BC’s aquaculture production comes from farmed
salmon products. Most of the salmon is exported, with much of it going to the US.

Excluding special payments from government and
sales of aquaculture products

4
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Agriculture has maintained its share of GDP
at a steady level since 1990, but the job market has been more volatile. During the last
five years, employment growth in agriculture has outpaced job gains in the province
as a whole.
The industry has held its own in terms of
GDP, but employment has been volatile
2.5

2.0

% of total economy
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1.5

GDP
1.0

0.5

0.0
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Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 18

Mad cow disease and avian flu have hurt
BC farmers
The last few years have been difficult ones
for BC’s agriculture industry, which has
faced some big challenges. In 2003, the discovery of a single case of bovine spongiform
encephalitis (BSE, or mad cow disease) in
Alberta led to the complete closure of the US
export market for Canadian farmers. BC is
not a major beef-producing province, but
the border closure hurt cattle producers in
this province.
The cattle industry was just beginning to
recover from the effects of the export ban
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when livestock producers in BC were hit
with another shock: the discovery of birds
infected with avian flu in the Fraser Valley.
This led to the forced slaughter of poultry
flocks in the surrounding area. Although
farmers received compensation for the loss
of their livestock, the poultry industry suffered a setback in 2004. Cash receipts have
since recovered and the industry is back on
an upward track.
Mad cow disease and avian flu created
major challenges for BC livestock farmers
350

Farm cash receipts ($million)
Avian flu
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Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 19

Other challenges
Livestock diseases aren’t the only challenges
the industry has been dealing with. BC
farmers have to compete with growers from
all over the world. You can see the result of
this in your local supermarket. Fruits and
vegetables sold there are often imported
from places like California even when they
are available from local producers. Similarly, meat products aren’t necessarily
produced locally; they can come from as far
away as New Zealand or Australia.
Why do supermarkets import food when
they could buy it from local suppliers? They
do it because the imports cost less, or because they buy in bulk from big farming
operations that can produce large quantities
of fruits and vegetables, or meat and dairy
products. Lower production costs in other

An overview of the goods sector Forestry & logging
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parts of the world, better cold storage facilities and refrigerated containers make it
possible to import fresh produce from further away, sometimes for less than what
they would cost to purchase locally. In addition, many supermarket chains have fixed
contracts with suppliers in the US, South
America, or other parts of the world. Freer
trade has opened many new markets for BC
producers, but it also means that they must
compete with producers from all over the
world.
Competition from the outside world isn’t
the only challenge that this sector is facing.
Our eating habits are changing. People are
eating less red meat, but more poultry
products. Per capita consumption of fruit
has risen nearly 20% since 1990. Some consumers are concerned about the use of
pesticides and techniques like irradiation,
and prefer to buy organically raised products. They’ve also developed a taste for
fruits and vegetables that can’t be grown in
the province and for ethnic foods that may
not be available from local producers. Not
so long ago, mangos, pineapples, papayas
and other tropical fruits were somewhat
exotic, available at supermarkets for short
periods only, if at all. Now, they’re found
year-round in many grocery stores.
Farmers are adapting to these changes.
They’re finding new ways to get their products to consumers, and focusing more on
growing crops or raising livestock that is of
higher quality or cheaper than those available
from other suppliers.
They’re also focusing on areas where they
have a comparative advantage. BC is a major
supplier of blueberries that are shipped
around the world. It’s a major producer of
farmed salmon. Vancouver Island is home to
the biggest daffodil farming operation in Canada, and the second biggest in North America.
A wine industry has developed in the province. Some farmers have converted their
orchards to grape vineyards and offer tours of
their winemaking facilities. Organic farming
and greenhouse operations have become more
prevalent. Many farmers sell directly to consumers from roadside stands, grow corn
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mazes, or host special events and provide
tours to interested visitors.

What are the most common occupations?
Almost all of the workers in this industry
are in occupations that are specific to farming. Fifty-eight percent are farmers or farm
managers. Another 20% are general farm
workers, while 8% work in greenhouses or
nurseries. Other occupations include labourers, truck drivers, sales and service
workers, bookkeepers and others who have
office jobs.
Almost all of the jobs are in occupations
specific to farming
Unique to primary industry

94

Business, finance &
administration

2

Trades, transportation &
equipment operators

2

What are the characteristics of the
work force?
Full-time employment is somewhat less
common in agriculture than is the case in
other goods industries. Eight in ten workers
have full-time jobs, compared to nine out of
ten for the sector as a whole.
Union coverage is not common in this industry. Just 12% of the workers have union
coverage, compared to 33% of all workers in
the economy.
Forty-four percent of the workers in agriculture are female. It’s the only industry in the
goods sector where the male-female ratio is
close to the provincial average (women
make up 47% of the total workforce).
Unemployment rates for farm workers are
higher than the all-industry average. Between 1990 and 2004, the average jobless
rate in this industry was 11.6%, compared to
8.4% for the province as a whole.
Self-employment is very common in this
industry. Nearly half (46%) of the people
who work in agriculture are self-employed.
That’s higher than in any other industry
group, and more than double the provincial
average.

Sales & service 1
Natural & applied sciences &
0
related
Other occupations 0

0
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How many people work in agriculture and how much do they earn?
In 2005, there were 38,700 people working in
this industry. Greenhouse, nursery and floriculture production employed about a third
(11,400) of these workers. Cattle ranching
and farming (9,000) and fruit and tree nut
farming (5,100) were other big employers.
Agriculture workers earned an average
hourly wage of $12.69, about two-thirds as
much as the average for all industries. Farm
workers typically spent just over 41 hours
on the job each week.

An overview of the goods sector Forestry & logging

The importance of small businesses in agriculture is highlighted in the above figure,
which shows that 53% of employees in agriculture work at establishments with fewer
than 20 workers. Another 33% have jobs at
mid-size establishments, with 20-99 employees. However, there are some larger
establishments: 13% work in establishments
with 100-500 employees.
These figures don’t include self employment: only employees are counted in the
data by establishment size. In agriculture,
about a quarter of all self-employed workers
have paid help, while the rest work on their
own. Thus, it’s very likely that virtually all
of the self-employed people in this industry
are in small operations with fewer than 20
employees.
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More than half of all agriculture establishments have fewer than 20 employees
Agriculture

% of total employment, 2005
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Thompson-Okanagan and the northern regions of the province have a high
concentration of agriculture workers
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Where are the jobs located?

What’s the outlook to 2014?

Only 3% of the land in the province is arable
or potentially arable. A wide variety of agricultural products are grown in British
Columbia, and farm holdings cover 2.6 million hectares of land.

It’s expected that the agriculture industry will
grow a little faster than the rest of the economy during the next few years. By 2014, the
industry’s share of total GDP is forecast to be a
little over one percent. However, the industry’s share of total employment is expected to
edge down slightly.

Thompson-Okanagan and the northern regions of the province are areas where
agriculture accounts for a higher-than-average
share of total employment. The Fraser Valley,
which has some of the richest soil in the country, is a source of berries and vegetables, and
50% of all agriculture workers in the province
are located in this region. Tree fruits and
grapes are primarily grown in the Okanagan,
and grain is grown in the Peace River region.
Large cattle ranches are located in the Cariboo
and elsewhere in the Interior, while dairy
farms operate near most major population
centres. BC’s hog and poultry farming industry is concentrated in the Vancouver and
Victoria area.
Almost all of the aquaculture operations are
located in coastal communities (trout, a freshwater fish, can be farmed inland). Many of the
operations are located in the Vancouver Island/Coast region of the province.

An overview of the goods sector Forestry & logging

GDP in agriculture is expected to increase a
little faster than the average for all industries
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Forestry & logging
BC is endowed with a rich forest resource.
Forests cover about two-thirds (60 million
hectares) of the province’s land mass, an
area that’s twice as big as all of the New
England states and New York state combined. The province is home to Canada’s
wettest forests along the Pacific Coast, and
to the nation’s driest forests in the southern
Interior.
Forestland includes 25 million hectares of
old-growth forest–trees that are at least 250
years old. On the Pacific coast, where fires
are rare, trees can live for as long as 1,000
years. In the Interior, where the climate is
not as mild and wildfires are more common,
trees typically have a shorter life span (120
to 140 years). Major species of trees harvested in the province include western red
cedar, which grows in wet, mild climates,
ponderosa pine, and lodgepole pine.
Since 95% of BC’s land base is publicly
owned, the management of the forest resource rests largely with the provincial
government, which allocates the right to log
crown land through the sale of stumpage
fees and a regulated annual allowable cut.
Almost all of the wood produced in BC is
softwood, used to make lumber, plywood,
shakes, shingles, newsprint, and pulp and
paper products. In fact, about half of the
softwood produced in Canada comes from
BC.
Forest products are the province’s most important export commodity, historically
accounting for more than half of BC’s total
exports. Although the forest sector has been
pummeled by challenges such as lower
prices for forest products and the softwood
lumber dispute with the US (which resulted
in punishing duties being imposed on BC
exports of softwood lumber south of the
border), the value of forest product exports
has remained stable since the mid-1990s.
However, exports of other commodities
have increased substantially more, and forest products accounted for just 39% of the
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total value of exports in 2005. That’s down
from 60% or more twenty years ago.
Forest products 5 are BC’s most important
export commodity, but account for a dwindling share of total international shipments
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British Columbia’s logging and forest products sector has developed around harvesting
and extracting this valuable renewable resource. This includes logging and forest
services (such as firefighting) as well as
wood and paper production.

What’s included in this industry?
Wood and paper production are the dominant industries in manufacturing, and are
discussed in more detail in the manufacturing section of this chapter. This section
concentrates on forestry & logging: harvesting, managing and protecting the province’s
forest resource. That includes logging and
reforestation services, as well as forest patrols and firefighting. It excludes sawmills,
planing and pulp and paper mills, which are
part of the manufacturing industry.
Forest product exports include logging products as
well as wood and paper. The forestry & logging industry produces the raw materials used make wood and
paper.

5
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What’s happened since 1990?
The forestry & logging industry is playing a
smaller role in the BC economy
% of total economy
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4
GDP
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2006 Edition

employment in the logging and forestry industry. Most of them are forestry
technicians or professional foresters. Trades,
transportation and equipment operators
(13%) are mainly employed driving logging
trucks and operating heavy equipment.
Workers in this industry are not all spending time falling trees or driving on logging
roads. One in nine is employed in a business, finance and administration (8%), or
management (3%) occupation.
Six out of ten workers in this industry are in
occupations unique to primary industries
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The relative importance of forestry and logging has declined since 1990. The industry
currently employs about 1% of BC’s workers, down from just under 2% at the
beginning of the 1990s. Its share of total
GDP has fallen from 4% to 3% during this
period.
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The number of jobs in logging and forestry
is declining. In 2005, there were 21,600 people working in this industry, down 18%
from 26,300 in 1990. The industry’s GDP has
also fallen, but made a bit of a comeback in
2004.

What are the most common occupations?
Six out of ten people working in this industry are in occupations unique to primary
industries, such as operators of logging machinery, chainsaws and skidders. A
significant number are silviculture and forestry workers (silviculture workers plant
seedlings, do thinning, pruning and other
maintenance of the forests).

Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimates
Figure 26

How many people work in forestry
& logging, and how much do they
earn?
Total employment in this industry was
21,600 in 2005. The average hourly wage
rate was $23.6, more than 20% higher than
the average for all industries. Although specific data on hours worked in forestry is not
available, workers in forestry, fishing, mining oil and gas extraction spent an average
of 44 hours on the job each week.

Occupations in natural and applied sciences
also account for a big share (14%) of total

An overview of the goods sector Forestry & logging
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What are the characteristics of the
work force?
Most (93%) of the people who work in forestry and logging are employed full-time,
spending at least 30 hours a week on the job.
Eight out of ten workers in the industry are
male.
We don’t have specific data on union coverage in forestry and logging, but 31% of the
workers in forestry, fishing, mining, oil and
gas extraction have union coverage, about
the same rate as the average for all industries (33%)
Twenty-one percent of the workers in this
industry were self-employed in 2005, about
the same as the average for all industries in
the province. Contract logging (where bigger forest companies hire contractors to do
some of their logging) is a fairly common
practice in British Columbia.
We don’t have data on employment by establishment size for logging and forestry.
However, the industry is the biggest employer in forestry, fishing, mining, oil and
gas extraction. Thirty-eight percent of the
people working in these industries have jobs
at establishments with fewer than 20 people.
Three out of four people in forestry, fishing,
mining, oil and gas extraction work in establishments with fewer than 100 employees
Forestry, fishing,
mining, oil and gas

% of total employment, 2005
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Where are the jobs located?
Nearly a quarter of the workers in logging
and other primary industries such as fishing
or mining have jobs in the Vancouver Island/Coast region.
Primary industries such as logging are major employers on Vancouver Island, and in
the Northern and Interior regions of the
province
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Figure 28

Another 22% are located in the Lower
Mainland, and the industry is a major employer in the Cariboo and North
Coast/Nechako regions of the province. The
concentration of jobs in Northeast is likely
related to mining, oil and gas extraction activities rather than forestry.
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What’s the outlook to 2014?
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Figure 29 shows how employment and
value added in forestry and logging are expected to change during the next few years.
As you can see, it is expected that employment in forestry and logging will grow at
about the same rate as the rest of the economy. However, the industry’s share of total
GDP is expected to drop from 3% to 2% during this period.
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The industry’s share of GDP and employment is expected to continue to decline
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Figure 29
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Mining, oil & gas extraction
Mining played a pivotal role in the early
development of BC’s economy and has continued to do so since–from the 1840’s, when
coal was the main mineral product, through
the gold rush years, and to the present.
The discovery of gold in the Interior was an
important turning point in British Columbia’s economic and political history. Miners
hoping to strike it rich came to the province
from San Francisco and points even further
away. Most of them didn’t become rich, but
they did leave a legacy behind them.
Before the gold rush, Victoria was a Hudson’s Bay Company trading post with a
small population (only 450 people in 1853).
The first ship full of miners and adventurers
headed for the gold fields arrived in Victoria
in 1858 and changed the town forever. It
became a stopping point and outfitting centre for miners and other people headed for
the gold fields, and many new businesses
sprang up to supply their needs. The goldseekers traveled on from Victoria to the
mainland to begin the long trek up to the
area around Barkerville, where they hoped
to stake a claim and strike it rich. Barkerville
is now a ghost town, visited by tourists with
an interest in history, but in the 1860s it was
the largest city west of Chicago and north of
San Francisco.
The influx of miners, many of whom were
from the US, alarmed the authorities and in
order to affirm British sovereignty over the
area, the Crown Colony of British Columbia
was created on the mainland. The creation
of the new colony, which was later merged
with the Crown Colony of Vancouver Island
to become the province of British Columbia,
was largely due to the effects of the gold
rush.

What’s included in the mining, oil
& gas extraction industry?
Mining establishments are primarily involved in extracting naturally occurring
solid minerals, such as coal and ores. Oil
and gas extraction involves removing liq-

uids (crude petroleum) and gases (natural
gas) from underground. The industry also
includes establishments that explore for
minerals or develop mineral properties and
mining operations.
Mineral fuels accounted for nearly twothirds of the value of BC’s mineral production 6 in 2004
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BC’s mining, oil and gas extraction industry
is diverse. A variety of metals and minerals,
as well as coal, oil and gas resources are
found throughout the province. Metal mining companies operating in BC are major
world producers of these products.
Copper, molybdenum and gold are the major
metals mined in BC
Only a handful of metals are mined in significant quantities in BC. Production of these
metals was valued at $2.4 billion in 2005.
Copper is used in electrical wire and cable,
(over two-thirds of the world’s refined copper is used for this purpose) and to make
Although metal and non-metallic mineral production
statistics were available to 2005, the value of oil and
gas production was only available up to 2004 at the
time this Guide was written.

6
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tubes, pipes and other shapes. It’s the most
important metal mined in BC, accounting
for $1.2 billion of the total value of metal
production. About half of the copper produced in Canada comes from BC mines.
This makes the province an important
player in the global copper mining industry,
since Canada is one of the world’s top five
copper-producing countries.
Molybdenum (28%), a metallic chemical that
is used in alloys and to make high temperature steels, is now the second most
important metal mined (based on value) in
BC. The province is a leading world producer of this metal. BC is home to Canada’s
only primary molybdenum mine, although
molybdenum is also extracted as a secondary product at other mines.
Gold (12%), silver (5%) and zinc (3%) account for most of the rest of the value of
metal production in BC. Nearly 80% of the
world’s gold supply is used for jewelry,
coins and other ornamentation. It’s also
used in electronics, dentistry and the aerospace industry. Silver is used for many of
the same purposes, as well as for photographic applications and as a catalyst for
producing some of the substances needed to
make plastics and polyester materials. Zinc,
which is often found together with copper
or lead, is used as a coating to make galvanized iron and steel, which is resistant to
rust and corrosion.
The average car battery contains about 10
kilograms of lead, another metal mined in
BC. Lead is also used as a protective sheathing for underground and underwater cables.
Non-metallic mineral products are primarily construction related
Non-metallic minerals produced in BC were
valued at $604 million in 2005. The most
important of these are cement ($289 million),
sand and gravel ($171 million) and stone
($70 million), which are extracted from
quarries and sandpits in the province. They
are used intensively by the construction industry. Sulfur, peat and barite are other
non-metallic minerals found in significant
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quantities in BC, but they account for only a
small percentage of the total value.
Coal is exported for use in steelmaking,
while natural gas fuels homes and businesses in the province
BC is the country’s biggest coal-exporting
province. The value of coal production was
$1.8 billion in 2005, accounting for 79% of
total Canadian production.
Coal mines are found in the Kootenays,
Northeast and on Vancouver Island. Elk
Valley in southeastern BC is the world’s
second-biggest producer of metallurgical
coal, used in steel-making. Much of the coal
mined in the province is sold to customers
in Japan and South Korea.
The province’s natural gas reserves are located in Northeastern BC. Gas extracted
from these reserves is sold to customers in
the province and other parts of Canada, but
much of the energy is destined for export to
the US, primarily to Northwest and Midwestern states, as well as California.
In 2004, the value of natural gas production
in BC was $5.9 billion. Petroleum and crude
oil production was valued at $809 million.
Exploration and development
Many establishments in the mining, oil and
gas extraction industry are primarily engaged in extracting mineral resources.
Others provide support services on a contract or fee basis. These companies do
mineral exploration, including traditional
prospecting methods such as taking core
samples and making geological observations. They’re also involved in drilling,
surveying and cleaning out wells. They generated about 12% of the sector’s total GDP in
2004.

What’s happened since 1990?
Ups and downs: the price effect
The mining industry is very sensitive to
changes in world markets because products
such as coal and copper are usually ex-
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ported, and prices for most mineral products are set internationally. This means that
exchange rate fluctuations and economic
conditions in countries like Japan and China
affect the value of metals, fuels, and other
minerals produced in BC. This can both help
and hurt the industry.
World demand for metals and other mineral
products is driving prices up
700

Canadian raw materials price index (1997=100)
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Data Source: Statistics Canada
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BC’s mining industry faced some challenges
during the 1990s, when prices for many
products were depressed. Coal prices were
flat or down during the 1990s and the early
years of this decade. This was almost certainly a big factor in the decision to close
down the Bullmoose and Quintette mines in
Northeast BC. More recently, there has been
an upturn in world demand for metallurgical coal, largely driven by China’s need for
steel, and two new coal mines–Willow
Creek and Dillon–were opened in 2004.
China is emerging as a major market for
many mineral products and prices have
been skyrocketing because world supply has
not been able to keep up with the demand
for these commodities. As the Chinese economy continues to develop its industrial base,
the demand for raw materials to supply its
emerging industrial machine is likely to remain elevated.
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Molybdenum prices, in a slump during the
1990s, are now at record high levels, six
times what they were in 1997 (that’s why
molybdenum, previously one of the smaller
metals in terms of value, was ranked second
in 2005). The cost of natural gas is nearly
two-and-a-half times what it was in 1997.
Copper prices are 41% higher, after slumping between 1997 and 2003. Producers of
silver, gold, lead, sand, stone and gravel
have also seen prices climb in recent years.
Whether or not these will be permanent or
only temporary shifts remains to be seen.
High, and rising, prices have helped restore
the fortunes of some of the mining companies in the province, but the value added to
the economy by metal and non-metallic
mineral mining has increased only marginally (about 10%) since 1990. That’s because
mines are not necessarily extracting a lot
more ore. In fact, the volume of production
of every major BC metal product except
gold has declined since 1990. In other
words, higher prices mean higher profits for
the industry (and more dividends for the
individuals and other investors that are
shareholders) but so far at least, the industry’s output hasn’t increased as rapidly.
The industry’s share of GDP has been climbing, but employment growth has lagged
behind the provincial average
3.5
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Most of the industry’s growth has come
from the oil and gas extraction sector, and
from exploration and development activities. Total GDP in mining, oil and gas
extraction has doubled since 1990, but that
hasn’t translated into job growth. There
were 27% fewer people working in the industry in 2005 than in 1990.
The mining, oil and gas extraction industry’s share of total GDP is a lot higher than
its share of employment, indicating that labour productivity is well above the
provincial average. This is partly a reflection
of higher wages paid to workers, but may
also be due to the type of technology that’s
used by the industry. The growing productivity gap between mining, oil and gas
extraction and other industries may reflect a
greater emphasis on oil and gas extraction,
where the resource is taken out of the
ground using pumps and other types of
equipment, with less reliance on manual
labour. In addition, robotics, global positioning systems and other types of high-tech
equipment are now being used to locate and
extract mineral resources.

What are the most common occupations?
Most of the workers in this industry are
miners, drillers, or mining equipment operators

Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimate
Figure 33

Four out of ten workers in this industry are
in occupations unique to primary industries.
Many of them are oil and gas well drillers,
or miners who work underground. Another
25% are trades, transportation and equipment operators, such as truck drivers, heavy
equipment operators, millwrights or welders.
Business, finance and administration and
natural and applied sciences each employ
11% of the workforce. Geologists, technicians, engineers and computer scientists are
employed in this industry.

How many people work in mining,
oil & gas extraction, and how much
do they earn?
Employment in mining, oil and gas extraction was 13,800 in 2005. Drilling, exploration
and other support activities employed 4,400
people. Another 3,800 worked at metal
mines, 3,100 were employed at other mines
and 2,500 worked in the oil and gas industry.
13,800 British Columbians worked in mining, oil & gas extraction in 2005
5.0
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Working conditions, especially for miners
who go underground, are comparatively
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high risk. Wages in the industry include a
risk premium, and may also be higher than
average in order to compensate for the conditions in which employees must work.
The average hourly wage rate in mining, oil
and gas extraction was $25.67 in 2005, more
than six dollars higher than the average for
all industries ($19.36). Workers in mining
earned an average hourly wage of about $28
an hour, while those employed in oil and
gas extraction ($23) and support activities
($22) received a lower hourly wage.
We don’t have data on hours worked for
this industry, but the average work week in
forestry, fishing, mining, oil and gas was 44
hours.

What are the characteristics of the
work force?
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Establishments tend to be somewhat larger
than in other resource based industries
Forestry, fishing,
mining, oil and gas
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Thirty-one percent of the workers in forestry, fishing, mining, oil and gas extraction
have union coverage, about the same rate as
for the economy as a whole.

About 16% of the people who work in this
industry are self-employed. Most of them
work in exploration, development and similar activities. Self-employment is not
common in mining or oil and gas extraction.
Mining, except for panning for gold, is typically an activity that requires a huge
investment in capital equipment.

During the last fifteen years, the unemployment rate in mining, oil and gas
extraction has averaged 8.1%, slightly less
than the provincial average (8.4%) and a full
percentage point lower than the average for
the goods industries (9.1%).

Data on employment by establishment size
isn’t available for mining, oil and gas extraction separate from fishing and forestry.
However, most mining operations tend to
be relatively large and this is reflected in the
information for the sector as a whole.

Virtually all (97%) of the people working in
this industry have full-time jobs. Nine out of
ten workers are male.
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Where are the jobs located?

What’s the outlook to 2014?

Most of the jobs in resource extracting industries are located outside the Lower
Mainland

Employment growth is expected to pick up,
but the industry’s share of total GDP is
forecast to grow at below-average rates
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Canadian Occupational Projection System forecast (2014)
Figure 37

Mineral deposits are found in various locations around the province: copper is mined
near Campbell River on Vancouver Island
and in the Interior near Houston, Logan
Lake, Mackenzie and Williams Lake. Most
of these mines also produce silver, gold or
molybdenum. Molybdenum is mined in the
Interior. British Columbia’s large deposits of
coal are mainly found in the Crowsnest Pass
area and the Northeastern regions of BC,
while natural gas comes from the Peace
River area.
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GDP growth in the industry, which has outpaced the rest of the economy in recent
years, is expected to slow. The mining, oil
and gas extraction industry is forecast to
generate about 2% of the province’s GDP by
2014, down from its present level of 3%.
Employment is forecast to grow at about the
same rate as in other industries, and retain
its share of the total at about half a percent
of the total. This is expected to be largely
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due to growth in the oil and gas extraction
and service components of the industry,
which are forecast to increase their output
by about a third during the next few years,
about three times the increase in metal and
non-metal mining.
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Utilities
Did you know that 25% of the world’s fresh
water supply is located in Canada? A third
of that water, or about 8% of the world’s
total supply, can be found in British Columbia.
About 85% of BC’s electric power is produced by falling or moving water. Electric
utilities in BC rely on a bountiful source of
fresh water to produce hydroelectric power
at dams like the Revelstoke and Mica dams
in the Kootenays, or the WAC Bennett Dam
in the Peace River region.
Electricity is also generated by power plants,
most of which are fueled by natural gas.

What’s happened since 1990?
Utilities account for a declining share of
total GDP and employment
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What’s included in utilities?
The utilities industry includes establishments that operate electric power, gas and
water utilities. We heat our homes, cook our
food and even play computer games using
electricity or natural gas that’s supplied by
the utilities industry. Water purification and
distribution, and sewer services are also included in this industry.
Electricity supplies about 11% of the energy
used by households, businesses, and factories in British Columbia. Distribution
systems make it possible for the province to
export excess electric power generated in BC
to other provinces and to the rest of North
America.
BC Hydro is the main supplier of power in
the province. The company operates 18,286
kilometres of transmission lines and 55,254
kilometres of distribution lines that bring
power from the generators to consumers.
Other companies such as West Kootenay
Power also provide service in some areas of
the province.
Terasen Gas is the major distributor of natural gas. Natural gas from the Peace River
area is transmitted by pipeline to consumers
in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver
Island.

An overview of the goods sector: Utilities
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Utilities employ less than 1% of the province’s workforce, a share that has remained
fairly stable since 1990. However, their contribution to total GDP is much higher, at
about 2%. However, utilities industries haven’t been growing quite as fast as the rest
of the economy, and their share of total GDP
has been falling during the last fifteen years.
Utilities rely heavily on the use of capital
equipment
The difference between this industry’s share
of total GDP and its share of employment
reflects the way in which utilities such as
electric power and gas distribution are produced. You may recall that the value added
to the economy by an industry is the result
of using both capital (equipment) and labour inputs to transform purchased
materials into a final product. In this industry, most of the work isn’t done by humans.
Electric power utilities use dams (which are
a type of capital) and hydroelectric generators to convert water resources into
electricity, which is then transmitted along a
complex network of power lines to their cus-
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tomers. Similarly, natural gas which has
been extracted from wells (by the mining
industry) is first liquefied and then transported through a pipeline system to the gas
utility, which then provides the fuel to its
clients, whether businesses or consumers.
Water purification plants and sewer systems
rely on pipe systems and treatment and
processing facilities to provide customers
with clean water and to remove their
wastewater.
Companies invest a great deal of money
building dams and other power generation
systems, as well as the power and gas distribution lines, and water and sewer
treatment plants and mains. However, once
they’re in place, the equipment does most of
the work that’s needed to supply the power,
gas or water to customers.
The industry still needs people to operate
and maintain the equipment, or to test for
impurities, but the human element is much
smaller than in most other industries. That’s
why the ratio of GDP per worker in utilities
is so much higher than the average for the
economy as a whole. However, the size of
the GDP/employment gap has been shrinking. This indicates that labour productivity
improvements in utilities have not been as
strong as in the rest of the economy.

What are the most common occupations?
As in many other goods industries, tradespeople and transportation equipment
operators make up the biggest percentage
(34%) of the workforce. Many of them work
as power system operators, or are power
line and cable workers.
Business, finance and administrative workers, especially clerical workers, make up a
quarter of the workforce. Clerical workers
are more common in this industry than in
many others. One reason for this is that,
unlike other industries, which may have a
limited number of clients that they serve,
utilities provide power, gas and water to
millions of households and businesses
around the province. A large clerical staff is

An overview of the goods sector: Utilities
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required to handle all the billing, start-ups,
shut-downs and other procedures.
Many of the occupations in this industry
are unique to utilities but there’s also a
large clerical and administrative workforce
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Utilities also employ a relatively large number of workers in natural and applied
sciences, one in every five workers are in
these occupations. Many of them are engineers,
computer
programmers
and
operators, and technicians.
Eight percent of the workers in this industry
are in occupations unique to processing,
manufacturing and utilities. These are
mainly water and waste plant operators,
and people who work as gas processing operators.

How many people work in the utilities industry, and how much do
they earn?
The utilities industry employed 10,300 people in 2005, most (6,900) of whom worked in
the electric power industry. Another 1,900
had jobs in natural gas distribution, and
1,500 worked for water and sewer utilities.
The average hourly wage rate was $27.57 in
2005. This is higher than in any of the other
major industry groups in BC, and may re-
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flect the relatively large number of highlyskilled workers in this industry, as well as
the fact that some (such as power line workers) have jobs that can be quite risky, so
their pay includes a risk premium. The average work week in utilities was 38 hours
long.

What are the characteristics of the
work force?
Virtually every worker (98%) in the industry
had a full-time job in 2005. Self-employment
is not an option in utilities, since the industry is highly capital intensive and relies on a
costly infrastructure network. It’s just not
feasible for someone to start their own electric power or sewer system company, at
least not as a small self-employed business!
Union coverage in the utilities industry is
significantly higher than in any of the other
goods industries. About 71% of the people
who work in this industry have union coverage, more than double the provincial
average (33%). Only public administration
and education have similarly high rates of
union coverage.
The unemployment rate in the utilities industry is extremely low, averaging 2.8%
during the period from 1990 to 2005. Utilities are relatively well insulated from the
ups and downs that affect other industries
in the economy. Generally speaking, the
demand for power, or gas, or water and
sewer services doesn’t really depend on
economic conditions. The weather may have
an effect on the amount of power or gas
that’s used, but heating our homes, cooking
meals, and being able to operate appliances
and equipment isn’t the type of expenditure
that most people would view as optional.
People might be more careful about turning
the lights off when they leave a room, but
they’re not going to stop using power or
fuel even if they’re trying to cut back on
their other spending. However, commercial
usage of electric power and other utility systems may be affected by changes in the
economy.

An overview of the goods sector: Utilities
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People who are employed in utilities are
likely to work in large establishments rather
than smaller ones. Only about a quarter of
them work at an establishment where there
are fewer than 20 employees.
Establishments in utilities tend to be large
% of total employment, 2005
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Where are the jobs located?
Most of the jobs are located in the major
population centres
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Fifty-seven percent of the workers in this
industry are located in the Lower Mainland
region, with another 17% living in Vancouver Island/Coast. Utilities account for a
higher-than-average share of total employment in Thompson-Okanagan, Kootenay
and Northeast.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
Both GDP and employment in this industry
are expected to grow at higher-than-average
rates during the next few years. Utilities are
forecast to continue to generate about 2% of
the province’s gross domestic product, and
employ less than 1% of the workers.
GDP and employment are expected to grow
faster than average during the next few
years
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Fishing, hunting & trapping
Before the arrival of European settlers in the
province, fishing, hunting and trapping
were activities that sustained the Aboriginal
population. Salmon was an important
source of food, which was supplemented by
hunting and trapping activities.

trapping is no longer a primary driver in
BC’s economy. Only 2,100 people worked in
this industry in 2005, accounting for about
0.1% of the province’s total workforce. The
industry’s share of total GDP is also about
0.1%.

In 1670, when Charles II signed the royal
charter that created the Hudson’s Bay Company (the English-speaking world’s oldest
corporation), the fur trade was one of the
main reasons for establishing the fledgling
company. Hudson’s Bay Company traders
played an important role in the development of European settlements across North
America. Alexander Mackenzie, Simon Fraser, and David Thompson, who worked for
the rival Northwest Company (which later
merged with the Hudson’s Bay Company),
explored the interior of BC and established
trading posts where furs and salmon were
purchased for export to Europe and other
destinations. These traders saw the potential
for benefiting from BC’s rich salmon resource. By 1827, salted salmon was being
shipped from Fort Langley to Hawaii, and
to places as far away Asia and South America.

The role of the commercial salmon fishery,
once so important to the province, is also
declining. If you follow the news, you’ve
probably heard a lot about salmon stocks
and the salmon fishery. A few years ago the
federal Department of Fisheries, which
manages the salt water fish resource, introduced a system of license buyouts in order
to protect the stock of salmon by reducing
the salmon fishing effort in BC.

Following the development of canning
techniques (and the discovery that canned
salmon tastes a lot better, and lasts longer,
than the salted variety), many salmon canneries were built on the Fraser River and in
other areas such as Fort Rupert and Victoria.
The canneries were supplied with salmon
by the fishing fleet. The salmon canning industry was a big factor in the early
development of the province’s economy.
This helped shape the view of BC as province that is highly dependent on fishing,
hunting and trapping. There’s no doubt that
these activities played a big role in the early
development of the economy. They’re still
important sources of employment and income in many coastal communities.
Canning and fish processing are among the
main activities of BC’s food processing industry. However, fishing, hunting and

The policy was successful. In 1990, salmon
was the major seafood species harvested in
the province, accounting for about 55% of
the total value of the commercial catch. By
2005, the species made up just 10% of the
total value of the catch.
Salmon made up just 10% of the value of the
commercial catch in 2005
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This represents a significant shift in the nature of the industry. Herring used to be the
second most important species, based on
landed value. Although it’s no longer
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ranked second, it’s still one of the biggest
fisheries, accounting for 10% of the total
value of landings. The halibut fishery is becoming increasingly important, as is the
harvesting of prawns, sablefish and hake.

What’s included in the industry?
The fishing, hunting and trapping industry
includes establishments that harvest fish
and other wild animals from their natural
habitat. This includes commercial fishing for
both finfish and shellfish species as well as
hunting and trapping activities.

What’s happened since 1990?
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in this industry has been downward, both in
terms of GDP and employment.

What are the most common occupations?
Most people working in the industry are in
jobs specific to fishing, hunting & trapping
Unique to primary industry

95

Business, finance &
administration

3

Trades, transportation &
1
equipment operators
Sales & service 1

The commercial fishery has gone through
some stormy waters
The industry hasn’t fared particularly well
during the last fifteen years. In 1990, it accounted for just over 0.4% of total
employment and just under 0.4% of the
province’s GDP. At present, less than 0.1%
of both GDP and employment originates in
the commercial fishery.
BC’s fishing, hunting & trapping industry is
in a decline
0.5

% of total economy
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Figure 44

There were some good years in the mid1990s, when the value of the catch spiked,
but generally speaking, the long-run trend

Natural & applied sciences &
0
related
Other occupations 0
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Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimates
Figure 45

Almost all of the jobs in this industry are in
occupations that are specific to fishing,
hunting and trapping. Three out of four
people working in the industry are skippers
of fishing vessels, while 16% are deckhands.
Another 7% are fishing masters, and 3% are
trappers and hunters. A relatively small
number (3%) of people are employed as
bookkeepers, secretaries or in other administrative occupations. Other occupations
include truck and delivery drivers and boat
operators.

How many people work in fishing,
hunting & trapping, and how much
do they earn?
In 2005, there were 2,100 people working in
the industry. That’s about a third as many as
there were in 1990, when fishing, hunting
and trapping employed 6,900 British Columbians.
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We don’t have specific data on earnings and
hours in this industry, but a rough estimate
of employment earnings can be calculated
from other sources. These suggest that average hourly earnings in fishing, hunting and
trapping were about $16 in 2005.

What are the characteristics of the
work force?
Most (95%) of the people employed in fishing, hunting and trapping had full-time jobs
in 2005. This represents a change from the
past, when substantially more of the people
who were working in this industry were
employed part-time. On average, 79% of the
work force in this industry was employed
full-time during the period from 1990 to
2005. The reduced incidence of part-time
employment may well be occurring because
with fewer people working in the industry,
it’s likely that many of those remaining are
fish boat owners or skippers. They may
have more of their own resources tied up in
their vessels and may be doing more of the
work themselves, rather than hiring employees to help.
Self-employment is common in commercial
fishery. On average, about 60% of the people
working in this industry are self-employed.
Relatively few women work in commercial
fishery. They make up just 14% of the work
force.
Unemployment rates in commercial fishery
averaged 17.2% during the period from 1990
to 2005, about twice the rate for the economy as a whole.

Where are the jobs located?
We don’t have data on the regional allocation of jobs in BC for the fishery as a whole
separate from logging and mining. Those
industries are so much larger than fishing
that the aggregated figures won’t necessarily represent what’s happening in BC’s
fishery. However, it’s possible to get an idea
of the regional allocation of the fishing in-
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dustry by looking at where the catch is
landed. In 2005, 62% of the salmon catch
was landed in the North Coast region, with
most of the remaining landings (36%) occurring in the South Coast. About 2% was
landed in the Fraser River. Information on
landings of other species isn’t readily available.
Fifty-five percent of the value of shellfish
landings were made in the South Coast,
with 38% landed in North Coast, and 7% in
the Fraser River.
Commercial hunting and trapping activities
occur primarily in northern regions of the
province.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
Both GDP and employment in the industry
are expected to grow slightly faster than the
provincial average
GDP

% of total economy

Employment
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Data Source: Statistics Canada (2004)
Canadian Occupational Projection System forecast (2014)
Figure 46

Despite the weak performance of the industry during the last couple of years, it’s
expected that both GDP and employment in
the fishery will hold their own over the next
few years. The industry’s share of the economy is forecast to increase to 0.2% by 2014.
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Resource-based industries and high-tech manufacturing
The link between primary industries and manufacturing
The primary industries include establishments that raise, harvest or extract
renewable or non-renewable resources.
There are strong links between these industries and the resource-based manufacturers
that process the raw materials they produce.
Renewable and non-renewable resources
Forestry and fishing, hunting and trapping
are based on harvesting a renewable resource–
one which, if properly managed, can be sustained indefinitely as long as there are no
natural catastrophes. Forests can be replanted, and fish stocks can usually be
replenished, given enough time. Agriculture
is considered a resource-based industry because, like forestry and fishing, the industry
involves cultivating, raising and harvesting
living things that occur in nature.
In contrast, the mining sector is engaged in
extracting a non-renewable resource. The
ores, sand, stone, coal, oil and gas that are
mined in the province occur in nature, but
once they are removed they cannot be replaced. The ability to continue extracting
these resources over time is limited because
there may only be a finite amount of the resource available, and the ability to continue
extracting it depends on exploration or
prospecting to locate new sites where the
resource already exists.
Most of these resource products have only
limited usefulness in their raw form. They
must be processed and transformed into
other products before they can be used, either as inputs into further production, or as
a final product. These processes may be as
simple as cleaning and packing fish, or
grinding wheat into flour. Sometimes
they’re more complicated. For example,
gold that has been dug out of the ground (or
panned from a stream) must first be refined
to remove any impurities or other trace metals. The refining process can be simple or
complex, depending on the amount of metal

that’s in the ore. Refined gold is then formed
into bullion or bars which can be sold to investors or manufacturers of jewelry and
other ornamental products. The processing
may be done on site at the mine, or the ore
may be shipped offsite to a smelter or refinery.

The resource sector
Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting and
trapping and mining, oil and gas extraction
are the main suppliers of raw materials for
many of the province’s manufacturing industries. For this reason, resource-related
manufacturing is sometimes lumped together with the primary industries in order
to highlight the inter-relationships.
We call these industry groupings sectors,
and there are three main resource-related
sectors in the BC economy: the forest sector,
the agriculture, fishing and food sector, and
the mining and mineral products sector. The
resource sector includes all three of these
groups. It used to employ about half of the
people working in goods-producing industries, and 13% of the total workforce.
Currently, about 9% of BC workers have
jobs in the resource sector.
Employment in resource-based industries
has been flat since 1990
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The forest sector
The forest sector includes forestry and logging, as well as wood and paper
manufacturing. Wood manufacturing includes producers of lumber, plywood,
veneer and other wood products such as
doors, windows, pallets and particle board.
The paper industry includes producers of
pulp, newsprint, cardboard, stationery, paper towels and other types of paper
products.
BC is one of the world’s largest suppliers of
pulp and paper, and is the biggest producer
of softwood lumber in the country. The
province is a major source of lumber that’s
used in housing construction in the US as
well as other parts of Canada. Wood and
paper production together accounted for
41% of the total value of manufacturing
shipments in 2005.
The forest sector has been undergoing tremendous changes. A lot of millwork used to
be done in small mills located near the forest
resource. Many of these mills have now
closed and timber is being shipped for processing by more efficient, larger mills in
central locations. Our major trading partners
used to be the United States and Europe.
The US is still our biggest international customer, but Japan, Korea, and other Asian
nations now account for a larger share of
BC’s exports than Europe does.
Due to its reliance on world markets, the
forest sector is particularly susceptible to
economic upswings and downturns in the
rest of the world. The industry is also facing
a number of challenges such as coping with
concerns about environmental issues and
dealing with competition from producers of
wood and paper in Europe and Asia. New
technology and changes in the demand for
forest products have also had a major effect
on BC’s forest sector.
In 2005, there were 79,700 forest sector
workers employed in BC. More than half
(45,800) of them worked at sawmills and
other wood manufacturing establishments.
Logging, reforestation, and related activities
employed 21,600 people and there were
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12,300 people working in the paper industry.
Despite the effects of the ongoing softwood
lumber dispute with the US, employment in
BC’s wood industry has been relatively stable during the last fifteen years. However,
there are a lot fewer people working in the
paper (-36%) and logging (-18%) industries.
There have been job losses in the logging
and paper industries
Employment ('000)
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Figure 48

Much of the province‘s paper production
takes place in the Vancouver Island and
Lower Mainland areas. On Vancouver Island, these workers are mainly located in
the central and northern areas of the island.
Mainland/Southwest and Cariboo are other
regions where there are a lot of forest sector
jobs. Sawmills are located in the Interior as
well as in Coastal areas of the province.
Agriculture, fishing & food
The agriculture, fishing and food sector includes agriculture, fishing, hunting and
trapping, as well as food, beverage and tobacco manufacturing. Food manufacturers
produce fish, meat and dairy products, as
well as frozen and canned fruits and vegetables, and other more highly processed
products such as baked goods and confectionery. Beverage manufacturing includes
wineries, as well as producers of soft drinks,
beer and other types of alcohol.
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The agriculture, fishing and food sector employed 72,300 British Columbians in 2005,
only slightly less than the number working
in the forest sector. Fishing, hunting and
trapping (2,100), aquaculture (2,100), and
seafood processing (3,700) activities accounted for 11% of the jobs. The rest of the
people worked in agriculture (38,700), food
(22,700 excluding seafood) and beverage
and tobacco (5,100) manufacturing. Bakeries
(7,500) and meat processors (5,200) were the
biggest employers in the food industry.
The number of jobs in agriculture and food
& beverage manufacturing is climbing
45
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Mining & mineral products
This sector includes mining, oil and gas extraction, as well as non-metallic mineral
production, primary and fabricated metals,
and petroleum and coal products. Nonmetallic mineral products include cement,
concrete, gypsum, clay and glass. Primary
metals are metals that have been smelted or
refined, and are shaped into simple forms,
such as ingots, rods, bars, sheets, pipes and
tubes. Fabricated metals are in more complex forms: boilers, tanks, containers,
hardware, nuts, bolts, doors, cutlery and so
on. The petroleum and coal products industry refines crude petroleum and coal into
intermediate products.

2006 Edition

Minerals and metals are used to make many
different products ranging from TV sets,
CDs, computer chips, telephones, cars,
trains, and bikes to food, medicine and vitamins.
Companies in the mineral products industries process ores and smelt them into bars
and ingots, or use metals and other mineral
products to produce doors, pipes, wire,
tools, nuts and bolts and so on.
Many of the raw materials used by the mineral products industry are mined in BC, but
there are some key exceptions. Aluminum
manufacturing is one of the main activities
in BC’s primary metal manufacturing industry. However, neither bauxite nor alumina,
the raw materials used to make aluminum
are found in the province. The industry relies on alumina imported from Australia,
from which aluminum metal is extracted
using chemical and electrolytic processes.
BC’s aluminum industry exists mainly because of its access to cheap electricity, since
a lot of electric power is consumed in the
smelting process. In the case of the Alcan
smelter in Kitimat, a hydroelectric generating station was built at Kemano to provide
power to the smelter.
Aluminum is used to make doors, window
frames and other construction materials, as
well as containers and packaging, consumer
durables and machinery and equipment.
The lead-zinc smelter in Trail relies on
power produced by a dam owned by the
company, and also supplies BC Hydro with
its excess power. Ore from Alaska, other
parts of the US and South America is
smelted in Trail.
Total employment in the mining and mineral products sector was 45,700 in 2005.
Metal fabricating (18,100) is the biggest employer in the sector. This industry has seen
significant job growth during the last fifteen
years, nearly doubling the number of people
on the payroll. Most of the workers are employed making structural metal products
such as doors and other architectural products (7,900) or in machine shops (6,400).
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The number of jobs in metal fabricating has
nearly doubled since 1990
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High-tech industries became an important
force in the economy during the 1990s, a
period during which the computer and related electronic products were beginning to
be widely used by businesses and individuals. These industries experienced very rapid
growth during the 1990s. Unfortunately
there isn’t a consistent set of data for the
high-tech sector that goes all the way back
to 1990. The earliest year for which the information is available is 1997.
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Employment in high-tech manufacturing is
still declining
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Primary metal manufacturing employed
6,700 British Columbians in 2005. Nearly
half (3,000) of them worked in the aluminium industry. Cement (3,000) and glass
(1,700) production dominates in the nonmetallic mineral products industry, where
employment totalled 6,600 in 2005. The rest
of the workers in the sector are employed in
mining, oil and gas extraction (13,800), or in
the petroleum and coal products industry,
which has fewer than 1,000 workers.

High-tech manufacturing
BC’s high-tech sector includes both manufacturing and service sector activities.
Manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, semiconductors, telecommunications equipment,
navigational equipment, computers and
electronics, aerospace and other related
products are all included in the definition of
the high-tech sector.
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These figures are based on SEPH data,
and don’t include self-employed workers
Figure 51

An estimated 13,100 people were employed
in high-tech manufacturing in 2005. Employment in this sector peaked at about
15,200 in 2001, but the industry in BC was
affected by a global downturn in high-tech
industries that occurred at the beginning of
this decade. Employment in high-tech
manufacturing industries has been declining
during most of the period since then.
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An overview of the service sector
There are eleven main industries in the service sector:

and retail trade, followed by health care and
social assistance, and accommodation and
food services. Business, building and other
support services, with 90,300 workers, is the
smallest employer in the service sector.

Retail & wholesale trade
Health care & social assistance
Accommodation & food services

As was the case in the goods sector, the
ranking changes considerably when real
GDP is used to make the comparison. Based
on GDP, finance, insurance, real estate and
leasing is the biggest industry in the service
sector, and substantially larger than any of
the goods-producing industries. However,
it’s ranked sixth out of 11 service sector industries based on employment. In contrast,
accommodation and food, which employs
about 8% of the workforce, makes a much
smaller contribution (3%) to BC’s total GDP.

Professional, scientific & technical
services
Educational services
Finance, insurance, real estate &
leasing
Transportation & warehousing
Information, culture & recreation
Public administration
Other services

Table 2 on the following page summarizes
some of the key economic and labour force
variables for industries within this sector.

Business, building & other support
services

Let’s take a look at some of the industries in
the service sector.

Table 1 shows the ranking of these industries, based on employment in 2005. The
largest employer in services is wholesale

2005 data

Total, all industries
Services-producing sector
Wholesale & retail trade
Health care & social assistance
Accommodation & food services
Professional, scientific & technical services
Educational services
Finance, insurance, real estate & leasing
Transportation & warehousing
Information, culture & recreation
Public administration
Other services
Business, building & other support services

Employment
2,130.5
1,677.8
334.6
217.4
175.8
163.6
146.1
132.9
118.7
112.1
95.1
91.2
90.3

% of total
services
100.0
19.9
13.0
10.5
9.8
8.7
7.9
7.1
6.7
5.7
5.4
5.4

2004 data
% of total % of GDP,
employment
services
100.0
78.8
100.0
15.7
15.5
10.2
8.9
8.3
4.3
7.7
5.5
6.9
6.5
6.2
30.3
5.6
8.7
5.3
7.2
4.5
7.1
4.3
3.8
4.2
2.5

% of total
GDP
100.0
72.7
11.3
6.5
3.1
4.0
4.7
22.0
6.3
5.2
5.1
2.7
1.8

Data Source: Statistics Canada & BC Stats
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2005 data

Total, all industries
Services-producing sector
Wholesale & retail trade
Health care & social assistance
Accommodation & food services
Professional, scientific & technical services
Educational services
Finance, insurance, real estate & leasing
Transportation & warehousing
Information, culture & recreation
Public administration
Other services
Business, building & other support services

Average hourly
wage rate
19.36
19.15
14.97
21.87
12.00
24.30
25.21
19.89
21.16
19.28
25.88
16.78
15.14

2006 Edition

Average (1990-2005)
Usual
hours
36.0
34.9
33.7
33.9
31.8
37.9
32.2
36.8
41.3
34.3
36.5
34.7
34.2

% Full-time
79.4
76.1
73.0
73.6
62.4
83.8
72.0
82.0
88.2
75.2
91.9
73.6
71.8

% Selfemployed
18.3
17.5
15.8
14.6
9.8
38.5
6.8
18.7
15.7
19.0
0.0
34.3
33.3

% Male
54.0
46.5
51.1
18.5
42.1
55.6
37.7
40.9
76.8
53.4
54.6
47.4
54.3

Unemployment
rate (%)
8.4
5.1
5.6
2.8
8.4
4.3
3.7
2.9
5.1
6.8
3.2
5.8
10.1

Data Source: Statistics Canada
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Retail & wholesale trade
Shopping. For some, it’s a necessary chore
while others find it a relaxing way to pass
the time. Whether you’re buying food, clothing, or other necessities, putting gas in the
car, picking up supplies for a do-it-yourself
project, getting a new pair of glasses or simply browsing in a mall, you’re using the services of establishments in the retail and
wholesale trade industry. The industry is
the biggest employer in BC, providing about
16% of all the jobs in 2005 and generating
about 11% of total GDP.

distributed and delivered directly to their
clients.
BC wholesalers of building materials and
food, beverages & tobacco products generated 45% of total sales in 2005

Personal & household goods

9

Automotive products

13

Other products

What’s included in retail & wholesale trade?
Wholesalers and retailers are in the business
of re-selling goods that have been purchased
from suppliers. They bring goods produced
in the province, or imported from other regions and countries, to the marketplace,
where they can be purchased by consumers.
Wholesalers can be thought of as “middle
men” who supply goods to industrial or
business customers, such as retailers, restaurants, manufacturers, or construction companies. They sell single units of big ticket
items like farm machinery, heavy equipment and vehicles. They also sell bulk quantities of building supplies, food and beverages, seed, fertilizer and many other types of
products.
These goods may be used as inputs into
production. For example, a building contractor would usually purchase materials such
as cement, plywood, nails, two-by-fours,
sinks, pipes, bathroom fixtures, paint, glass,
wallpaper, and so on from a wholesale supplier.
Wholesalers typically operate from a warehouse or office space that isn’t designed to
attract walk-in customers. Wholesale outlets
are often located in industrial areas of cities,
where it is convenient for their customers to
pick up and load supplies, or where they
have warehouses from which the goods are
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Figure 1

Wholesalers of building materials and food,
beverages and tobacco dominate the industry, accounting for about 45% of total sales
in 2005. Machinery and electronic equipment (including computers) wholesalers
accounted for 19% of total sales. These
shares have been quite stable, changing only
marginally during the last decade or so.
The main characteristic of retailers is that
they sell goods primarily to consumers or
households. Supermarkets, gas bars, drug
stores, furniture outlets, “mom and pop
shops”, hardware stores, car lots, mobile
home dealers and garden centres are only
some of the many types of retail businesses.
This industry also includes “big box” retailers such as office supply and computer
stores, and retailers of building materials,
plumbing and electrical supplies.
Retail outlets are usually designed to have
display areas where customers can see the
merchandise that’s available for sale. They
cater to walk-in traffic, so they’re often lo-
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cated in places that are easy to find and
typically have access to nearby parking.
Not all retailers have store-fronts. The industry also includes retailers who sell via
infomercials, vending machines, door-todoor sales, in-home demonstrations, or mail
order. Some retailers sell their products
online, and don’t have a store-front outlet at
all.
Similarly, some establishments that sell
goods to customers are not included in this
industry. For example, a produce stand at a
farm would be considered part of the farming operation, and thus included in the agriculture industry. A bakery that produces
and sells baked goods onsite is considered
part of the food manufacturing industry.
Photofinishing shops that are primarily in
the business of developing pictures rather
than retailing products are part of the personal and laundry services industry and
maintenance and repair shops have their
own industry group. On the other hand,
meat and seafood markets or optical outlets,
which are primarily involved in selling finished product to customers, are part of the
retail industry. The work that they do cutting meat, preparing fish or grinding lenses
is incidental to their main activity: selling
products to customers.
Automotive product retailers in the province chalked up a third of total sales in 2005
Clothing & accessories
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Pharmacies & personal care

6

Building & outdoor home
supplies

6

Miscellaneous retailers
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Retailers of automotive products, including
new and used car and RV dealers, as well as
gas stations, typically account for about a
third of total sales, while supermarkets,
food, liquor and beer stores usually take in
about a quarter of total retail revenues. The
third biggest group is department stores and
other retailers of general merchandise, who
accounted for 11% of sales in 2005. These
shares have remained quite stable during
the period since 1990.
Measuring output in retail and wholesale
trade: retail and wholesale margins
In the goods sector, industries produce finished products that are tangible: fruit, fish,
lumber, ores, computers, clothing and so on.
In the case of retail or wholesale sales, the
nature of the product isn’t so obvious. These
establishments are re-selling goods that
have been produced by another industry,
and they’re not materially altering them–all
they’re doing is making them accessible to
their customers.
The value of retail sales includes the cost of
the goods supplied by all the industries that
produced them (going right back to the
primary industry that harvested or extracted
the raw materials used to manufacture the
goods sold), plus the value of the wholesaling services, if any, associated with those
goods.
So what is the product in the case of retail or
wholesale sales? It’s the service provided by
the industry. When a retailer attaches a price
to a good, that price includes the cost of the
good, plus a “margin” which covers the retailer’s operating costs and profit. In economic accounting, this margin is a measure
of the value of the service produced by the
retailer or wholesaler. Margin rates vary
among retailers and wholesalers, based on
what they’re selling. In retailing, margin
rates average about 27%, but depending on
the type of store, they range from about 14%
to just under 50%. Margins in the wholesaling industry are a little lower, averaging
about 20% of operating revenues.

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 2
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There are three retail jobs for every job in
wholesaling

79,800
Wholesale
trade
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between different types of work arrangements, so the part-time workforce can inflate
the total job count. One in three workers in
the retail industry is employed part-time.
The average for all industries is one in five
and in wholesale trade, one in ten workers
have part-time jobs.

What’s happened since 1990?
Job growth in retail and wholesale trade has
not kept pace with the rest of the economy,
and as a result, its share of total employment
has declined slightly since 1990. In 2005,
nearly 16% of the province’s workers were
employed in retail or wholesale sales. That’s
down from the 17% share at the beginning
of the period.

Retail trade

254,800

Total employment in 2005: 334,600

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 3

About 5% of the province’s GDP originates
in wholesale activities, just slightly more
than the industry’s 4% share of total employment. The retail industry’s share of
GDP is quite a bit lower (6%) than its share
of employment (12%).
Given the customer-oriented nature of retailing activities, it is not surprising that retail trade is a much bigger employer than
the wholesale trade industry. In fact, there
were three retail workers for every worker
in the wholesale industry in 2005.
Retailing is a labour-intensive industry.
Workers have to order goods, stock shelves,
assist customers, take inventories, record
purchases, and so on. Stores need to be
cleaned, window displays have to be maintained, and there are many other types of
jobs that need to be done in order to attract
and serve customers. It takes a lot of elbow
grease to run a store. That’s one of the reasons why the industry’s share of total employment is higher than its contribution to
GDP.
Another reason for the gap between GDP
and employment shares is that part-time
work is very common in the retail industry.
Total employment figures don’t distinguish
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Employment growth has lagged behind the
rest of the economy, but the industry’s share
of GDP is increasing
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Figure 4

As a whole, retail and wholesale trade’s
share of GDP has been rising over time, increasing from about 10% in 1990 to just over
11% in 2005, indicating that the industry’s
value added has been growing faster than
the average for all industries in the province.
Faster-than-average GDP growth, combined
with slower-than-average increases in employment, means that labour productivity is
rising in this industry. Both retail and whole-
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sale trade have experienced higher-thanaverage productivity growth during the period from 1990 to 2005. These productivity
improvements may well be linked to technological and process changes that have been
introduced in recent years.

An industry in transition
The retail and wholesale trade industry has
seen a lot of changes in recent years 1 . These
have been driven by technological as well as
market developments.
Retailing has always been characterized by a
mix of small, privately owned and operated
establishments, and large chain stores that
have outlets across the country. In the mid1980s, most of these chain stores were domestically owned. There were only 10 USbased chains operating in Canada. By 2003,
there were 185 US chain stores with Canadian outlets, and 11 of the top 20 retailers in
the country were American. Many Canadian
shopping malls are now virtually indistinguishable from those south of the border:
they have the same stores and carry the
same type of merchandise that you’d find at
home.
Some of the most significant retailing innovations have originated in the US
What effect has the growing influence of US
retail companies had on the industry in
Canada? Historically, many of the major
innovations in retailing have come from
south of the border. Five-and-dime stores,
for example, were the brainchild of Franklin
W. Woolworth, a New Yorker who borrowed $300 in 1879 to open up a discount
store where all the merchandise was priced
at 5 cents. After he expanded his product
line to include pricier 10 cent merchandise,
the idea caught on, and by 1911, there were
586 Woolworths stores operating in North
America. The chain eventually spread to
other countries such as the UK.

Although the discussion in this section focuses on
retail trade, many of the changes have affected both
retail and wholesale activities.

1
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Supermarkets were also a US invention. The
first self-service grocery store, called Piggly
Wiggly’s, opened in Louisiana in 1916. The
concept of the “self-serving store” was so
revolutionary that the owner was granted a
patent in 1917. Prior to that, customers at
grocery stores had to ask a clerk behind a
counter to measure out dry goods in the required quantities: pre-packaged goods
weren’t sold, fresh fruit, vegetables, meat
and dairy products weren’t available at the
grocery store, and customers weren’t trusted
to select their own merchandise.
More recently, a number of important retailing innovations have originated in the US.
These include marketing concepts such as
everyday low pricing, big box retailing,
warehouse club stores and specialty store
chains, which only stock certain types of
goods such as sporting equipment and
clothing, computer products, or craft and
office supplies.
Big box retailers
Big box retailers represent a departure from
the traditional type of retailing, where customers receive personalized service in surroundings that are meant to be appealing. Big
box retailers place a greater emphasis on selfservice, bulk buying, or do-it-yourself assembly. Stores are typically warehouse-style with
relatively little focus on ambience. Because
they spend less on decorations or fixtures such
as carpets, and usually have fewer floor workers than other types of retail outlets, they can
often sell goods–ranging from clothing and
food to furniture and appliances–at very competitive prices. Similarly, by eliminating the
middle man, factory outlets are able to offer
their products to consumers at reduced prices.
Warehouse clubs offer products in bulk, at
discount prices, to customers who pay a fee to
join.
New technologies
US retailers have introduced some technological innovations that are changing the
way the industry does business. For example, bar codes, which are used to electronically scan and price merchandise, are also
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being used to implement just-in-time inventory control (a process which allows retailers
to keep less stock on hand, since they order
the required goods from their suppliers
“just in time” before they need them). Radio
frequency ID tags, which allow stores to locate merchandise using radio signals, are
used as inventory control mechanisms and
to simplify the stocking process, since goods
marked with these tags can be located even
if they’re still in packing crates. Technologically advanced distribution centres, and the
practice of cross-docking (where merchandise in warehouses is kept ready for shipment rather than being unpacked and put
away) are also innovations that arrived in
Canada together with the US retailing giants.
The “Wal-Mart” effect
Woolco (the successor of the Woolworth’s
chain in Canada) was purchased by the US
retailing giant Wal-Mart in 1994. The entry
of Wal-Mart into the Canadian marketplace
has had a profound effect on retailers of all
sizes. Some small independent retailers
were unable to compete, and have gone out
of business. Others have found new ways to
market their products, attracting customers
who prefer to shop at locations that can offer
more personalized service, or stock products
that aren’t available from the big retailers.
Canadian chain stores were forced to change
their marketing strategies in order to compete after Wal-Mart and other US discount
stores arrived on the scene. Many large retailers used to offer goods at sale prices from
time to time, while charging higher prices in
between. Now, they’ve adopted everyday
low pricing, or are competing by marketing
house brands or by customer loyalty programs.
The “Wal-Mart effect” hasn’t just driven
prices down; it’s resulted in a lot of changes
in the industry supply chain. Big corporations now often deal directly with manufacturers, bypassing the wholesaler altogether.
Because the corporations have a lot of buying power, this means that they’re able to
influence the way producers make, package
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and ship their products. Some of these
changes (such as the introduction of radio
frequency ID tags) can benefit both small
and large retailers.
Retailing has become more efficient
All of these factors have made retailing
more efficient, and that has contributed to
productivity gains in the industry. But
there’s also been a cost, since some of the
diverse and unique features offered by small
independent retailers have been lost.
So how does all this affect consumers? On
one hand, they are able to purchase brandname goods at lower prices. They can find
virtually the same stores, offering the same
products, in shopping malls all over North
America. On the other hand, the types of
goods offered for sale, and the retailers
stocking them, have become more homogeneous.
The Internet
The effect of the Internet on commerce has
been wide-ranging. Books, clothing and
even construction supplies are available for
purchase online. Books and other printed
matter are the most common items sold, but
online shoppers also purchase clothing,
software, music and electronics.
What do people buy online?
Other entertainment (for
example, tickets)
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Some retailers and wholesalers are taking
advantage of this trend. For example, large
book retailers have whole divisions devoted
entirely to Internet commerce. Internet
dealer networks such as Abebooks (a homegrown Victoria business) make it possible
for individuals to purchase rare or out-ofprint books from a network of second-hand
book dealers located all over the world.
However, Internet shopping is still a relatively small share of the market. In 2003,
households that purchased goods or services online (including airline tickets and
other services that are not available from
retail outlets) spent an average of $1,011 on
products sold over the Internet. They averaged seven online purchases during the
year. Total retail sales were $28,795 per
household in that year.
We don’t have data for BC, but among Canadians who shopped online, five of the
seven types of items most frequently purchased online could have been purchased at
a retail outlet. E-commerce is a long way
from becoming a replacement for the traditional store, but as more and more consumers become comfortable with this method of
doing business, it’s likely that its role will
increase over time.
Changing consumer habits

flower shops and even bank branches, and
may also sell clothing or other dry goods.
Why does all this matter?
The retail and wholesale trade industry has
changed a lot in the last two decades. Some of
the changes have fundamentally altered the
way the business works and the industry is
now employing different types of workers.
Supermarket chains are hiring chefs, cooks
and dishwashers to prepare take-home meals.
Stores that use just-in-time inventory processes may hire more truck drivers and fewer
shelf stockers. Booksellers who sell their
products online don’t need sales clerks, but
they do need mailroom and warehouse workers and computer operators to run their business. And the list goes on.

What are the most common occupations?
Not surprisingly, sales and service occupations account for the largest number of jobs,
with more than half (57%) of the people
working in retail and wholesale trade engaged in these occupations.
Sales and services are dominant
57

Sales & service

Other factors have influenced the nature of the
retail and wholesale trade industry as well. As
people become more pressed for time, they’re
looking for ways to cut down on the amount
of work they need to do to prepare meals or
handle other aspects of maintaining a household. Food retailers have responded to this
trend. Deli departments in supermarkets used
to sell mainly sliced meat and cheese. Now
most of them have large sections devoted to
fresh salads, sandwiches, packaged casseroles,
hot food and other take-home items that are
ready to serve. Stores are also branching out,
carrying products that they did not use to
stock. For example, pharmacies and general
merchandise stores now sell a wide range of
food products, including fruit, vegetables,
dairy products and packaged meats. Big supermarkets often have in-store pharmacies,
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In wholesale trade, they are primarily sales
representatives and technical sales specialists. In retail trade, they’re mainly salespeo-
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ple, cashiers, supervisors, or grocery clerks
and shelf stockers.

ten workers are male, but the share is much
lower (44%) in retail trade.

Management (16%) is the next most common occupation. In wholesale trade, management positions primarily involve sales
and marketing while managers in retailing
are more likely to be running a retail outlet.
Business, finance and administrative jobs
are more prevalent in wholesaling than in
retail trade. They’re mainly shipping, receiving and accounting jobs.

The incidence of unemployment in the industry is relatively low, averaging 5.6% between 1990 and 2005, well below the 8.4%
rate for all industries. The jobless rate in
wholesale trade (4.9%) was lower than in the
retail industry (5.7%).

Trades, transportation and equipment operators (10%) are mainly materials handlers,
truck and delivery drivers, and equipment
operators. They make up a bigger share of
the workforce in wholesaling than they do
in retail trade.

Self-employment is less common in this industry (14%) than in the economy as a
whole (20%). About a fifth of the workers in
wholesale trade are self-employed, but in
retail trade, only 11% are their own bosses.
Four out of ten people work for small businesses with fewer than 20 workers
% of total employment, 2005

Trade

45

How many people work in retail &
wholesale trade, and how much do
they earn?

41
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The average worker in the industry earned
$14.97 an hour and spent 34 hours on the job
each week. Average wages were significantly lower in retail trade ($13.99) than in
the wholesaling industry ($18.54). Both
wages and hours in this industry were below the average for the economy as a whole.

0

Twenty-eight percent of the workers in this
industry spend less than 30 hours on the job
each week. One in three workers in retail
trade has a part-time job, but in wholesale
trade, only 10% work part-time. Seventeen
percent of workers have union coverage,
about half the provincial average (33%).
Males make up 50% of the workforce,
slightly less than their share (53%) of total
employment. In wholesale trade, seven in
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Retail and wholesale trade was the province’s biggest employer in 2005, with a total
of 334,600 people working in the industry.
Three-quarters (254,800) of the workers
were in retail trade, while one in four
(79,800) worked in wholesale establishments.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
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The retail and wholesale trade industry includes everything from “mom and pop”
corner stores to large department stores or
wholesale distribution centres. Small stores
are often operated by self-employed businesspeople. These owner-operators often
hire staff to help run their store, and this,
together with the prevalence of part-time
work, may help explain why selfemployment accounts for a relatively small
percentage of the total number of jobs in this
industry.
Although self-employment is less common
than in the economy as a whole, most establishments have relatively few workers.
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Forty-one percent of employees work at establishments with fewer than 20 people.

Where are the jobs located?
Wholesale distribution centres are often located in highly populated areas and goods
are shipped out to smaller centres from
there. Smaller wholesale establishments can
also be found in most urban areas. Retailing
activity occurs in every part of the province.
The regional distribution of workers in this
industry closely mirrors the regional distribution of the provincial workforce.
Jobs in this industry are distributed among
regions in much the same way as the population
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The industry’s share of GDP is forecast to
increase to 14% by 2014, suggesting that
GDP will continue to grow faster than in the
economy as a whole. Job growth is expected
to keep pace with the rest of the economy.
This means that productivity improvements
are expected to continue to outpace the average for all industries in the next few years.
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Health care & social assistance
People have been caring for the sick and
needy for millennia. Part of the traditional
graduation ceremony for new doctors involves taking an oath that was originally
written by the Greek physician Hippocrates
in about 400 BC. Homes that cared for people who were too poor or too sick to look
after themselves were in existence in India
as early as 200 BC. The oldest hospital that’s
still around is the Hotel Dieu in Paris, originally built in the seventh century. It was a
place where sick people could be confined,
so they would not mingle with the populace
and spread disease.
BC’s health care history is not nearly that
long, but in 1878, there were at least four
hospitals operating in the province: the
Royal Hospital in Victoria, the Royal Columbian in New Westminster, the Nanaimo
Hospital, and the Royal Cariboo in Barkerville. A list of patients admitted or discharged from these institutions shows that
they were mainly men who were treated for
a variety of injuries and diseases (including
amputations, infected wounds, pneumonia,
fever, rheumatism, paralysis, syphilis, “softening of the brain” and even “playing
sick”). Hospital stays were long; some patients spent months being treated for diseases that today would involve a short stay
in hospital, if at all. Although some patients
paid for their hospital care, others received
free services.
The Royal Columbian hospital was built
with the help of a chain gang in 1862. The
cost of building the hospital ($3,396) was
paid for by colonists, who were concerned
about the lack of a facility in British Columbia to care for the sick and wounded. When
the hospital was opened, it was exclusively
for the use of men. Women, children and the
“incurable and insane” were ineligible for
care. By 1878, when nearly 100 people were
admitted to the hospital, this condition no
longer seems to have been enforced as a
small number of patients were women or
those who had been in hospital for years.

The Royal Cariboo was built and financed
by Barkerville miners in 1863, and for years
was the only hospital north of Kamloops. In
1878, 24 patients were admitted to this hospital, including the miner who “played
sick”. He stayed for two days.
Public sector health care spending totalled
$12.8 billion in 2005
Things have changed a lot since the late
1800s. Health care services are no longer
available only to males or those whose conditions are curable. The health care system is
now publicly funded, meaning that the government pays the cost of providing covered
health care services, which are available to
all residents.
Provincial hospital insurance was first introduced in BC in 1948 as a premium-based
system. In 1965, the province began to provide public medical insurance 2 for those not
covered by private plans, and three years
later universal public medical insurance was
implemented.
Health care is a big ticket item. It is estimated that in 2005, public spending on
health care totalled $12.8 billion in BC. This
includes the cost of running hospitals, paying the fees of doctors and related health
care professionals, public health expenditures and the cost of drugs that are covered
by the provincial government.
Private expenditures for the services of dentists, physiotherapists and other health care
professionals, as well as non-prescription
and some prescription drugs, cost individuals or private sector insurers another $5.5
billion in 2005.
Most British Columbians use health care
services
Nine out of ten British Columbians have a
regular family doctor and according to surTo cover the cost of treatment by a doctor, not just
hospital care.

2
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vey data, most of them visit their doctor at
least once a year. In 2003, 83% of British Columbians aged 12 and over had contact with
a medical doctor. Two-thirds went to see a
dentist and one in seven sought treatment
from alternative health care providers such
as massage therapists, acupuncturists, homeopaths, naturopaths and so on. In a typical year, six or seven out of every 1,000 people are hospitalized as a result of injuries.
Even if you don’t regularly use the services
of a doctor, dentist, or other health care or
social service workers, there’s a very good
chance that at some point in your life, you
will. Ninety percent of seniors visit a general
practitioner or family doctor at least once a
year, 14% are hospitalized as for various
reasons, and 15% receive home care. All of
this means that the demand for health care
and other support services is large and
growing.

What’s included in health care &
social assistance?
The health care and social assistance industry includes a lot more than doctor’s offices
and hospitals. People of all ages and from all
social groups use the services of this industry when they:
• Get immunized at school or in a public
health clinic;
• Go to a lab for x-rays or tests;
• Adopt a child;
• Send their children to day-care or nursery schools;
• Are counselled by a psychologist;
• Receive assistance from a social worker;
• Call or visit a crisis intervention centre;
• Receive home care or meals-on-wheels
services;
• Consult a herbalist or naturopath;
• Visit a chiropractor, physiotherapist or
podiatrist;
• Have their eyes checked by an optometrist;
• See a doctor or dentist;
• Are cared for in a nursing home; or
• Receive treatment at a hospital

2006 Edition

It’s difficult to separate the social assistance
component from health care, because many
of the services provided are interrelated. For
example, nursing homes and homes for the
aged provide health care as well as a variety
of social services to their residents. Similarly, psychologists and social workers are
involved in the treatment of individuals in
hospitals and in other health care institutions, but they also provide social services
that are unrelated to health care. Home care
workers provide basic nursing services, but
also prepare meals, clean, or do shopping
for those who are unable to get out on their
own.

What’s happened since 1990?
The health care and social assistance industry employed just over 10% of the province’s
workforce in 2005, up slightly from the percentage in 1990. However, while employment in the industry has grown marginally
faster than in the economy as a whole, the
industry’s share of GDP has fallen to less
than 7%, down from nearly 8% in the early
1990s.
The industry employs one in every ten
workers
% of total economy
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Health care and social assistance is undergoing major changes in the way services are
delivered. If you follow the news, you’ve
probably heard a lot about surgery waiting
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lists, hospital bed closures, overcrowded
emergency rooms, funding cutbacks, and
debates about how to pay for the cost of
health care services.
One reason for all the discussion and debate
is that the cost of providing health care services is rising and, with an ageing population, it’s likely that the demand for these
services will increase even more in the future, since older people are more likely to
need medical care. The health care system is
already strained. Waiting times for patients
to obtain some types of tests, treatments or
procedures are longer than many doctors
think they should be. Most analysts recognize that in order to continue providing
these services to the public, some changes
will have to be made to our health care system. The debate focuses around what those
changes should be, how they should be implemented, and if a publicly-funded health
care system is sustainable in the long run.
At the same time, technological and other
advances are making it possible for some
services to be delivered more efficiently, or
differently, than in the past. For example,
gallbladder removal used to require a 20centimetre-long incision, and following surgery the patient would remain in hospital
for several days to recover from a painful
procedure. It’s now possible to remove a
gallbladder using laparoscopic surgery, in
which a lens connected to a video camera,
and a fibre optic cable connected to a light
source allow the surgeon to see inside the
abdomen, and operate using thin instruments through two or more incisions that
are only 5-15 millimetres long. The procedure can be done as a day surgery with the
patient going home after he/she has recuperated from the effects of the anaesthetic.
Patients who are admitted to hospital are
sent home at a much earlier stage in their
recovery than they used to be. Instead of
getting round-the-clock supervision in hospital, they may receive a daily visit at home
from a nurse or other health care worker.
Rather than institutionalizing elderly people, or those with disabilities, when they can
no longer care for themselves, there is a
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growing emphasis on providing home care,
meals-on-wheels, and similar services that
allow people to remain at home for as long
as possible. Day care services are not only
available for young children, but also for
older people who can’t be left alone while
their caregiver (often their spouse or other
family member) is away from home.
Some of these services are being provided
by private agencies, or in smaller community-based facilities, rather than in large
public institutions, and many of the people
doing these jobs are employed on a parttime basis.
The private sector has also stepped in to
provide services to the elderly that were
previously only available in institutions.
Many seniors’ housing complexes offer
meals, laundry, housekeeping and medical
services to people who might otherwise
have to leave their homes. This means that
some of the employment in the health care
and social assistance sector is likely to shift
away from institutions and into smaller facilities, private businesses, or non-profit
agencies.

What are the most common occupations?
Health-related occupations are the most
common
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Nearly half of the people working in this
industry are in health-related occupations.
Within this group, nurses make up the biggest share of the total, followed closely by
dental assistants, nursing aides and orderlies. Medical, dental and other health technicians, as well as doctors, dentists, pharmacists and other health care professionals are
other types of occupations included in this
group.
One in five (21%) people are employed as
early childhood educators, community and
social service workers, counsellors, social
workers and in other similar occupations.
Business, finance and administrative occupations make up 14% of the workforce while
11% work in sales and service occupations.
These include cooks, home care workers,
food service workers and cleaners.

How many people work in health
care & social assistance, and how
much do they earn?
Health care and social assistance was the
province’s second biggest employer in 2005,
with 217,400 people holding jobs in this industry.
Just over half of the people working in the
industry are employed at hospitals or in
medical offices

22%
27%
Social
Assistance

Offices of
doctors,
dentists, other
professionals

Nursing &
residential
care facilities
17%
Hospitals

34%
Total employment in 2005: 217,400

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 12
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Hospitals employ just over a third (34%) of
the people working in this industry. Doctors’ and surgeons’ offices, medical labs, and
offices of other health practitioners such as
chiropractors, optometrists, and physiotherapists provide jobs for 27% of the workforce. Another 22% work at agencies and
organizations providing social assistance
services: home care, community centres,
foster care, day care centres, welfare organizations, shelters, support groups, crisis centres, food banks and so on. Nursing homes
and other residential care facilities employ
17% of the people working in this industry.
The average hourly wage rate in health care
and social assistance was $21.87 in 2005, and
workers typically spent 34 hours a week on
the job. Hospital employees earned an average of $25 per hour, while workers in the
offices of medical and other health care professionals ($21) and at nursing and residential care facilities ($20) earned roughly the
same as the industry average. However,
wages in the social assistance industry were
considerably lower, about $18 per hour.
Among other things, this reflects differences
in the type of work done, and the amount of
training that’s required to qualify to work in
this industry. For example, day care workers
usually have significantly less formal training than health care professionals, who can
spend ten years or more obtaining the qualifications required to do their job.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
One in four people who work in BC’s health
care and social assistance industry are employed part-time. This is similar to the average for all service industries, but somewhat
higher than in the economy as a whole,
where one in every five people works parttime.
Fifty-nine percent of the people who work
in this industry have union coverage. That’s
nearly double the average (33%) for the
province as a whole.
Most workers in the health care and social
assistance industry are women. They make
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up 81% of the workforce, more than in any
other industry. This percentage has remained quite consistent since 1990.
The unemployment rate in health care and
social assistance is extremely low, averaging
2.8% during the fifteen year period ending
in 2005. By comparison, the average for all
industries was three times higher, at 8.4%.
Only 15% of the workers in this industry are
self-employed. However, 31% of the people
who work in the offices of doctors, dentists
and other health care professionals are their
own bosses. That’s up from 23% in 1990.
Twenty-eight percent of the people who
work in the social assistance industry are
self-employed.
Many health care and social assistance
workers are employed at hospitals and other
institutions where there are a large number
of employees. One in three people in this
industry work at a job site where there are at
least 100 employees, and 16% work at an
institution with at least 500 co-workers.
That’s more than double the provincial average for large employers. At the other end
of the scale, 36% of the people in this industry work with fewer than 20 people.
One in three people are employed at an establishment with at least 100 workers
Health care and
social assistance
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Where are the jobs located?
Nine out of every ten jobs in this industry
are in the Lower Mainland, Vancouver Island/Coast and Thompson/Okanagan regions
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Generally speaking you’d expect the jobs in
this industry to be allocated by region in
roughly the same proportion as the population as a whole. While that is basically true,
there are some variations. For example, both
Thompson/Okanagan and Vancouver Island/Coast account for a bigger share of
total employment in this industry than their
share of the provincial workforce. On the
other hand, the Mainland/Southwest’s
share is slightly smaller than its share of the
total workforce in BC.
Major treatment facilities are most often located in larger centres such as Vancouver
and Victoria, where the population is big
enough to support the high costs associated
with the purchase and operation of some
types of specialized equipment and there is
better access to specialist care. With a larger
population base, it’s more likely that physicians and other health care professionals
will have the training needed to treat some
types of conditions that are not commonly
encountered. The location of the province’s
medical school at UBC in Vancouver also
means that some types of health care ser-
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vices may only be available in the Lower
Mainland region.
Larger hospitals and other health care institutions typically provide services to the local
population as well as to people coming from
rural areas or smaller centres. Treatment
facilities located in Thompson/Okanagan
provide specialized services to residents of
other regions who do not have access to
similar care closer to home. For example, the
BC Cancer Agency has facilities in the
Lower Mainland, Victoria and Kelowna.
Cancer patients from other parts of the
province who require some types of treatment must travel to one of these facilities to
obtain the care they need.
Since health care needs tend to increase with
age, it is very likely that the demand for
these services will be somewhat greater in
areas where there are more older people,
such as on the Island and in Thompson/Okanagan, where there are some big
retirement communities. The demand for
some types of social services may be greater
in rural and remote areas than in other parts
of the province.
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Most analysts anticipate that the demand for
health care will increase over time. The ageing of the population is expected to continue
to put pressure on the health care system.
Statistics indicate that a significant percentage of total lifetime healthcare costs occur in
the last year of a person’s life. As people
age, they are also more likely to require social services such as home-making or meal
services.
From this, you might conclude that health
care is one sector where the need for workers is more likely to increase than to decline.
That is probably true. Like education, health
care and social assistance services will always be in demand.
The industry’s share of total GDP is forecast to increase to 9% by 2014
GDP
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What’s the outlook to 2014?
The need for health care and social assistance doesn’t vary a lot with the state of the
economy. People get sick or use social services such as daycares whether the economy
is growing or contracting. Employment in
this industry is expected to increase a little
faster than the average for all industries in
the province during the next few years.
However, it’s expected that there will be
some productivity gains, and the industry’s
share of total GDP is expected to rise to 9%
by 2014.
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Accommodation & food services
In the first chapter of this book, we talked
about the effect that changes in people’s lifestyles can have on the economy. Accommodation and food services is a good example
of an industry that’s grown as a result of
lifestyle changes.
Consumer spending on restaurant meals has
become more of an everyday occurrence.
Not that long ago, people used to eat most
of their meals at home, going out to restaurants only on special occasions. But with
more two-income and single-parent families, there is less time to prepare meals. People are buying more convenience foods like
frozen dinners, or taking fast foods and
other prepared meals home with them. They
also eat at full-service restaurants more often than they used to do. Most people now
eat out, or buy prepared foods, at least once
a week, and many visit sit-down or take-out
restaurants much more frequently than that.
According to a survey of household expenditures, 94% of households in BC reported
spending money on restaurant meals in
2003. These purchases accounted for nearly
a quarter of the family food budget, with
households spending an average of $1,607
on restaurant food.
People travel a lot, both within the province,
in the rest of Canada or the US, and overseas. When they travel, they’re likely to eat
at least some of their meals at restaurants.
It’s estimated that three out of every four
dollars spent in restaurants come from local
patrons, while tourists or business travellers
account for about a quarter of these expenditures. Travellers also use accommodation
services. Forty-three percent of BC households spent money on traveller accommodation in 2003, with the average expenditure
being $422.
The province is an international tourist destination. Our location on the west coast of
Canada means that many visitors from Asia
and the Pacific Rim first enter Canada
through Vancouver’s airport, and a lot of
them spend at least some time in BC. This

has helped boost the demand for accommodation and food services, as well as generating business for many other industries that
provide goods and services to tourists.

What’s included in accommodation
& food services?
Food service and drinking places account for
eight out of ten jobs in this industry. These
establishments provide food, snacks and
beverages that are ordered by customers
and are intended for immediate consumption. Establishments range from full-service
restaurants to fast food outlets, delis, icecream trucks, cafeterias, take-outs, contractors who provide meals to hospitals or airlines, and catering firms. Night clubs,
lounges, bars and pubs are also included in
this industry. BC drinking places derive
about two-thirds of their revenues from
sales of alcohol; at full-service restaurants,
the proportion is much lower, about 16% in
2004.
Nearly eighty percent of the jobs in this industry are at food services and drinking
places
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The accommodation industry provides
lodging or short-term housing to travellers
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and other people who are temporarily away
from their usual residence. These accommodations can be rented on a short-term basis
or for longer periods. Traveller accommodation includes hotels, motels, ski resorts,
lodges, bed and breakfasts, hostels, tourist
cabins and other types of lodging. Recreational accommodation, such as hunting and
fishing camps, children’s camps, guest
ranches, campgrounds and RV parks are
also part of this industry, as are other types
of lodging, such as boarding houses, dormitories and work camps, which house and
feed workers at job sites in remote locations
where other types of accommodation are not
readily available.
Hotels, motels, lodges and resorts may offer
both accommodation and food services,
since many have a restaurant, bar or café
onsite. Someone who works for a hotel restaurant is considered to be employed by the
accommodation industry, because the main
activity of the hotel is to provide lodging
services to its guests.
In BC, hotels generated about 61% of their
revenues from room rentals in 2003, with a
significant share coming from sales of meals
(19%) or alcohol (10%). Other sources of
revenue included merchandise sales (1%)
and services such as laundry, telephone,
parking, entertainment, recreation or transportation (9%). Motels derived a much bigger share (77%) of their revenues from room
rentals. Just 3% came from meals and 2%
from alcohol sales, while 17% was from
sales of services. For other types of accommodation (lodges, guest houses and so on),
package vacations, which can include everything from accommodation and meals to the
cost of transportation, guides and sporting
equipment, accounted for 56% of total revenues in 2003. Room revenues (31%), meals
(3%) and alcohol (3%) were less significant
sources of revenue.

What’s happened since 1990?
Accommodation and food services has seen
changes similar to those in other peopleoriented industries during the last fifteen
years. Employment has increased faster than
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the all-industry average, but GDP hasn’t
grown as much. The industry employs 8%
of the BC workforce, but generates a much
smaller share (3%) of the province’s GDP.
Employment in accommodation & food services has grown a little faster than in the
rest of the economy
% of total economy
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The wide gap between the industry’s GDP
and employment shares reflects the fact that
accommodation and food services is an extremely labour-intensive industry. You can’t
prepare and serve meals, or offer accommodation services without employing a lot of
staff. However, many of the people working
in the industry have part-time jobs, and receive low hourly wages, so while they boost
the job count, the wages paid for their services don’t have nearly as big an effect on
the industry’s GDP.
The province’s accommodation industry has
seen some big changes in recent years. At
one end of the spectrum, many new, large
hotels have been built to meet the growing
demand for accommodation services in
places like Whistler, where there are many
high-end accommodations. At the other end
of the spectrum, bed and breakfasts (B&Bs)
are becoming an increasingly popular option for travellers who prefer more personalized service when they are away from home.
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B&Bs, vacation rentals and other nonstandard accommodations are becoming
more popular with travellers
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What are the most common occupations?
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Hotels account for three quarters of total
room revenues in the province, a ratio that
has remained stable during the last decade.
However, other types of accommodation
services are gaining ground, with room
revenues more than doubling during the
ten-year period ending in 2005. In particular, bed and breakfast operators, resorts and
vacation rentals have seen strong growth
during the last few years.
About vacation rentals
There’s a growing segment of the market
that doesn’t provide traditional types of accommodation. Condo or home owners in
some areas of the province are offering their
units for rent to travellers when they do not
need them for their own personal use. The
traveller can stay in a self-contained, fullyequipped apartment or house instead of in
more traditional types of accommodation.
These arrangements are often made through
agents who keep a list of properties that are
available for vacation rentals. They are especially popular in resort areas, but are found
throughout the province. Other arrangements that are growing in popularity include time-share packages (where people
pay a fee to become part-owners of a group
of properties, at which they can stay for a

Eight out of ten workers in this industry are
in sales and service occupations. Food and
beverage servers make up 18% of the total
workforce, while cooks (14%) and cashiers
(6%) are other common occupations. Other
typical occupations in this group include
cleaners and janitors (5%), food service supervisors (4%), chefs (3%), bartenders (3%)
and maitre d’s and hosts (2%).
After sales and services, restaurant, accommodation and other managers (14%) account for the biggest percentage of the
workforce. The remaining 5% are employed
in various other occupations.
Eight out of ten workers are employed in
sales and service occupations
Sales & service
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How many people work in accommodation & food services, and how
much do they earn?
In 2005, BC’s accommodation and food services industry employed 175,800 people.
Eight out of ten worked in the food and
beverage services industry.
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Hourly wage rates in the industry are quite
low, averaging $12.00 an hour in 2005, just
over 60% of the average for all industries in
the province. The typical worker spent 32
hours a week on the job in 2005. Wages are
lowest in food services and drinking places
($11 an hour). Workers in accommodation
services received an average wage of $14 an
hour in 2005.
Although wages in accommodation and
food services are well below the levels seen
in most other industries, workers supplement their earnings with tips received from
customers. A standard tip is usually between 10% and 20% of the bill, so some food
and beverage service workers derive more
of their income from this source than from
the wages that they’re paid by their employers.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Part-time employment is more common in
this industry than in any other industry
group. Thirty-seven percent of the workers
were employed part-time in 2005. The only
industry with a similarly large part-time
workforce was retail trade, where the rate
was 32%.
The industry is not highly unionized. About
10% of the people who work in accommodation and food services have union coverage.
The average for all industries is 33%.
The workforce is largely female, with
women holding three out of every five jobs
in this industry.
Unemployment rates averaged 8.4% during
the period from 1990 to 2005, the same as
the average rate for all industries in the
economy. However, workers in this industry are more likely to experience unemployment than other service-sector workers.
The jobless rate in the service sector averaged 5.1% during this period.
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lodges, B&Bs and vacation camps are often
owner-operated. However, only 10% of the
workers in this industry are self-employed,
about half the average for the province as a
whole. One reason for this is that it takes a
lot of people to operate a typical restaurant
or accommodation property, and the owneroperator is often only one of several people
employed at an establishment. Ten percent
of workers in the accommodation industry,
and 9% of those employed in food services
and drinking places, are self-employed.
Small establishments are more common in
this industry than in the economy as a
whole. Forty-six percent of all employees
work in small establishments, with fewer
than 20 co-workers. Almost the same number (44% of the workers) has jobs at establishments with between 20 and 99 employees. There are comparatively few establishments with more than 500 employees.
Most people who work in the industry are
employed at relatively small establishments
Accommodation
and food services
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Small, independently owned and operated
restaurants are found throughout the province. In the accommodation industry, trailer
courts, campgrounds, lodging houses,
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Where are the jobs located?
Thompson-Okanagan and Vancouver Island/Coast have a higher-than-average
share of jobs in this industry
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choose to drive or travel by train or bus
through the mountains in order to experience the beauty of the Canadian Rockies.
Vancouver Island/Coast is also popular
with tourists from North America and overseas who often include a visit to Victoria,
Long Beach or other parts of the region in
their travel itineraries. Famous hotels such
as the Empress, a historic railway hotel located in Victoria are tourist attractions in
their own right.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
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The demand for accommodation and food
services is often related to the size of the
population living in an area. However, hotels, motels and other types of accommodation are also located at or near popular tourist sites that may be outside urban areas. For
example, there are several large hotels in the
Whistler area, which have been built to accommodate skiers visiting the resort town.
Fishing or hunting lodges, guest ranches
and similar types of accommodation may be
found in rural or wilderness areas.
Thompson/Okanagan accounts for a bigger
than average share of total employment in
this industry. With its scenic beauty, orchards, wineries and varied outdoor recreation opportunities, the region is a popular
spot for tourists. It’s also a frequent stopping point for travellers who are either driving or taking the train between Vancouver
and Calgary, since it’s a relatively easy day’s
drive from either city. The route is a popular
one. Many visitors to the province, from
overseas and other parts of the country,

The accommodation and food services industry’s share of total employment is expected to continue to grow a little faster
than average during the next few years. The
industry is forecast to employ nearly 9% of
BC workers by 2014. The industry’s share of
total GDP is expected to increase to 4% by
2014.
GDP and employment in accommodation &
food services are expected to grow a little
faster than the rest of the economy during
the next few years
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Professional, scientific & technical services
Retailing, wholesaling, health care and accommodation and food services are industries that have a “face”: most people can easily think of one, or many, establishment(s) in
each of them, and they’re readily identified
as a cohesive group of businesses producing
similar types of services. The professional,
scientific and technical services industry is a
little different. It isn’t quite as natural to
think of a law office, a testing lab, or an engineering firm as different players in one
industry, even though they are.

What’s included in professional,
scientific & technical services?
Just what are these services, anyway? Establishments in the professional, scientific and
technical services industry provide a wide
range of services that are usually purchased
by other firms (but may also be provided to
households). This, together with the fact that
these services are provided by professionals
who have a high degree of training and specialized expertise, is what ties this large and
varied group of establishments together into
one industry. It includes firms providing the
following types of services:
• Legal advice & representation;
• Accounting, bookkeeping & payroll services;
• Building inspections;
• Architectural & engineering services;
• Interior & graphic design;
• Drafting, surveying & mapping;
• Physical, chemical & other analytical
testing laboratories;
• Computer services;
• Consulting & research;
• Advertising ;
• Photography;
• Translation & interpretation; and
• Veterinary & other services
Many of the services provided by firms in
this industry have been around for years
(lawyers, for example, have been giving advice to clients for hundreds, if not thousands, of years). Engineers helped build the

Canadian Pacific Railway, the promise of
which was instrumental in bringing BC into
Canada in 1871. Others, such as computer
services, are of a more recent vintage.
What kind of work do firms in this industry
do?
In this section we’ll take a look at some of
the characteristics of the major groups
within this industry. It’s not possible to
cover all of them, because we don’t have
good data for all types of activities, but this
should give you a better idea of the sorts of
services provided by establishments in this
industry.
Architectural, engineering, design & related
services is the biggest employer
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Some industries in this group have close ties
to the goods sector, with construction,
manufacturing or mining being among their
most important clients. However, their clients also include governments and other
industries in the service sector. Others have
a more broadly based clientele, including
both businesses and households as their customers. Some are highly export-oriented,
generating as much as a quarter of their income from foreign clients. The US typically
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accounts for more than half of the total export earnings of these firms.
Architectural, engineering, design & related
Architectural services involve planning and
designing buildings and structures. In BC,
the industry earned revenues of $340 million
in 2004. About a quarter of these earnings
were from residential building projects,
while 64% was derived from non-residential
projects such as hospitals, educational institutions, retail buildings, restaurants, hotels
and office buildings. Businesses (56%) and
governments (27%) were the biggest clients,
but 9% of revenues came from sales to private individuals or households. The industry is not as export-oriented as some types of
professional services, but still received 8% of
its income from foreign clients in 2004.
The engineering services industry applies
engineering principles to the design, development and use of machines, instruments,
materials, structures, systems or processes.
This includes providing advice and plans, as
well as technical assistance onsite. Engineering establishments in BC worked on many
different types of projects and earned revenues totalling $1.6 billion in 2004. The biggest source of revenue was plant and process engineering projects (30%), especially for
the petroleum and petrochemical, and pulp
and paper industries. Transportation engineering (building highways, roads, bridges,
tunnels and so on) generated 12% of earnings, and 10% came from engineering projects for municipal utilities (such as water,
irrigation and sewage systems). Commercial
and institutional building projects (11%)
were another important source of revenue.
Businesses (59%) and governments (26%)
were the main client groups, but 2% of
revenues came from services to individuals
and households. BC firms earned 14% of
their revenues from services provided to
foreign clients.
Specialized design and landscape architects
are mainly involved in graphic and interior
design, but the industry also includes industrial, clothing and jewellery design as well
as landscape architecture (planning and designing land use for parks, recreational ar-
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eas, airports, hospitals, residential areas,
commercial developments and so on). Industry revenues in BC were $280 million in
2004. We don’t have specific data on the client base for BC, but nationally, about 12% of
the industry’s revenues come from services
to households and individuals, 68% from
businesses and 11% from governments.
Eight percent of the industry’s revenues
came from foreign clients.
Drafting, building inspections, surveying
and mapping activities, and testing laboratories are usually grouped with architectural
and engineering services. We don’t have
data for all of these activities, but revenues
from surveying and mapping services were
$151 million in 2004.
Computer systems design services include
computer programming as well as systems
design. Total revenues of BC establishments
were $1.8 billion in 2004. The biggest source
of revenue was information technology (IT)
consulting services, accounting for nearly a
quarter (23%) of total earnings. Customization and integration of packaged software
(15%), custom application design (10%),
computer systems design (10%) and software publishing (10%) were other important
sources of revenue. Businesses (43%) and
governments and public institutions (32%)
were the industry’s main client groups. The
computer services industry is highly exportoriented. A quarter of total revenues came
from foreign clients. The US and Europe
have traditionally been the biggest importers of these services (primarily computer
systems design) from BC.
BC’s accounting & bookkeeping services
industry earned $1.1 billion dollars in revenues in 2004. Auditing, accounting and
bookkeeping services generated 54% of the
revenues, with another 30% coming from
tax-related services. Five percent of their
earnings came from providing consulting
services, and 6% from handling insolvencies
and receiverships, with the remainder generated by other types of services.
The management, scientific & technical consulting industry provides advice and assistance to other businesses on various issues,
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including organizational planning, budgeting, marketing and personnel management.
Management consulting is the main activity,
but the industry also provides environmental consulting, and other types of scientific and technical consulting services. The
industry earned revenues of $872 million in
2003.
BC’s advertising industry, which is engaged
in creating and placing advertising campaigns in various types of media, took in
$1.5 billion in revenues in 2003. Nationally,
retail businesses accounted for 21% of total
advertising revenues. Other businesses
(61%) and governments (11%) were also important sources of revenue. About 7% of
revenues came from foreign clients.

What’s happened since 1990?
Employment and GDP in professional, scientific and technical services has grown
faster than the average for all industries,
nearly doubling during the period from
1990 to 2005. The industry’s contribution to
GDP has increased from just over 3% to 4%.
Its share of total employment has risen from
6% to nearly 8%. Of the seven major groups
within this industry only two recorded
slower-than-average job growth during the
fifteen year period.
About 8% of BC’s workforce is employed in
this industry
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Employment in computer systems design
has quadrupled since 1990
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A number of factors have contributed to the
job gains in this industry. Many large establishments used to maintain departments
that provided legal, accounting, engineering, human resources or other similar services. However, specialized departments are
no longer as common as they once were. A
growing number of organizations have
opted to purchase these services from other
firms rather than maintaining staff with specific expertise in these areas.
The computer systems design industry has
experienced particularly strong growth,
with employment more than quadrupling
between 1990 and 2005. One reason for the
extremely strong job growth in computer
systems design is the computer revolution
that took place during the 1990s, when
computers moved from being tools used
mainly by researchers and some types of
businesses to being a standard piece of
equipment found in many homes, and most
types of businesses. With the widespread
adoption of computer technology, and rapid
changes in the types of things it can do,
came an increased demand for the services
of those who could produce or design computer software and systems. This strong
growth came to an end when the high-tech
bubble burst in 2001, but the industry has
begun to pick up speed again.
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Computer systems design isn’t the only industry that’s seen strong growth. The number of people working in management, scientific and technical services has tripled,
and other components of the industry have
also registered significant employment
growth.

Eleven percent of the jobs are in social sciences and related occupations. Most of these
workers are lawyers, paralegals or economic
development officers. More than half of the
workers in art, culture and related occupations are graphic or interior designers, or
photographers.

What are the most common occupations?

How many people work in professional, scientific & technical services, and how much do they earn?

The occupational mix in this industry reflects the technical nature of the services that
are offered. Thirty-seven percent or workers
are in natural and applied science occupations. These include various types of engineers, architects, computer programmers,
software engineers, web designers and developers, and other systems analysts as well
as a number of technical workers such as
engineering, drafting, user support and systems technicians.
The second-biggest occupational group in
this industry is business, finance and administration, accounting for about a third of
the jobs. Financial auditors, bookkeepers,
legal secretaries, accounting clerks and other
business management occupations are the
main types of jobs.
More than a third of the jobs are in natural
& applied science occupations
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The average hourly wage rate was 26%
higher than the all-industry average, at
$24.30 in 2005. However, not all workers in
the industry are as well paid.
Workers in the computer industry earned
the highest wages, averaging $27 an hour in
2005, about a dollar an hour more than in
architectural, engineering, design and related services ($26). People who worked in
the legal services industry received an average wage of $24 an hour, about the same as
the earnings of workers in management,
scientific and technical services.
Workers in accounting and tax preparation
($21), advertising ($18) and other professional services ($17) were at the lower end of
the pay scale in this industry. It’s important
to keep in mind that these wage rates represent the average of wages paid to all workers, from the clerical staff to the company
director.

11

Art, culture, recreation & sport

Professional, scientific and technical services
employed 163,600 British Columbians in
2005. Twenty-seven percent of them worked
in architectural, engineering and design services, 20% were employed in computer systems design and 15% in accounting and tax
preparation services. Management, scientific
and technical consulting and legal services
employed similar numbers (14% each) of the
total workforce in the industry, with the remainder working for advertising companies
and other professional establishments.
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Workers spent an average of 38 hours on the
job each week, which is longer than the
usual work week in the service sector (35
hours) but shorter than the average work
week in the goods industries (40 hours).
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What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Most (84%) of the people who work in this
industry have full-time jobs. Part-time work
arrangements are less common than in most
other service-sector industries. Twenty-four
percent of all workers in the service sector
have part-time jobs. In professional, scientific and technical services, just 16% are employed part-time.
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Self-employment is common in these industries…
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Very few workers in this industry have union coverage. At 7% of the workforce, the
rate is lower than in any other major industry, and about a fifth of the all-industry average.
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Fifty-five percent of the workers are male,
compared to 53% for the economy as a
whole.

% self-employed, 2005

Unemployment rates in this industry are
low, averaging 4.3% during the period from
1990 to 2005. The average for all industries
was nearly twice as high, at 8.4%, and in the
service sector as a whole, the jobless rate
averaged 5.1% during this period.

Many establishments in this industry are
small businesses. Legal, accounting, advertising, engineering or architectural firms are
often small operations where one or more
professionals work with a small staff of
clerical workers or other types of assistants.
Similarly, consulting and computer programming firms don’t necessarily require a
lot of support staff.

Given the highly technical skills of many of
the people who work in this industry, it’s
possible for an individual to set up shop as
an independent consultant or owneroperator of a small business, and selfemployment is much more common than in
the economy as a whole. Two out of every
five workers are self-employed, which is
double the average for all industries.
Self-employment rates are high in all industries within this group, but there is quite a
bit of variation. Rates range from 27% in
computer systems design to more than double that (58%) in management, scientific and
technical services. About half (51%) of the
people working in accounting and tax
preparation are their own bosses, as are 45%
of those with jobs in advertising and related
services. In all three of these industries, the
incidence of self-employment is more than
double the provincial average.

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 27

…and establishments tend to be smaller
than in other industries
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The success of home-based businesses in the
computer industry has been well documented in the media. A number of successful computer corporations have grown out
of small offices in basements or garages.
Nearly half of the people working in this
industry work in offices or labs with fewer
than 20 co-workers. Another 31% are employed at establishments with 20-99 workers. However there are also large establishments in the industry: 6% of workers have
jobs at establishments with at least 500 employees.

Where are the jobs located?
Many business service establishments are
located in the Vancouver area, where their
potential clients are most likely to be located. Corporate headquarters are usually
found in large population centres such as
Vancouver, and professional, scientific and
technical service establishments that have a
presence there may be more likely to make
contact with potential clients who are located in other parts of the province.

2006 Edition

In addition, the demand for some specialized services is probably greater in the province’s business capital. Firms that are marketing their services around the world may
also have more opportunities to connect
with foreign clients if they operate in a larger centre.
However, there’s also a demand for many
types of services in smaller centres, and establishments in this industry are located all
over the province.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
GDP is expected to grow faster than the average for all industries, while job growth
will keep pace with the rest of the economy
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During the next few years, employment
growth in this industry is expected to continue to keep pace with gains in the economy as a whole. The industry is forecast to
employ just over 7% of the workforce by
2014, about the same share as in 2004. However, GDP is forecast to grow faster than in
the rest of the economy, and the industry’s
share of total GDP is expected to rise to 6%.
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Educational services
The first school in BC was started by the
Hudson’s Bay Company at Fort Victoria in
1849, when James Douglas invited an Anglican minister to open a school where the children of company officers could be educated.
Shortly afterwards, the Catholic church established a school for the children of Roman
Catholic parents. As more settlers with families came to the colony, other schools were
opened. Most of them were run by religious
orders. Parents paid fees to send their children to these schools, but not all of them
could afford the charges or the cost of textbooks and supplies.
In the mid-1860s, newspapers in Victoria
and New Westminster helped spearhead a
campaign for free, non-denominational
schools. Amor de Cosmos, who later became
premier of the province, led the campaign in
Victoria, using his position as editor of the
British Colonist to make his views known.
The Common Schools Act was eventually
passed by the legislature in 1865. It provided for free schooling and authorized the
governor to appoint schoolmasters, a Superintendent and a General Board of Education.
The governor was also given the power to
appoint local school boards to serve in an
advisory capacity. By 1867, there were two
common schools in Victoria, and a number
of other publicly funded schools were located in other parts of the colony.
After the colonies of Vancouver Island and
British Columbia joined to become one colony in 1866, the Act was repealed. However,
the principle of publicly-funded (though not
necessarily free) education was entrenched
in new legislation, which set provincial support at $500 per year per teacher.
In the early days, many schools had one
room and a single teacher who taught students of all ages basic reading, writing and
arithmetic. The minimum requirement for
opening a school was that there had to be at
least eight students who would attend.
The province’s first public high school, Victoria High, was built in 1879. However, stu-

dents wishing to pursue post-secondary
education had to leave BC in order to do so.
The need for a provincial university was
recognized by legislators and an act to establish the University of British Columbia was
passed in 1890. Plans for the new university
ran into a roadblock when its senate
couldn’t agree on whether the institution
should be located in Victoria or on the
Mainland. They wouldn’t be resurrected
until nearly 20 years later. Following the
university stalemate, Vancouver College
was opened in 1899 and Victoria College
began teaching students in 1903. Both were
affiliated with McGill University, offering
first and second year programs to students
who then travelled to Montreal to complete
their degrees. A second University Act was
eventually passed in 1908 and Point Grey in
Vancouver was chosen as the location where
the new university would be built two years
later.
A hundred and forty years after the first
school act was passed in BC, publicly
funded, free and non-sectarian primary and
secondary education is available to all children in the province. There are four publicly
funded universities, including UBC, the
University of Victoria (opened in 1963),
Simon Fraser University (1965) and the University of Northern BC, which officially
opened its doors in 1994. As well, a number
of colleges–many of which came into being
in the 1960s and 1970s–offer university
transfer and other types of programs in
most regions of the province. The Emily
Carr Institute of Art and Design has been
teaching fine arts students since 1925.

What’s included in the education
industry?
Teachers, university professors, librarians,
theologians, archaeologists, secretaries,
plumbers, janitors, driving instructors, hairstylists, cooks, ballet dancers and musicians.
This sounds like a pretty diverse group, yet
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all of these people could be employed in the
education industry.
Primary, secondary, and post-secondary
institutions account for the bulk of the activities in this industry, but it also includes
various types of less formal training provided by the private sector. Establishments
in the industry include language and business schools; apprenticeship training facilities; computer, driving or flight training centres; facilities offering ski, music, dance, or
acting lessons; barber, beauty and cosmetology schools; and various other types of
training. (Day cares and nursery schools are
not included in this industry; they’re part of
the health and social assistance industry).
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Employment growth since 1990
In the early 1990s, the number of jobs in
education was increasing a lot faster than
total employment, and this was also the case
during the latter part of the decade. One
reason for the faster-than-average job
growth in this industry is that part-time
employment has become more common
than it used to be. The number of part-time
workers in the industry more than doubled
between 1990 and 2005.
Part-time employment in the industry has
doubled since 1990
250

Employment Index (1990=100)
Part-time

What’s happened since 1990?
About 5% of the province’s GDP originates
in the educational services industry, which
employs 7% of the workforce. The industry’s share of total employment has been
increasing, rising from just under 6% to 7%
during the period from 1990 to 2005. The
industry’s share of GDP is about the same
now as it was in 1990. However, there have
been some big swings in job growth and in
the industry’s share of total GDP during this
period.
The education industry accounts for about
5% of the province’s total GDP and a
slightly higher share of its workforce
% of total economy
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Why is an increase in part-time employment
a factor that helps explain job growth? The
reason is that a part-time and a full-time job
both count as one job in the employment
statistics. In an industry where there are a
lot of part-time workers, or where part-time
employment is growing faster than full-time
jobs, employment could rise even if the demand for labour isn’t increasing. The
growth may simply reflect changing work
arrangements. For example, a teaching job
that is shared by two part-time teachers
counts as two jobs. If it was filled by a fulltime worker, there would only be one employee counted. Based on the very strong
growth in part-time employment that has
occurred in education, it appears that this
type of work arrangement is becoming more
common. But part-time employment isn’t
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the only reason for the strong job growth
since 1990. Full-time employment in education increased 50% between 1990 and 2005,
well above the 32% growth for all industries
in BC.
What are some other factors that have contributed to the strong job growth in this industry? While total employment in the industry increased 64% between 1990 and
2005, the number of jobs at universities expanded even more, rising 67%. One reason
for this was the opening of the University of
Northern British Columbia in 1994, which
boosted the demand for workers in postsecondary education
Employment at primary and secondary
schools rose rapidly during the early 1990s,
a period when the province had the fastestgrowing population in the country. This was
also a period when there was less public
concern about government spending and
deficits, and funding for educational institutions may have been less restrained. Job
growth at schools slowed in the mid-1990s,
and, with the exception of 2005, has declined
in every year since 2001.
A growing population usually means a
growing need for schools and teachers, since
people who migrate often bring families
with them. During the early 1990s, a lot of
people were coming here from other provinces as well as other parts of the world.
There was an influx of immigrants from
Hong Kong in the years leading up to 1997,
as uncertainties about changes that might be
implemented following the handover of the
former British colony to China caused some
residents to emigrate. Some of these emigrants have since returned home.
BC’s dependence on immigrants as a source
of population growth has likely kept the
percentage of school-aged children and
youth higher than it would otherwise be,
since there is some evidence that immigrant
families often have more children than those
who are native-born.
The strongest job growth in this industry
has occurred in education services that are
usually provided by the private sector. The
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number of jobs in these industries has more
than tripled since 1990. We can only speculate on the reasons why this has occurred,
but it’s likely that the proliferation of English language schools and similar types of
businesses has played a role in this rapid
growth. BC is a popular destination for visitors, especially from Asia, who come here
for short periods to study English.
Tougher licencing requirements for new
drivers may also have contributed to employment growth in this industry. It takes
less time for young drivers who take lessons
from professional instructors to obtain a full
licence than for those who learn their road
skills from a parent or family member, so
there’s some incentive to get formal training.
There may be many other factors that have
contributed to the growth in employment in
this component of the industry since 1990.
The biggest employment gains have been in
education services that are usually provided
by the private sector
Employment index (1990=100)
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3 Large year to year fluctuations in employment levels
should be viewed with caution. Big drops or increases
may be statistical in nature. They do not necessarily
mean that there has been a significant change in employment. The long-run trend is a more useful indicator
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Baby boom, bust and echo
Like many other industries, education has
undergone major changes during the last
couple of decades. Did you know that at one
time, teachers didn’t have to pay into unemployment insurance because it was assumed that they would never be out of
work? That’s far from the case today. Having a teacher’s certificate no longer means
that you can find a job almost anywhere you
want to go.
Some of this, at least, is related to the ageing
of the population. You’ve probably heard
people talk about the baby boom, which occurred from about 1945 to the mid-sixties.
After the Second World War, when soldiers
returned home to their families, the birth
rate went up. Large families with four or
more children were quite common. The
population was relatively young, and it was
growing fast.
During the 1970s, things started to change.
People began to put off having children until they were older. Families with three or
more children became much less common
and the growth spurt in the population stalled. That period is called the baby bust.
More recently, we’ve seen increases in the
birth rate–the so called “baby echo” as baby
boomers have had children of their own.
However, this echo effect isn’t expected to
last. The trend continues to be toward
smaller families with fewer children. And
baby boomers are growing older. They’ve
all reached middle age and many of them
are now close to retirement or have already
stopped working.
The baby boom, bust and echo, has had a
big effect on the education industry. When
the population was young and growing, and
there were a lot of children, the need for
teachers increased. New schools were built,
more teachers were hired, and universities
began to train more people to be teachers.
Teaching seemed like a pretty safe career
choice.
During the baby bust, the demand for teachers fell at the same time that the workforce
of available teachers was expanding. That’s
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one of the reasons why it was so hard for
new teachers to find work. The baby echo
has only partly reversed this effect.

What are the most common occupations?
Sixty percent of the people working in this
industry have jobs in education-related occupations. Twenty-one percent are kindergarten or elementary school teachers. Another 15% teach at secondary schools, while
17% are college instructors or university
professors. Two percent are counsellors.
The 15% of the industry’s workforce that’s
employed in sales and service occupations
mainly work as teacher’s assistants, or in
janitorial and related services. Ten percent
of the people who work in this industry are
in business, finance and administrative occupations. They’re primarily secretaries, or
administrative clerks and officers. Management positions include principals and other
administrators. Musicians, singers, recreation program leaders, coaches, dancers and
librarians are the main occupational groups
in art, culture, recreation and sport.
Most of the workers in this industry are
educators, mainly teachers and professors
Social science, education,
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The skills required in this industry have
evolved over time. For example, the use of
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high-technology products in the classroom
has changed the way that teachers prepare
for lessons or present their material. The
growing demand for people who can teach
English as a second language has arisen
partly as a result of increased immigration
into the province from non-English speaking countries, but also in response to a
growing number of people who travel to BC
from Asia in order to take English language
courses.
More inclusive policies mean that more students at schools and post-secondary institutions have special needs, physical or otherwise, that require more individualized attention from a teacher or teaching assistant.

How many people work in education, and how much do they earn?
The education services industry employed
146,100 British Columbians in 2005. Most of
them worked at primary and secondary
schools. Nineteen percent had jobs at universities, while 9% worked at other postsecondary institutions. Fifteen percent
worked at other types of educational establishments. In 1990, these establishments accounted for just 8% of the total workforce in
education.
Schools employ six out of every ten people
working in this industry
Other postsecondary
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Other
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schools

19%

Total employment in 2005: 146,100

Data Source: Statistics Canada
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Workers in the industry are comparatively
well paid. Average earnings were $25.21 per
hour in 2005, more than in any other servicesector industry except public administration. The average for all industries was
nearly $6 lower, at $19.36.
Wages were highest at colleges and similar
post-secondary institutions ($28 per hour).
They averaged $26 an hour at elementary
and secondary schools, $25 an hour at universities, and $19 an hour at other schools
and educational support services.
Workers in education typically spent 32
hours a week on the job, less than the 36
hour average for the economy as a whole.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Thirty percent of the people working in this
industry are employed part-time, meaning
that they spend less than 30 hours a week at
work. The average for all industries in BC is
20%.
The education industry remains predominantly female, with women making up 64%
of the workforce in 2005. Their share of the
total workforce is 47%.
People who work in this industry are less
likely to find themselves unemployed than
are other British Columbians. Between 1990
and 2005, the jobless rate in education averaged 3.7%, less than half the 8.4% average
for the province as a whole.
Self-employment in this industry is becoming more common, accounting for 9% of the
total number of jobs in 2005, up from under
5% in 1990. Virtually all of the selfemployed people work in the private sector
rather than at educational institutions.
Nearly two-thirds of the people working for
other types of schools and educational services are self-employed.
About half of the people with jobs in this
industry are employed at mid-sized establishments, where there are between 20 and
99 employees. One in five works in a small
establishment with fewer than 20 workers.
At the other end of the spectrum, 15% of the
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workforce is employed at a large institution,
where there are at least 500 people on staff.

universities, a number of colleges and institutes, and 61% of the province’s population.
Employment in other regions of the province is at, or slightly below, their share of the
population. While the Lower Mainland
draws students from all over the province,
institutions in smaller areas have traditionally served a largely local population.

Half of the jobs are in mid-sized institutions
Educational
services

% of total employment, 2005
60
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As long as people have children or want to
learn new skills, there will be a demand for
education services. Although that demand is
not greatly affected by economic conditions,
changes in the composition and size of the
population over time can have a significant
impact on the need for workers in this sector.
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Employment and GDP in education is forecast to increase marginally faster than the
number of jobs during the next few years,
maintaining its share of GDP at about 5%
and employment, at 7%.
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Where are the jobs located?

The industry is expected to grow a little
faster than the rest of the economy during
the next few years
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Two-thirds of the people working in this
industry are located in the Lower Mainland,
which is home to BC’s two biggest public
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Finance, insurance, real estate & leasing (FIRE)
Banking, in one form or another, has been
around since ancient times, when temples
were the safest place to store valuables.
There are records of merchants who obtained loans from temple priests in Babylon
as early as the 18th century BC. Greek temples made loans, accepted deposits, exchanged currency, validated coinage and
even offered credit to merchants, and interest was charged on loans and paid on deposits in ancient Rome.
Trading in debts, commodities and government securities began in the middle ages. In
1602, the Dutch East India Company became
the first company to issue stocks and bonds.
Stock market activities were sometimes
risky. During the tulip mania of the 1630s,
speculators purchasing options on the exchange drove the cost of a single tulip bulb
up to the equivalent of about $76,000. Many
of them were bankrupted when bulb prices
eventually declined. Stock market speculation during the early 1700s left Britain in
debt to the tune of 10 million pounds. The
stock market crash of 1929 is widely held to
have contributed to the Great Depression.
But in between the trading frenzies and inevitable crashes, stock markets provided
companies with funds that helped them operate and expand their businesses, as they
continue to do.
Although some forms of insurance were
available in medieval times, the insurance
business has its roots in 1680s London when
Edward Lloyd opened a coffee-house where
ship owners, captains, and merchants met to
get the latest shipping news, and where the
business of underwriting shipping ventures
began. Lloyd’s of London still operates as an
insurance underwriter.
BC’s finance, insurance, real estate and leasing (FIRE) industry doesn’t have a long and
storied history. The early settlers (and the
Aboriginals before them) didn’t have much
need for cash, since most goods were exchanged by barter and coins were hard to
come by. A small amount of English silver

and gold was sent to BC in 1861 and, together with American coins, these were in
use until the province joined confederation
and adopted the Canadian currency. As the
population grew, branch offices of the big
banks were eventually opened. The first
credit union, born in reaction to the hardships of the Great Depression, opened its
doors in South Burnaby in 1936. Credit union membership in BC now surpasses 1.5
million.

What’s included in finance, insurance, real estate & leasing?
When the financial services industry is mentioned, some people form a mental image of
a banker in a pinstriped suit, or a trader on
the floor of the stock exchange, but most of
the people who work in FIRE don’t resemble
that stereotype at all. They’re people like the
teller at your bank or credit union, the real
estate agent who lives next door, your insurance agent, the clerk at the rental agency
that manages the apartment building where
you live, or the person who works at the
video shop where you rent videos or computer games.
So what is included in this industry? All
types of banks and banking institutions,
from the Bank of Canada and the big chartered banks to your local credit union are
part of the finance & insurance component
of this industry. Consumer loan, mortgage
and credit card companies, investment
companies, stock and commodity exchanges
and brokerages are also included, as are
pension funds, trusts and similar financial
vehicles. The group also includes insurance
underwriters, agents and brokers.
The real estate, rental & leasing component
of the industry includes establishments that
rent or lease housing, non-residential buildings and other property, sell real estate on a
fee for commission basis, and rent or lease
vehicles, computers, consumer goods and
industrial machinery and equipment. It also
includes establishments that manage or op-
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erate buildings–from apartments to office
towers and shopping malls.

but paid rent is captured as part of the revenues and GDP of the real estate industry.

FIRE is an important industry in BC. Although it employs just 6% of the province‘s
workforce, its contribution to British Columbia’s economy is significant. In fact, it
generates over a fifth of total GDP, considerably more than any other industry.

Does this matter? Whether people own or
rent their homes wouldn’t matter as much if
the number of renters versus homeowners
always stayed the same, or if homeownership was equally common in every economy. However, in order to make comparisons among economies with different characteristics, or to compare the same economy
over time, it’s important to ensure that the
income generated by the use of an asset
such as housing is valued in a consistent
way.

Banking & financial services and the real
estate industry are the biggest employers
Rental &
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35%
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Real estate
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How can 6% of the workers produce more
than a fifth of the province’s total GDP?
The discrepancy between the industry’s
share of employment and its contribution to
GDP may seem puzzling, but there are some
factors that help explain the large, and
growing, gap between the two measures.
The most important reason for the gap is
that the industry’s GDP includes an estimate
of the imputed rental income on owner occupied
housing. This is the potential income that
homeowners could get if they rented out
their residence instead of living in it.
Why is this estimate included? Your home is
an asset that has rental value in the marketplace. In economic terms, the benefit you get
from living in your house or condo is equal
to the amount of rent that you would have
to pay for it if you were not the owner.
There’s no market transaction associated
with the use of owner-occupied housing,

Suppose, for example, that there was a
change in consumer behaviour, so that more
people decided to buy, rather than rent, the
place they lived in. If this happened, the
GDP of the real estate industry would
shrink, because less rent would be paid to
landlords. Although the stock of housing
would still be producing services, the value
of those services would not be reflected in a
market transaction. The economy would
appear to be contracting simply because
consumer preferences had changed. However, because imputed rent is included in
GDP, the decline in the real estate industry
would be offset by an increase in the imputed rental income on owner-occupied
housing.
Thus, the value associated with the use of
housing, whether owner or tenant-occupied,
is always reflected in total GDP. A consistent yardstick is used, so it’s possible to
make valid comparisons over time or among
economies.
Imputed rental income is a significant factor,
accounting for about 10% of BC’s total GDP.
However, there are no jobs associated with
this industry and that is one of the reasons
for the big gap between GDP and employment in FIRE. But it doesn’t explain all of
the difference. Even when imputed rental
income is excluded, the FIRE industry’s
share of GDP (12%) is still about twice its
share of total employment. The output per
worker is higher than in other industries,
largely because of the extent to which com-
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puter and other technologies are used to
produce financial and insurance services.
Technological changes have reduced the financial services industry’s need for frontline workers
Banking used to involve mainly face-to-face
transactions. Thirty years ago, customers
wishing to access their funds would have to
visit a bank or credit union during normal
banking hours (usually from Monday to Friday, between 10 am and 3 pm) and wait in
line to be served by a teller, who could transfer
funds between accounts, withdraw or deposit
cash and cheques, and provide a number of
other services. Employees usually received a
paycheque on payday, which they would then
cash at a bank or credit union. Tourists and
business travellers had to use credit cards,
traveller’s cheques or cash to make purchases
when they were away from home, since it
wasn’t easy to get direct access to their bank
accounts.
Some people still do their banking this way,
but the industry has become much more dependent on technology to deliver services.
Automated banking machines (ATMs) or cash
dispensers can now be found at corner stores,
shopping malls, airports, gas stations, and
various other venues. They are quick and convenient to use, and are often accessible 24
hours a day. You can pay bills, transfer funds,
and get cash from these types of machines in
most parts of the world.
Consumers frequently use debit or credit
cards instead of cash to pay for purchases.
Many companies use the direct deposit
method to pay employees or suppliers.
Utilities, newspapers, credit card companies, and other organizations that regularly
issue bills offer customers the option of preauthorizing payments, so funds can be
transferred automatically once an invoice
has been issued. Online banking services allow customers to pay bills, transfer funds,
make investments and otherwise manage their
accounts from their office or the comfort of
their homes.
Customers have been quick to adopt these
methods. According to the Canadian Bankers
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Association4 , Canadians are the highest per
capita users of automated teller machines
(ATMs) and debit cards in the world. One in
three (34%) Canadians relies mainly on ATMs
to do their banking. Other types of self-service
banking such as online (23%) and telephone
(8%) banking are also common. Only 29% of
Canadians primarily use tellers to do their
banking.
The investment industry has also adapted to
the computer age by offering online investment services to customers. These types of
transactions could previously only be made
in face-to-face meetings with clients, or over
the telephone. Now, clients can obtain information about the past and current performance of stocks, bonds and mutual
funds, as well as other types of investments,
online.
What does all this mean for the people employed in the financial services industry? A
career in banking has traditionally been
thought of as a fairly secure one. Canada’s
banks have been on the scene for decades, and
probably will be around for decades to come.
The investment industry has been more volatile, with employment and earnings prospects
rising and falling with the overall state of the
economy.
However, the nature of the work in this industry is changing. It takes a lot fewer tellers
to run the day-to-day operations of a financial institution than it used to, while people
who can provide financial advice, or have
programming or other technical skills are
more likely to be in demand.

More information on banking practices can be found
at the Association’s website, which is www.cba.ca/en
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What’s happened since 1990?
The industry’s share of employment has
fallen slightly, but its contribution to GDP
is rising
16
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Some segments of the industry have seen
strong job growth since 1990. Despite the
changes in the way financial services are
delivered, employment in banking, securities and investments has increased 38%
since 1990. The number of jobs in the securities and investment industry has increased
73%. A lot of people invested their savings
in stocks, bonds and mutual funds during
the 1990s, when the return on these investments was significantly higher than the interest paid on savings accounts. As well, the
popularity of registered retirement savings
plans (RRSPs) may have contributed to job
growth in this industry, since many RRSPs
are managed by securities and investment
firms.

1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 39

The industry’s share of employment has
fallen slightly since 1990, although it still
accounts for about 6% of the total. However
its share of total GDP has risen from 20% to
22%, largely because imputed rental income
has been growing faster than the economy
as a whole. The GDP generated by marketbased financial, insurance and real estate
services has shown slower growth.
Employment in financial services has increased significantly since 1990
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The insurance industry has taken some hits
While banks and trust companies are usually
large corporations with hundreds of employees, insurance companies can range from
small family-run businesses that sell insurance
policies to large corporations that underwrite
them. Employment growth in this component
of the FIRE industry has been slightly slower
than the average, at about 27% between 1990
and 2005.
The insurance industry is affected by factors
such as increases in accidents and natural disasters, or large awards granted by the courts.
In recent years it has had to absorb numerous
shocks, both financial and otherwise, which
have strained the resources of insurance underwriters. These companies often operate all
over the world, so events in distant places can
have a big effect on the industry’s bottom line.
The terrorist attacks of 9/11 not only killed
and injured thousands of people, but also
caused billions of dollars of damage to property. The impact of the attacks on the insurance industry was magnified because the
stock market was already in a downturn,
which deepened after 9/11. This hurt the insurance industry because insurers use income
from investing premiums to help pay insurance claims. The combination of a reduction in
investment earnings and insurance payouts to
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those harmed by the terrorist attacks meant
that insurers had to dig deep into their pockets
to make the necessary payouts. This helped
drive insurance rates up all over North America, including BC.
A number of natural disasters, such as floods,
earthquakes, forest fires and devastating hurricanes in the Gulf Coast states in the late
summer of 2005, followed the events of 9/11.
The cost of claims arising from these manmade and natural disasters has pushed premium rates up even further, but now that the
stock market is back on an upswing future
increases may not be as extreme.
The stock market appears to be back on
track after plunging in the early 2000s
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Real estate is on an upward path, but for
how long?
The real estate industry includes small privately-owned operations as well as large national firms. Unlike finance and insurance
companies, real estate companies are very
sensitive to changes in the state of the economy. The number of jobs in the real estate industry has fluctuated, and in 2005, when the
industry was in an upturn, was just 5% higher
than in 1990.
The real estate industry is very cyclical: when
times are good, people working in this industry can do very well; but during economic
downturns, they are very quickly affected. If
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you are considering a career in real estate, you
have to be prepared for both good and bad
times.
Consider real estate agents, for example.
Many agents are self-employed, and even
those who work for others usually earn
most of their income from commissions. If
they sell a house, they get some money, but
if they don’t, they’re out of luck.
House prices in BC’s two largest cities, Vancouver and Victoria, are among the highest
in the country. That means that a real estate
agent can earn a healthy commission on the
sale of a house or condo. The last few years,
as well as the first half of the 1990s, were
boom years for people working in real estate, but there were a few leaner years in
between, when the housing market went
into a slump.
BC’s housing market is currently in a boom
cycle, but it’s unlikely that the market will
stay as hot as it has been for long. The upturn has been sustained, in part, by pent-up
demand following the slow-growth period
during the late 1990s. At the same time, interest rates remain at thirty-year lows, and
provided you can get financing, it’s now
possible to buy a house or condo with no
down-payment. This has boosted the demand for housing. However, as prices continue to rise, there will be fewer people who
can raise the hundreds of thousands of dollars needed to make a purchase, and eventually the current upturn will come to an
end.
Rental & leasing arrangements are becoming more common
One strong-growth segment of this industry
is rental and leasing, where employment has
more than doubled, rising 142% since 1990.
The strong growth in this industry is partly
due to the increased use of consumer and
business leasing arrangements for big-ticket
items such as vehicles or office equipment.
Other goods that are frequently rented include consumer electronics, videos, and recreational equipment.
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What are the most common occupations?
FIRE is a very diverse industry. If you work in
the finance, insurance or investment industry,
you will probably have a salaried “nine-tofive” type of job. If you’re involved in real estate, your hours are more likely to be unpredictable. You’ll probably have to work on
weekends and evenings, and how much you
earn will depend not only on your own efforts, but will be very significantly influenced
by other factors over which you may have no
control.
Six in ten people working in this industry
are in business, finance and administrative
occupations
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percent are in management occupations
such as brokerage, bank, credit or investment managers, as well as accommodation
service or retail trade managers. About 4%
work as information systems managers,
computer programmers, or in other occupations in natural and applied sciences.

How many people work in FIRE,
and how much do they earn?
Finance, insurance, real estate and leasing
employed 132,900 people in 2005, with
85,600 working in finance and insurance and
47,400 employed the real estate and leasing
Industry. Thirty-five percent of the jobs in
this industry are in banking and financial
services, while 26% of the workers are employed in the real estate industry (which
includes real estate agents, developers and
operators). Securities and investment, and
rental and leasing firms each employ 10% of
the workers in this industry.
The average hourly wage rate in FIRE was
$19.89 in 2005, slightly higher than the
$19.36 average for all industries in BC.
Within the industry, wages were highest in
securities ($23), insurance ($23) and banking
($21). They were lowest in real estate ($18),
where some workers are paid by commission, and rental and leasing ($14). The usual
work week in FIRE was 37 hours long.

% of total employment, 2005

Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimate
Figure 42

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?

Six out of ten people working in FIRE are
employed in business, finance and administrative occupations. About half of them are
in clerical occupations, including tellers and
financial service workers. Other common
occupations in business, finance and administration include financial officers, securities agents, investment dealers, auditors,
financial and investment analysts, property
administrators, insurance adjusters, claims
examiners and loan agents.

Most (85%) of the people who work in FIRE
are employed full-time. That’s slightly
higher than the average for the economy as
a whole. Fourteen percent of workers have
union coverage, well below the 33% average
for the economy as a whole.

One in five workers are in sales and service
occupations, primarily insurance or real estate agents or brokers, janitors, building supervisors and retail sales clerks. Fourteen

Women make up 59% of the workforce, but
there are distinct differences in the malefemale split between the finance and real
estate components. Two-thirds of the workers in finance and insurance are female,
compared to 45% in the real estate and leasing industry. Unemployment rates in the
industry are generally low, averaging 2.9%
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during the period from 1990 to 2005. The
average for all industries was 8.4%.
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Where are the jobs located?

Self-employment has increased significantly
in this industry, more than doubling
(+143%) between 1990 and 2005. One in five
workers is self-employed. Forty-five percent
of the workers in real estate, and 42% of
workers in the securities industry, are selfemployed, but rates are much lower in other
industries within this group, ranging from
4% in banking and financial services to 13%
in the rental and leasing industry.

Vancouver is the financial capital of the
province, and that’s reflected in the location
of the jobs in this industry. Two-thirds of the
people who work in FIRE are located in the
Lower Mainland. In the rest of the province,
Vancouver Island/Coast and ThompsonOkanagan are the only regions where the
percentage of workers in this industry is
similar to their share of the total workforce.

Most of the people who work in this industry are employed at small (fewer than 20
workers) or mid-side (20-99) establishments.
This includes people who work for branches
of big banks and/or insurance companies,
as an establishment is a place of work and
not a company. Unless you work for a head
or regional office of a financial institutioneven if it’s one of the big banks, it’s unlikely
that you’ll have more than 100 co-workers.

Two-thirds of the jobs in this industry are
located in the Lower Mainland
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The finance, insurance, real estate and leasing industry has undergone considerable
change in the last few decades, and will
likely continue to evolve. Employment is
expected to increase at about the same rate
as in the rest of the economy during the next
few years, while GDP is forecast to grow a
little faster.
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Employment growth is expected to keep
pace with the rest of the economy
GDP
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Transportation & warehousing
BC is separated from the rest of Canada by
mountain ranges that have made travel and
transportation
particularly
challenging
throughout its history. Aboriginals and the
explorers who first came to the province
travelled by foot, packhorse or canoe, following waterways and other paths through
the province’s many mountains, valleys and
canyons. The fjords and islands of the coast
were explored and charted by mariners such
as George Vancouver and James Cook, but
the Interior was not easily accessible to the
settlers who came to the province in the
early 1800s.
Ships…
Most of the early settlers arrived in British
Columbia by sea. Victoria, which had a sheltered, deep harbour, was a common stopping point for travellers during the gold
rush and in later years, sealing ships headed
north from the US also visited the port. The
naval base in Esquimalt, with its drydocking
facilities, was first used by the British, and
later by the Canadian navy.
On the mainland, the Fraser River and lakes
in the Interior provided waterways that
could be navigated, and paddle wheel boats
were used to transport people and goods
before the road system was put into place.
However, most river boats on the Fraser did
not travel beyond Yale.
The Hudson’s Bay Company began regular
passenger and freight service between Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland in
the mid-1800s. Ferry service was taken over
by the CPR in 1901, with a trip from downtown Vancouver to downtown Victoria taking five hours. BC Ferries, created in the
1960s, is now one of the largest ferry transportation systems in the world, with a fleet
of 34 vessels and up to 48 different points of
call. Residents of some remote coastal communities still rely on ferries as their main
link with the rest of the province.

Roads…
The Cariboo road, which linked Yale, Lytton, Soda Creek, Quesnel and Barkerville,
was laid down by royal engineers during
the gold rush of the 1860s. It provided an
overland route that could be used to bring
supplies, equipment, miners and other travellers to Barkerville, which at that time was
a booming community. After the railroad
was built, people and freight travelled by
train to Ashcroft, and continued north along
the Cariboo road.
The extensive network of roads that connect
BC communities today wasn’t built until
much later. During the depression of the
1930s, the government sponsored road construction projects as a means of providing
jobs to the unemployed, but the modern
highway system that’s used today wasn’t
built until after the Second World War.
More recently, the completion of the Coquihalla highway and connector system in the
late 1980s has significantly reduced the
amount of time required by freight trucks
and passenger vehicles travelling between
Vancouver and the Interior of the province.
Trains…
Canada’s history, and BC’s place in it, is
closely linked to the development of the Canadian Pacific Railroad (CPR). The Canadian government’s promise to build a transcontinental railroad was one of the main
reasons why the province joined Confederation in 1871. Building the CPR was the biggest project the fledgling nation had yet undertaken, and laying track through the
mountains of BC was an enormous challenge.
Construction of the railroad began in 1880,
and was completed in 1885, with the help of
more than 15,000 workers who were
brought over from China to lay the rails.
Chinese railroad workers played a pivotal
role in the nation-building effort, since there
was not nearly enough labour available lo-
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910,172 cruise ship passengers embarking or
disembarking in the city in 2005. Victoria
and Prince Rupert, together with other
coastal communities, also welcome cruise
ships that travel between Alaska and the
rest of the US.

cally to complete the task. Many of them
stayed on to work in BC, and helped establish the province’s rich multicultural heritage.
The completion of the transcontinental railroad provided the province with access to
markets in the east. It also opened up the
Interior of the province, and led to the development of Vancouver, the western terminus of the railroad, as an important commercial centre. Vancouver became the main
point of exit for goods exported from Canada to Asia and the only port of entry for tea
and silks imported from Asia. It was soon
the province’s largest city. Its fortunes were
further boosted when the Panama Canal,
which provided a shorter, less risky route
for marine traffic between the Pacific and
the Atlantic, was opened in 1914, making
European markets more accessible to exporters on the west coast.

Transportation services have been pivotal to
the province’s economic development over
the years. The fact that most large cities are
located near a major port or on an important
trade route is no accident. Airports, port
facilities, rail lines and highways have all
contributed to the growth of cities. They
have also led to the development of related
industries that provide goods and services
used by these facilities, or which depend on
good access to shipping routes.

What’s included in transportation &
warehousing?
This industry includes air, rail, water and
truck transportation services, as well as public passenger transit, other types of transportation such as taxicabs and limousines, and
related services such as maintenance, cargo
handling, pipeline transport, storage and
warehousing.

Planes…
BC’s air transportation industry had its beginnings in the early 1900s. The first flight
from Vancouver to Victoria was in 1919, and
a little later, the first plane flew over the
Rockies and airmail service between Seattle
and Vancouver began. Vancouver International Airport is now a major point of entry
for flights from the Pacific Rim and the second-busiest airport in the country.

What’s happened since 1990?
GDP and employment in transportation &
warehousing hasn’t grown as fast as in the
rest of the economy

…and Ports
With its naturally deep harbour, year-round
ice-free access and links to rail, road and
other transportation systems, the Port of
Vancouver handles more foreign exports
than any other port in Canada, and has the
highest cargo volume on the west coast of
North America. A total of 76.5 million tonnes of cargo was handled in 2005. China,
Japan and South Korea are the main destinations for cargo loaded for export in Vancouver. Prince Rupert, another naturally deep
harbour, is handling a growing amount of
freight headed for Asia.
Vancouver is also a common stop for cruise
ship traffic headed to or from Alaska, with
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Transportation and warehousing accounted
for a little less than 6% of total employment
in 2005, a share that was slightly lower than
in 1990. Although the industry has shown
some variability, the share has remained in
the six percent range throughout this period.
Its contribution to GDP was just over 6% in
2005, about the same level as in 1990, but the
overall performance of the industry has
been quite volatile.
Between 1990 and 2005, the number of people working in transportation and warehousing expanded 29%. However, job
growth has been concentrated in just a few
areas. It was strongest in warehousing,
trucking, ground passenger and transit, scenic and sightseeing transportation and the
courier and messenger service industries.
On the other hand, there are significantly
fewer people employed in air, rail and water
transportation than there were in 1990. The
postal service industry has also cut back,
partly due to competition from couriers and
from alternative forms of communication
such as the Internet, which has allowed
some organizations to cut down on their use
of mail services.
Passenger transportation has seen a bit of a
bumpy ride since the turn of the century.
The events of 9/11 effectively stopped air
traffic throughout North America for more
than a week, and since then, enhanced security measures, concerns about safety and the
SARS scare in 2003 have had a negative effect on the demand for some types of transportation services. The airline industry has
been particularly hard hit, especially since
some companies were already experiencing
financial difficulties before the terrorist attacks.
Trucking and shipping have been affected
as well, since stricter security requirements
have made crossing the border with the US
less convenient and more time consuming
than it used to be. It’s likely that there will
be further restrictions on the free flow of
goods across the border in the future, as
governments continue to work on reducing
potential vulnerabilities.
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What are the most common occupations?
Not surprisingly, trades and transportation
equipment operators account for the lion’s
share of the workforce in this industry, with
58% of the workers employed in this occupational group. Half of them are truck drivers, but other common occupations include
bus, delivery and taxi drivers, material handlers, longshore workers, aircraft ramp attendants and aircraft and vehicle mechanics.
More than half of the people working in this
industry are trades, transportation &
equipment operators
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One in four people working in this industry
are in business, financial and administrative
occupations. These are mainly clerical
workers such as letter carriers, postal clerks,
dispatchers, accounting clerks, couriers,
shippers and receivers.
Sales and service occupations, including
flight attendants, pursers, and airline sales
and service agents make up 7% of the workforce.
Natural and applied science occupations,
which include air pilots, deck officers on
vessels and air traffic controllers, as well as
information systems workers, account for
5% of the jobs, with the remaining 6% being
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mainly people in managerial (5%) occupations.

How many people work in transportation & warehousing, and how
much do they earn?
In 2005, there were 118,700 people working
in this industry. Most were involved in
transporting either freight or passengers.
Trucking is the biggest employer, with 30%
of the industry’s workers. Scenic and sightseeing transportation, including support
activities (e.g., operating airports, harbours
and so on) employs 16% of the workers,
while 14% of the jobs are in transit and
ground passenger transportation (buses,
taxis and so on). Eleven percent of the people working in this industry are employed
in air transportation (both passenger and
freight).
Three out of ten workers in the industry are
employed in trucking
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all industries in BC. Within the industry,
wages are highest in rail ($25), air ($24) and
water ($24) transportation. Workers in the
couriers and messengers industry ($17) have
the lowest hourly wage rate.
A typical work week was over 41 hours
long, five hours more than the average for
all industries.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Nine out of ten workers in the transportation and warehousing industry are employed full-time. In the economy as a whole,
eight out of ten people work full-time (at
least 30 hours a week).
The industry is highly unionized. Fifty-three
percent of workers have union coverage,
well above the 33% average for all industries
in the province. Among other industries,
only public administration, education, utilities and health care and social assistance
have higher rates of union coverage.
Most (79%) of the people who work in this
industry are men. Transportation and warehousing is the only industry in the service
sector with such a high percentage of male
workers. Some of the jobs in this industry
can be physically demanding, or require
workers to spend long stretches of time on
the road, and this might make them less appealing to some women.

Pipelines
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Couriers and messengers (8%), postal services (7%), rail (5%) and water (5%) transportation are smaller employers, as is warehousing and storage (4%) and pipeline
transportation, which accounts for less than
half a percent of the jobs in this industry.
The average hourly wage rate was $21.16 in
2005, about 9% higher than the average for

The unemployment rate averaged 5.1% during the period from 1990 to 2005, the same
rate as for the service sector as a whole, but
significantly lower than the provincial average of 8.4% during this period.
Self-employment has become more common
in this industry. Nineteen percent of the
workers in this industry were self-employed
in 2005, up from 13% in 1990. The increase
in the incidence of self-employment is partly
related to the growth in the couriers and
messengers industry, where one in three
workers is self-employed. Self-employment
is even more common (37%) in the trucking
industry, and about 19% of the workers in
transit and ground passenger transportation
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(which includes taxi drivers) are their own
bosses. It’s a less common arrangement in
other types of transportation and warehousing services.
Many of the establishments in this industry
group are large. That’s because a lot of
money has to be invested in the infrastructure and equipment used by air, rail, water
and public passenger transportation systems. Once those are put in place, it takes a
lot of workers (and customers) to operate a
viable service. Thirteen percent of the people in transportation and warehousing work
in establishments where there are at least
500 employees, nearly twice the average for
all industries in BC. Another 23% are employed at locations where there are from
100-500 workers and 37% work in establishments with 20-99 employees. Only 27%
work in establishments with fewer than 20
employees, well below the average for all
industries in the province (38%).
Establishments in this industry tend to be
bigger than average. This reflects the huge
capital investment that’s required to provide some types of transportation services
Transportation
and warehousing
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the western terminus for shipments of resource and other commodities produced in
BC and the rest of Canada, and the first
available stopping point for flights to Canada from the Pacific Rim. All of these reasons, plus the fact that the population of the
Lower Mainland exceeds two million people, help explain why two-thirds of the jobs
in transportation and warehousing are located in the Vancouver area.
Seven out of ten jobs in BC’s transportation,
storage and communications industry are in
the Lower Mainland
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North Coast and Nechako, where the Port of
Prince Rupert is located, also has a higher
share of employment in this industry than in
the total workforce. Prince Rupert is emerging as an important deep sea port where
commodities shipped via the northern rail
line are loaded for transport to Asia and
other destinations.
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Where are the jobs located?
Vancouver is the hub of the province’s
transportation infrastructure system. It’s
also the location of Canada’s busiest port,

What’s the outlook to 2014?
Overall, GDP and employment in this industry are expected to grow at the same rate
as the rest of the economy. Its share of GDP
is forecast to remain at just over 6%, while
just under 6% of the people with jobs in BC
are expected to be working in this industry
in 2014.
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GDP and employment in the industry are
forecast to keep pace with the rest of the
economy during the next few years
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Information, culture & recreation
Information, culture and recreation services
have played a big role in society throughout
history. Musicians have been writing and
performing songs for thousands of years.
Tragic and comic dramas were performed
by Ancient Greeks, who also held the first
Olympic Games. Book publishers have been
around since Gutenberg invented the printing press in 1440, and the English-speaking
newspaper industry dates back to 1666,
when the London Gazette was first published.
Alexander Graham Bell started the telecommunications industry going when he
invented the telephone in 1876. The first
public projection of a (silent) movie was in
Paris in 1895. The groundwork for the development of the radio industry was laid in
1901, when Marconi successfully transmitted Morse code across the Atlantic to Newfoundland.
Television was one of the most revolutionary developments of the 20th century. It has
had an enormous effect on how people
spend their leisure time and has greatly influenced the values of our society. The average British Columbian spends about 21
hours, or nearly a full day, watching TV
every week. Our fascination with television
and movies has been a major factor in the
evolution of the information, culture and
recreation industry.
The industry is far from static. Many of the
big developments in information, culture
and recreation have occurred within the last
two decades. The computer and Internet
revolution has had a transformative effect
on virtually every aspect of the industry,
from music and film to publishing, broadcasting and telecommunications. For example, computer animation techniques have
made it possible to create special effects that
have broadened the potential scope of filmmaking quite significantly. They’ve also influenced the development of increasingly
sophisticated electronic games.
Readers are no longer restricted to perusing
newspapers, books or magazines that are

stocked on local bookseller or library
shelves. Most major newspapers and some
magazines make web-based editions of their
products available to users from all over the
world. Copies of the classics can be
downloaded and read on a personal computer. You can listen to radio broadcasts or
watch TV shows on the Internet. iPods™
allow individuals to store and listen to
downloaded music or radio “podcasts” on a
piece of equipment that can be hung around
their necks.
The motion picture industry has begun releasing DVDs shortly after they are played
in theatres, so consumers can watch them at
home. For those who have large flat-screen
TV panels and surround-sound systems in
media rooms, the quality rivals that in a
movie theatre, and theatres have seen attendance drop off in recent years.
Many of the electronic gadgets that people
depend on to organize their calendars,
communicate with family, friends and business contacts, and while away their leisure
time, are produced or supported, by establishments in the information, culture and
recreation industry. When you browse the
Internet, watch TV, listen to the radio, go to
the movies, call someone on the phone,
check for email on your Blackberry™ or
play a computer game, you’re using services
produced by this industry.

What’s included in information,
culture & recreation?
Radio, TV, films, sound recordings, videos,
and information and data processing services were all developed as means of entertaining and informing people, and establishments that produce these services are
included in the information & cultural services component of this industry. It also includes libraries, archives, and establishments that publish books, magazines, newspapers, software and computer games; produce, distribute and exhibit motion pictures;
make sound recordings; broadcast radio and
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TV programs; and provide wired and wireless telecommunications services, Internet
access and data processing services.

communications, the deregulation of the
telephone industry in the mid-1990s ended
BC Tel’s longstanding monopoly on local as
well as long-distance telephone services and
opened up the market to competition. The
broadcasting industry has also seen some
restructuring during the last decade or so, as
media corporations have become involved
in both newspaper publishing and TV
broadcasting.

Amusement, gambling & recreation services
is the biggest employer in the industry
Heritage
Institutions
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Information & Data
Processing
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At the same time, technological advances
have significantly changed the way the industry operates, and the types of services it
provides. These services have expanded
greatly in scope, and are becoming increasingly important to consumers as well as
businesses. The Internet and wireless communications have played a big role in the
growth and evolution of this industry.
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Theatre companies, ballet troupes, orchestras, sports clubs, casinos and lotteries are
included in amusement & recreation, as are
spectator sports and sporting venues such as
ski resorts, golf courses, marinas and other
recreational facilities. The industry also includes heritage institutions, such as museums, art galleries, zoos, aquariums and gardens.
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What’s happened since 1990?
Given the rapid development of technologies in the information and cultural services
industry, it’s not surprising that this industry has seen faster-than-average growth during the period since 1990. Both employment
and GDP have seen their shares of total activity in the economy increase to more than
5% from just over 4% in 1990. The increase
has occurred despite setbacks around the
turn of the century, when the high-tech sector experienced a bit of a meltdown.
The industry has seen many changes during
the last fifteen years, only some of which
have been driven by technology. In tele-
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In the early 1990s, many people hadn’t even
heard of the World Wide Web, cell phones
weren't very common, and you had to buy
long distance services from your local telephone company. Things have changed a lot
since then. Six out of ten BC households
now have Internet access. A growing number of British Columbians subscribe to wireless cell phone services, which allow them to
stay connected with friends, family and
business contacts even when they are away
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from their usual place of residence or business. Some no longer use land-lines at all.
High-speed Internet access is available from
both telephone companies, who use phone
lines to provide service, and cable companies, who provide access via the cable network. Cable companies have begun offering
customers telephone services, which are also
available from computer-based voice-overInternet telephone companies.
Employment in most of these industries has
increased significantly since 1990
Broadcasting &
Telecommunications
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Although the broadcasting and telecommunications industry has proven to be quite
versatile, adapting to the many changes that
have occurred in the last decade and a half,
employment in the industry declined 11%
between 1990 and 2005. It’s the only industry within information, culture & recreation
services where there are now fewer jobs
than in 1990. Despite the drop in employment, the GDP generated by broadcasting
and telecommunications has increased significantly since 1990. This suggests that
some of the job losses may be related to
changes in the types of services provided by
the industry as well as improvements in the
technology that’s used to deliver these services.
Most of the industries in information, culture and recreation services have seen very

2006 Edition

strong employment growth since 1990, easily outpacing the 37% increase for the economy as a whole. The fastest growth has been
in BC’s motion picture and sound recording
industry, where the number of jobs nearly
tripled between 1990 and 2005, as the province continued to establish a presence in the
North American film industry. In 1990, there
were 46 feature films, movies, pilots, and
series shot in BC. A total of 211 productions,
including 63 feature films, 31 TV series and
24 animation projects, were filmed in BC in
2005. Although almost all of them were Canadian or US productions, companies from
as far away as China, Germany and India
used BC production facilities in 2005. BC is
now the third-largest film and TV service
production centre in North America, after
Los Angeles and New York.
Employment in amusement, gambling and
recreation has increased significantly since
1990. Employment at recreational facilities
such as golf courses, ski hills and fitness
centres has more than doubled. Half of all
households in the province reported spending money at sports and recreation facilities
in 2003. However, these facilities aren’t just
visited by British Columbians. BC has
world-class ski hills that are popular with
visitors from all over the world, and travellers to the province are also attracted to its
many golf courses and other outdoor recreation facilities.
There has been even stronger growth in the
gambling industry, where employment has
nearly tripled, increasing by about 5,000
people since 1990. Seven out of ten households in the province reported spending
money on games of chance in 2003. The average expenditure on lotteries, casinos and
bingo games was $246 (net of winnings).
The strong job growth seen in the publishing industry is partly related to the province’s emerging software publishing industry, which currently employs about 4,000
British Columbians. BC is home to the biggest studio of Electronic Arts, a major developer of computer games, as well as number of other software developers and publishers. Information and data processing
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services, which includes news syndicates,
libraries, archives and other types of information services has seen slower growth
(+85%), as has the performing arts & spectator sports industry (+80%), but the increases
are still more than double overall employment growth in the province during this
period.

What are the most common occupations?
One in three people working in this industry
is in an occupation related to art, culture,
recreation or sport. The biggest occupational
group is recreation program directors, followed by film directors and producers,
painters, writers, musicians and actors. Together, they account for about half of the
jobs in art, culture, recreation and sport occupations.
A third of the workers are in art, culture,
recreation & sporting occupations
Art, culture, recreation & sport
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Sales & service
Business, finance &
administration
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Natural & applied sciences &
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Other occupations
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Business, finance & administration occupations employ 19% of the workers, many of
whom are clerks. Ten percent of the workers
are in management positions while 7% have
jobs in natural and applied sciences, mostly
in computer-related occupations such as
computer programming and software engineering, or as electronic engineering or service technicians.

How many people work in information, culture & recreation, and how
much do they earn?
The information, culture and recreation industry employed 112,100 British Columbians in 2005. Of this total, 33,000 worked in
amusement, gambling and recreation services and 22,100 were employed in broadcasting and telecommunications, while
19,600 worked in performing arts and spectator sports. Most (14,200) of the latter group
were independent artists, writers and performers. The rest of the jobs in this industry
were in publishing (15,700), motion picture
and sound recording (9,300), information
and data processing services (8,900) or heritage institutions (3,500).
Workers in the industry earned an average
hourly wage of $19.28 in 2005, which was
virtually the same as the average for all industries ($19.36) in that year.
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Figure 55

Twenty-two percent of the people who work
in this industry are in sales and service occupations. Most of them work as attendants
or cashiers, at food-service counters, or as
sales representatives, casino workers, food
and beverage servers, security guards or
janitors.

Within the industry, average hourly earnings were highest in broadcasting and telecommunications ($23 an hour) and in the
publishing ($22) and motion picture and
sound recording ($22) industries. People
working in information and data processing
services earned an average hourly wage of
$20, as did those in performing arts, spectator sports and related industries. Wages
were lowest at heritage institutions ($16)
and in the amusement, gambling and recreation ($15) industry.
The average work week in information, culture and recreation services was 34 hours
long in 2005, two hours less than the allindustry average.
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What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Three out of four (74%) workers in this industry are employed full-time, slightly less
than the 80% average for all workers in the
province. About 27% have union coverage,
compared to 33% for the economy as a
whole.
Men make up 53% of the workforce, which
is the same as their share of the total workforce n BC.
The industry’s unemployment rate averaged
6.8% during the period from 1990 to 2005.
This was higher than the jobless rate for the
service sector as a whole (5.1%), but well
below the 8.4% average for the province
during this period.
Self-employment is somewhat more common in this industry (22%) than in the economy as a whole (20%), but it’s localized
within a few industries. Eight out of ten
workers in performing arts, spectator sports
and related industries were self-employed
in 2005, nearly four times the average for the
industry as a whole. In the motion picture
and sound recording industry, one in three
workers were self-employed, while about
8% of workers in amusement, gambling and
recreation were their own bosses. These
three industries accounted for almost all of
the self-employment within this group. The
traditional broadcasting and telecommunications industry requires a significant investment in capital infrastructure to provide
services, so self-employment is not common
in this segment of the industry.
Just over a quarter of the people who work
in this industry are employed in establishments with between 100 and 500 workers.
This may reflect the relative importance of
broadcasting and telecommunications and
publishing within this group. Still, more
than two-thirds of the workers are employed at establishments with fewer than
100 employees.
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Most establishments in the industry are
relatively small
% of total employment, 2005
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Where are the jobs located?
The Lower Mainland accounts for a biggerthan-average share of employment in this
industry
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Many of the activities in this industry are
concentrated in the Vancouver/Lower
Mainland area, where 68% of the workers
are located. Telecommunications and broadcasting companies often locate their main
administrative functions in population centres like Vancouver, with branch offices
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providing services such as maintenance and
hookups in smaller centres. Vancouver is
home to the two biggest newspapers in the
province and TV stations that broadcast to
viewers in the Lower Mainland as well as
other regions. It is the main centre of BC’s
film, animation and software publishing
industry, although filming facilities are also
available in Victoria and other parts of the
province.
Establishments throughout the province
provide amusement and recreation services.
The BC Lottery Corporation, which runs the
provincial lottery system, has its headquarters in Kamloops.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
The information, culture and recreation services industry is expected to maintain its
share of GDP at about 5% during the next
few years. However, it’s anticipated that
employment growth won’t be as strong as in
other parts of the economy, and the indus-
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try’s share of total employment is forecast to
drop to 5%.
Employment growth in this industry is not
expected to keep pace with the rest of the
economy during the next few years
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Public administration & defence
Diplomats, Supreme Court judges, firefighters, police officers, members of the armed
forces, the clerk who sells you a fishing licence, and the person who works in a government office are all civil servants. Some
jobs, like the Supreme Court judge’s, can
only be obtained after many years of education and experience; others, like the firefighter’s or soldier’s, demand physical stamina and a high level of physical fitness, and
may involve a great deal of risk to the
worker.

be attributed to the utilities industry rather
than to public administration and defence.

What’s happened since 1990?
Like health care and education, the demand
for many of the services produced by this
industry is related to the size of the population. With a growing population, the number of people requiring the services provided by this industry tends to increase.
There are more people who use the health
care and education system and there may be
more who need to access the social safety
net. Although health care, social services
and education are provided by establishments in other industries, these services are
usually publicly funded and administered.
Historically, the size of the workforce that
runs the social safety net and is otherwise
involved in government has expanded with
the population. Similarly, the need for publicly provided infrastructure, police services,
correctional facilities, and so on, grows with
the population.

In Canada, there are three main levels of
government, which all have different responsibilities. Local governments, for example, are responsible for maintaining streets,
bridges and other public works in cities and
towns. Provincial governments are responsible for administering the public health care
and education system, and for natural resources, which are owned by the crown.
Defence and foreign affairs are the sole domain of the federal government. All three
levels of government levy taxes which are
used to fund various types of social programs, maintain public infrastructure, and
protect people and property.

What’s included in public administration & defence?
Public administration and defence includes
establishments that are involved in governmental activities, such as enacting and interpreting laws and regulations or administering programs based on them. This includes legislative activities, taxation, national defence, public order and safety, immigration services, foreign affairs and international assistance.
The industry does not include establishments that are owned by government but
may not be engaged in governmental activities. For example, a crown corporation that
produces electric power may be publicly
owned, but it is involved in providing
power to customers, so its activities would

The industry’s share of GDP and employment has been falling
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Employment in the civil service is usually
not subject to wide variations related to the
business cycle. However, political or phi-
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losophical differences between governments
can, and often do, have an effect on the
number of people employed in the civil service and the types of jobs that they have.
Some governments favour allowing the private sector to provide services, while other
governments choose to provide them directly.
The 1990s were a period of restructuring in
the public administration and defence industry in many parts of the country. To a
large extent, this was driven by concerns
about persistent deficits and the cost of financing a growing public debt. The federal
government in particular made efforts to
balance the budget using tax as well as expenditure measures. There was some downsizing of the workforce, but this was
achieved primarily by restricting employment growth rather than by cutting back on
the number of workers in the industry. By
keeping the lid on employment growth during a period when the population was increasing significantly (the number of people
living in the province grew by 29% between
1990 and 2005), all three levels of government are now able to provide services more
efficiently than they used to.
Relative to the population, the number of
workers in this industry has declined
40

Employment per 1,000 population

35
30

2006 Edition

workforce as well as by refocusing the efforts
of some workers into new areas. At the same
time, some types of jobs, such as highway
maintenance, are now being done by private
sector contractors instead of government employees.
The industry’s share of total employment
has fallen quite substantially since 1990,
when nearly 6% of the workforce was directly employed by a government office or
agency. In 2005, a little more than 4% of the
workforce worked this industry.
Employment in public administration and
defence increased just 5.8% between 1990
and 2005, less than a fifth as much as the
increase in the number of jobs in the economy as a whole (+36.6%). Employment in
the federal government was virtually unchanged (+1.9%) from 1990. The total number of jobs in local government increased
6.9%, while employment in the provincial
government rose 9.5% during this period.

What are the most common occupations?
The most common occupations within the
public administration and defence industry
are in business, finance and administration.
Just over a third (37%) of the people who work
for federal, provincial and local governments
are in this occupational group. Most of them
are clerical workers, secretaries, immigration
and revenue officers, auditors, or in similar
types of jobs.
Most of the 18% of the workforce with jobs in
sales and service occupations are police officers, firefighters, correctional officers, security
guards or in occupations specific to the armed
forces.
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This has occurred as a result of improvements in the productivity of the existing

Fifteen percent of the workers are in natural
and applied sciences. These include computer programmers, information systems
analysts, engineers, biologists and forestry
professionals. Eleven percent hold managerial positions, and 9% are employed in social
sciences and related occupations. These include lawyers, social workers, policy researchers, judges and instructors. The remainder of the workforce is comprised
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largely of trades, transportation and equipment operators and people working in occupations specific to primary industries. The
latter are mainly landscapers and forestry
workers.

ernment, wages averaged a little over $26 an
hour, while wages were typically a little under
$26 an hour at the federal and local government levels. The usual work week was 37
hours long.

Thirty-seven percent of the workers are employed in business, finance & administrative occupations

The federal government is the biggest employer in this industry
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Most of the 18% of the workforce with jobs
in sales and service occupations are police
officers, firefighters, correctional officers,
security guards, or in occupations in the
armed forces.

How many people work in public
administration & defence and how
much do they earn?
Federal, provincial and local governments in
the province employed 95,100 people in
2005. The federal government was the biggest employer, with 32,900 workers. Another 32,400 people worked for local governments in BC, and 29,900 were employed
by the provincial government.
Workers in the industry earned an average
wage of $25.88 per hour in 2005. This was
nearly a third higher than the average for
workers in all industries. Average hourly
wage rates were quite similar among the three
levels of government. In the provincial gov-

Total employment in 2005: 95,100

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 62

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Ninety-two percent of the people who work
in public administration and defence have
full-time jobs. That’s well above the average
for the economy as a whole (80%) and
higher than in any other service-sector industry. The male-female composition of the
civil service is the same as in the workforce
in general: 47% of the people who work in
the industry are female and 53% are male.
The industry is highly unionized. Seventysix percent of workers have union coverage,
nearly two-and-a-half times the average for
all industries in the province.
People who work in public administration
and defence are not very likely to experience
unemployment. From 1990 to 2005, the jobless rate in this industry averaged 3.2%, less
than half the 8.4% average for the economy
as a whole. However, workers in the finance, insurance, real estate and leasing and
health care and social assistance industries
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experienced even lower unemployment
rates during this period.

industry are located in this region. Its share
of the total workforce is just 16%.

Self-employment does not exist in this sector. By definition, all of the people who
work in public administration and defence
are employees of the state.

Many of the jobs in this industry are in
Vancouver Island/Coast

Even though both the federal and provincial
government, and some of the bigger cities in
the province, have a lot of employees, that
doesn’t mean that people with jobs in this
industry are likely to work in large offices.
One in five civil servants works in an office
with fewer than 20 co-workers. Another 35%
are employed at locations where they have
more than 20, but fewer than 100 colleagues.
However, 13% of the people in this industry
work in a large establishment, with 500 or
more employees.
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Even though government is a big employer,
a lot of the people in this industry work in
fairly small offices
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Conversely, the Vancouver area’s share of
government sector workers (55%) is lower
than its share of total employment (61%). In
the rest of the province, employment in the
industry is marginally lower than the regional share of total employment.

What’s the outlook to 2014?
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Employment in the industry is expected to
grow at average rates over the next few
years, accounting for about 5% of the total
workforce by 2014, the same share as in
2004. However, it’s anticipated that GDP
growth will be a little faster than the average
for all industries.

Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 63

Where are the jobs located?
As Victoria is the capital city, most provincial government ministries have their main
offices in the Vancouver Island/Coast region of the province, and this is reflected in
the distribution of the workforce in the public administration and defence industry.
About 29% of the people who work in the
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Employment in public administration &
defence is expected to keep pace with the
rest of the economy
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Other services
The services provided by people working in
this industry are mainly used by individuals
or households, and cover a wide range of
activities. They are often labour-intensive,
and can require specialized skills.
Many, but not all, of these services are
somewhat discretionary by nature. We have
to use the services of health care professionals to obtain medical care, and in most cases,
it’s not possible to buy goods without using
the services of a retailer or wholesaler.
However, it is possible and quite common,
for individuals to acquire the skills and
knowledge needed to repair a vehicle, upholster furniture, cut hair or make clothing.
Do-it-yourselfers may not always achieve
professional results, but they are not obliged
to purchase these services from businesses
that offer them.

One in three workers in this industry is employed in establishments that repair &
maintain autos, equipment and other goods
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What’s included in other services?
People who work in this industry have jobs
at garages, hair salons, barber shops, massage parlours, shoe repair places, laundries
and drycleaners. Some are employed by funeral homes, crematoriums and cemeteries.
Establishments in this industry repair and
maintain cars, machinery and equipment,
furniture and other personal and household
goods. The industry also includes personal
services such as hair styling, aesthetics, funeral services, laundry and dry cleaning, pet
grooming and other pet care, photofinishing, parking and other personal services.
Religious, grant making, civic, professional,
labour unions and other similar organizations are also included, as are household
services such as those provided by cooks,
maids, gardeners, babysitters and other
people who are employed to help run a private household.

Religious,
other
organizations

What’s happened since 1990?
Despite slower-than-average employment
growth, the industry’s share of total GDP
has increased during the last 15 years.
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The industry’s share of total employment
has fallen since 1990, dropping from just
under 5% to just over 4% of the total work-
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force during this period. However, the industry’s share of GDP has risen slightly, and
is currently at about 3%.
Although the number of jobs in personal
and laundry services increased at about the
same rate as in the rest of the economy,
other industries within this group did not
fare as well. The number of people working
in private households dropped about 20%
between 1990 and 2005. Job growth in the
repair and maintenance industry (+27%)
was lower than the all-industry average, as
was the case in religious, grant-making,
civic and professional organizations (+18%)

What are the most common occupations?
Given the personal-service orientation of
this industry, it’s not surprising that four
out of ten people who work in it are in sales
and service occupations. More than half of
them are hairstylists, barbers, estheticians,
janitors, cleaners, laundry workers or in
other basic service occupations. Babysitters,
nannies and homemakers are also common
sales and service occupations in this industry.
Four out of ten workers in this industry are
in sales & service occupations
Sales & service

40

Trades, transportation &
equipment operators
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Business, finance &
administration
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Social science, education,
gov't services & religion
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Figure 68
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Trades, transportation and equipment operators make up 28% of the workforce.
These are primarily mechanics, but also include machinists and specialized trades
such as tailors, dressmakers, and people
who repair shoes or jewellery.
Workers in business, finance and administrative occupations are primarily clerks and
secretaries. They make up 14% of the industry’s workforce. Another 6% work in social
sciences, education, government services
and religion. More than half of them are religious workers such as ministers, but other
occupations include family and marriage
counsellors, researchers, and community
and social service workers.

How many people work in other
services, and how much do they
earn?
There were 91,200 people working in this
industry in 2005. Of this total, 33,500 were
employed in repair and maintenance establishments, while 30,000 worked in personal
and laundry services. Another 17,100 were
employed by religious, grant-making, civic,
professional and other similar organizations
and 10,600 worked for private households.
Workers earned an average hourly wage of
$16.78 in 2005, but there is a lot of variability
in pay scales among the various groups
within this industry. People who were employed by private households received an
average wage of $11 an hour, while those
employed in personal and laundry services
typically earned just under $14 an hour.
Wages in repair and maintenance ($18) and
religious, grant-making, civic and professional organizations ($20) were considerably
higher.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
One in four people who work in this industry are employed part-time. That’s slightly
higher than the average for all industries
(20%). Most workers do not have union coverage. Just 12% were covered by collective

Other services
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agreements in 2005, compared to 33% for
the economy as a whole.

Where are the jobs located?

Women make up 54% of the workforce, considerably more than their share of total employment (47%).

The distribution of jobs in this industry is
similar to the distribution of the province’s
workforce

Self-employment is quite common in this
industry. Thirty-five percent of the workers
are self-employed, well above the 20% average for the economy as a whole. Among
those who work for private households, 58%
are self-employed, while 45% of workers in
the repair and maintenance industry are
their own bosses. The percentage of selfemployed workers is also high in personal
and laundry services (34%). However, selfemployment is very rare in religious, grantmaking, civic and professional organizations.
Unemployment rates in the industry averaged 5.8% during the period from 1990 to
2005. This was well below the average for all
industries in the province (8.4%).
Most workers are employed in small establishments
% of total employment, 2005
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Many of the services provided by workers
in this industry are people-oriented, so it is
not surprising that the jobs in this industry
are distributed in much the same way as the
population. Most of the people work in
Mainland/Southwest (62%) or Vancouver
Island/Coast (16%). Thompson-Okanagan
accounts for 9% of the workforce, slightly
less than the region’s share of the total
population.

Employment growth in this industry is expected to lag slightly behind the average for
all industries during the next few years.
However, the industry’s GDP is forecast to
grow at about the same rate as the rest of the
economy and its share of total value added
is expected to remain at just under 3%.
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What’s the outlook to 2014?
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Most of the people who work in this industry are employed in businesses with fewer
than 100 workers. Seven out of ten work in
establishments with fewer than 20 employees, while 22% have jobs at establishments
with 20 to 99 employees.
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The industry’s share of GDP and employment is expected to remain virtually unchanged during the next few years
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Business, building & other support services
A lot of businesses don’t do all of the dayto-day work that’s required to keep their
organization operating smoothly. Instead,
they hire companies that provide specialized services. Many of the organizations that
provide these types of services are in this
industry group. Some of the services produced by establishments in this industry are
used by both business and personal clients.

What’s included in business, building & other support services?
The day-to-day operation and management
of businesses and buildings involves a
number of different types of services provided by establishments in this industry.
Half of the jobs in this industry are related
to building management and security
Waste
management

4.1

Employment
services

7.3

12.7

Business

14.6

Security

36.5

Building
0

10

Travelling services are primarily travel agencies, tour operators, and other establishments providing travel arrangement and
reservation services to individuals as well as
other businesses.
Establishments that manage companies and
enterprises, or hold the securities or financial
assets of these organizations in order to own
a controlling interest in them or influence
their management decisions are also included in this industry. This includes holding companies and head offices.

Convention and trade show organizers, and
other support services such as auctioneering
and reading meters are also included in this
industry.

10.1

Travelling

Business services support the day-to-day operations of other businesses, and include
office administration, facilities support,
document preparation, call centres, copy
shops and other business service centres,
collection agencies and credit bureaus.

Employment services include employment
placement agencies and temporary help services.

4.9

Management
of companies

tems), armored car, locksmithing and investigation services to business clients as well
as households.
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Figure 71

Building services, the largest employer in this
industry, includes janitorial, window cleaning, landscaping, carpet and chimney cleaning and other services related to maintaining
buildings in good order. Some of these services may be used by private households as
well as businesses.
The security industry includes establishments
that provide security (including remote
monitoring using electronic security sys-

Waste management & remediation services includes wages collection, treatment and disposable, remediation and cleanup of building, mine sites, soil or ground water and
recycling services.

What’s happened in business,
building & other support services
since 1990?
This industry has seen steady employment
growth since 1990, with its share of total
employment rising from just over 2% at the
beginning of the period to more than 4% in
2005.
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The number of jobs in this industry has increased rapidly since 1990
% of total economy
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Many of the industries within this group
have seen strong job growth since 1990. The
most significant increase was in business
services, where the number of people employed increased by a factor of five between
1990 and 2005. Employment in management
companies and security services tripled, and
there were two-and-a-half times as many
people working in the travelling services
industry. Waste management and remediation and building services also saw the
workforce more than double, and while
growth in the employment services industry
was slower (+36%), it was about the same as
the average for all industries in the province
(+37%).
However, GDP growth has just kept pace
with the rest of the economy, and the industry’s share has remained stable at about 2%
throughout this period.
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tional category, but it also includes a large
number of people who work as security
guards, travel counsellors, tour guides and
ticket agents.
Twenty-four percent of workers in this industry have jobs in business, finance and
administration occupations. These include
clerical workers, administrative officers and
bookkeepers.
Occupations that are unique to primary industries are mainly landscaping contractors
and labourers. They comprise about 9% of
the workforce in this industry.
Trades, transportation and equipment operators, who hold 7% of the jobs, include
workers in occupations such as materials
handlers, public works maintenance equipment operators and truck and heavy equipment operators. Five percent of the workers
are in managerial occupations.
Two out of three workers are employed in
sales & service or business, finance & administrative occupations
44

Sales & service
Business, finance &
administration
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equipment operators
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What are the most common occupations?
The types of services offered by establishments in this industry are often labourintensive, and many are specific to service
industries. Forty-four percent of the people
who work in this industry are in sales and
service occupations. Janitors and cleaners
are the biggest group within this occupa-

Data Source: Canadian Occupational
Projection System estimate
Figure 73

How many people work in business, building & other support services, and how much do they earn?
This industry employed 90,300 people in
2005, making it the smallest employer
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within the service sector. However, manufacturing and construction were the only
industries in the goods sector that had more
employees.
A significant number of the jobs are in
building services, which employs 36,500
(40%) of the workers in this industry. Another 14,600 work in the security service industry, and 12,700 are employed in business
services. Travelling services (10,100), management (7,300), employment services
(4,900) and waste management and remediation (4,100) are smaller employers.
Workers in this industry earned an average
hourly wage of $15.14 in 2005. Wages were
lowest (about $13 an hour) in building and
security services. Workers in business services ($15), travelling services ($17), management ($18) and employment ($18) services and waste management and remediation ($19) earned higher wages.

What are the characteristics of the
workforce?
Three out of four (77%) workers in this industry are employed full-time, only marginally less than the average (80%) for all workers in the province. Eighteen percent are
covered by collective agreements, well below the 33% average for workers in all industries.
Thirty percent of the workers in this industry are self-employed. Almost all of them
work in the building service industry, where
more than half (55%) of the workers are selfemployed.

2006 Edition

People who work in this industry are more
likely to be employed in very small, or very
large, establishments than other workers in
the province
% of total employment, 2005
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Workers in this industry are more likely to
be employed in very small or very large establishments than those in other industries.
Fifty-one percent of the people who work in
this industry have jobs in establishments
with fewer than 20 workers, considerably
more than the 38% average for all industries
in the province. At the other end of the
scale, 8% work in establishments with at
least 500 employees, compared to 7% of
workers in all industries.
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Where are the jobs located?

employment is very similar to the region’s
share of the total population.

More than two-thirds of the jobs are in
Mainland/Southwest
Northeast
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What’s the outlook to 2014?
Job growth is expected to lag behind the
average for all industries in the province,
but GDP is forecast to increase a little faster
than in other industries over the next few
years.
Job growth in the industry is expected to
slow down a little over the next few years
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Sxity-eight percent of the jobs in this industry
are located in Mainland/Southwest. This
reflects the concentration of head offices in the
Vancouver area (head offices are included in
management of companies and enterprises), as
well as the fact that many of the businesses that
use building, security and other services are
located in the Lower Mainland. In other regions
of the province, except Thompson-Okanagan
and the north, the industry’s share of
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The new economy
What is the “new economy”?
Tourism and high-tech are part of what’s
often called the new economy. Trends in
these sectors are followed with great interest
by the media and other observers of the
economy. Many see them as future, or even
current, growth engines in the economy.
That view may be somewhat optimistic, as
both sectors are still relatively small
compared to some other industries.
However, some of the fastest-growing
industries in the economy are in this group.
In this chapter, we’ll take a look at what’s
happening in the tourism and high-tech
sectors. We’ll also briefly examine some
other industries that have exhibited
particularly strong growth during the last
fifteen years. Finally, we’ll look at another
trend that’s developing in the province’s
labour market: the rapid growth in selfemployment that’s occurred since the 1990s.

Measuring GDP and employment
in the tourism and high-tech sectors
Firms in the tourism and high-tech sectors
don’t belong to a single industry or group of
industries. They produce many different
types of goods and services. In the case of
tourism, the element that ties them together
is the clients that they serve. In the high-tech
sector, the common element is the degree to
which the goods and services that they
produce are viewed as high-tech products.
GDP and employment data for these sectors
aren’t available from the usual sources, as
they are non-standard industry groups.
However, BC STATS has developed
estimates for these sectors by attributing
part of the output or employment of other
(standard) industries to these special
groupings. For example, it’s estimated that
about 25% of the activities of the food and
beverage service industry are tourism
related. Virtually all of the GDP and
employment in accommodation services is
also attributed to this sector. The

The new economy: Tourism

proportions that are used are based on
research that’s been done by BC STATS.
How should you interpret and use this
data?
Because both tourism and high-tech are
special groupings of industries (or parts of
industries), the data for these sectors isn’t
independent of the GDP and employment
figures published for standard industries.
This means that if you’re comparing tourism
or high-tech with other industries, you need
to be aware of what’s been included in the
definition of these special sectors - otherwise
you might end up doing some doublecounting.
For example, computer systems design is
part of the professional, scientific &
technical services industry, but is also
included in the high-tech sector. This means
that the GDP and employment associated
with computer systems design is counted in
both industry groupings, and you need to
keep that in mind when you’re making
comparisons.
Other factors to consider
There are a couple of other factors you need
to be aware of when you’re using this data.
BC STATS estimates of GDP for the hightech sector are based on information that
was published in the fall of 2005. However,
the tourism estimates were calculated using
information from an earlier release which
included preliminary data for 2004. For both
tourism
and
high-tech,
GDP
and
employment data are only available up to
2004.
Previously-published estimates of tourism
and high-tech GDP and employment were
derived from information that was
categorized using a different industrial
classification
system
(the
Standard
Industrial Classification System) than the
one that is currently in use. When the North
American Industrial Classification System
was introduced a few years ago, not all of
the data for past years was recalibrated to
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conform to the new definitions. As a result,
it is not possible to provide consistent data
for these special sectors for the period before
1997.

Employment data from different
sources
There’s one more twist, and it’s related to
the employment figures for tourism and
high-tech. The employment data in the rest
of this book comes from the Labour Force
Survey (LFS), a monthly survey of
households. There’s another source of
employment
information
(also
from
Statistics Canada) that’s based on data
supplied directly by employers. It’s called
the Survey of Employment, Payrolls and
Hours, or SEPH. SEPH data is available at a
greater level of industry detail than the LFS
information is, and for this reason, it was
used to calculate employment in the tourism
and high-tech sectors.
However, there are some differences in the
definitions underlying the SEPH and LFS
numbers. The most important ones are that
the SEPH figures don’t include workers who
are:
• Self-employed;
• Have jobs in agriculture and fishing; or
• Work in private households.
This means that the employment figures for
tourism and high-tech don’t include any
self-employed workers. Self-employment is
a significant factor in some of the industries
included in these sectors, so the figures are
very likely under-estimated.
In addition, it should be noted that when the
data for tourism or high-tech is compared to
total employment, the all-industry total
from SEPH doesn’t include agriculture,
fishing or private households. This means
that the share of total employment that’s
attributable to tourism or high-tech may be

The new economy: Tourism
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overstated. However, these industries
account for a relatively small percentage of
total employment in the province.
Most of the difference between LFS and
SEPH data is due to the exclusion of the selfemployed from the SEPH estimates. About
20% of the province’s workforce is selfemployed, and that is roughly the size of the
difference between the two sets of
employment estimates. Agriculture, fishing
and private households together account for
only two-and-a-half percent of total
employment in BC.
Despite these data issues, the information on
tourism and high-tech is useful for
analyzing trends in these two high-profile
sectors of the economy.
The GDP figures are calculated using the
same source of data as for other industries,
so they are comparable with information for
other industries.
Total employment estimates from the
Survey of Employment, Payrolls & Hours
are about 20% lower than those from the
Labour Force Survey
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Tourism
BC has become a world-class tourist
destination. Vancouver is consistently ranked
among the top ten cities in the world in
surveys done by travel magazines. The 2005
Condé Nast Traveler survey placed Vancouver
tenth among the world’s best cities to visit,
and first among all cities in Canada. Besides
Vancouver, only Quebec City ranked higher
than Victoria as a favoured Canadian
destination.
The province’s location, bordered by the
Rocky Mountains on the east and the Pacific
Ocean on the west makes it unique within
Canada. Its mountain and coastal scenery,
opportunities for summer sailing, winter
skiing, and other activities such as fishing or
sightseeing in coastal and inland waters, all
help support the tourism sector. Many of the
people who visit and spend money in BC
come from other parts of Canada or from the
States. Asia is the most important source of
visitors from overseas markets.

What is a tourist?
We usually think of a tourist as someone
who’s vacationing away from home, but the
technical definition of a tourist is a little
different. It counts anyone who travels to a
place outside his or her usual environment
and stays away for no more than a year. The
motivation for the trip is irrelevant: the
person could be travelling for business
reasons, to visit family and friends, or
simply for pleasure. 1 It is also not necessary
for a person to stay overnight in order to be
considered a tourist. Day trips (also known
as excursions) are an important type of
tourism. However, to be considered a
tourist, you do need to travel at least 80
kilometres away from your home.

What’s included in the tourism
sector?
Since tourism is an activity and not a specific
good or service, strictly speaking there is no
such thing as a "tourism industry." Tourists
make purchases from a variety of businesses,
most of which also provide the same services
to local residents. For example, restaurants
serve a local clientele as well as tourists. In
fact, most of their business is with local
residents. This presents a challenge when
attempting to measure the impact that tourists
have on the economy. Fortunately, from
studies of tourist behaviour, we have a
reasonably good idea of what tourists are
doing and what they buy when they visit the
province. From this information we can
determine the effect that tourism has on
various industries.
We’ve included a percentage (which varies by
industry, ranging from less than 5% to nearly
100%) of the activities of the following
industries in the tourism sector:
• Accommodation services
• Food & beverage services
• Transportation & warehousing
• Retail trade
• Finance, insurance, real estate & leasing
• Various other service industries where
there is a small tourist-related component.
For example, tourists visit museums, zoos,
gardens, ski hills, golf courses and other
similar venues when they travel, and
these activities are included in the tourism
sector.

1 The exception to this is migratory workers living away from
home on a temporary basis in order to be at their place of
work; they are not considered to be tourists.
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What’s happened in tourism since
1997?
Despite some ups and downs, the sector’s
share of GDP and employment has
remained relatively stable
9
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Employment in the tourism sector hasn’t
increased quite as fast as in the rest of the
economy, and the sector’s share of
employment dropped from 7.5% to 7.1%
between 1997 and 2004.
The sector’s share of GDP has remained
steady at about 4.5% throughout most of the
period. Tourism’s share of GDP is
considerably lower than its share of total
employment. This reflects the labourintensive nature of many of the industries
within this sector.
Tourism activities are very susceptible to
changes in economic conditions. When the
economy is weak and people feel uncertain
about their jobs, they’re not as likely to
spend money travelling as when they’re
confident about economic conditions. If they
do go on trips, they may travel shorter
distances, and probably don’t spend as
much money in hotels, at restaurants, or on
various types of amusements as they would
otherwise do.
The tourism sector has faced a number of
challenges, which have contributed to
slower GDP and employment growth in
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recent years. US visitors are an important
source of tourism dollars in the province,
and the North American economic
slowdown that occurred in 2000 and 2001
had an effect on many operators in the
tourism sector. The airline industry was
already struggling in 2001, when the
terrorist attacks in New York and
Washington resulted in the closure of North
American airspace for several days. The
industry is still recovering from the impact
of the attacks.
The SARS outbreak in early 2003, which was
primarily localized in the Toronto area,
caused many visitors from Asia (a prime
source of travellers to BC) to shy away from
travel to all parts of Canada. Planned tours
were cancelled, and travel from this source
dropped off significantly. Although the
SARS effect was most pronounced among
Asian visitors, travellers from other parts of
the world also showed some reluctance to
visit the province. Other factors such as the
rising value of the Canadian dollar relative
to the US currency have also kept US
visitors closer to home. In 2005, entries from
the US remained well below pre-9/11 levels,
while the number of visits had recovered
after declining steadily from 2001 to 2003.

How many people work in tourism?
In 2005, there were 117,900 people working
in British Columbia's tourism sector. About
half (56,800) had jobs in accommodation &
food services, while 29,000 worked in the
transportation industry. Another 20,700
people working in retail trade had jobs
related to tourist activity, while the
remaining 11,400 were working in other
industries.
Approximately one in every 14 jobs in
British Columbia is a result of tourist
activity, making the tourism sector one of
the larger employers in the province
(comparable to the education services
industry in terms of its share of total
employment).
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Accommodation & food services is the
biggest employer in the sector
10%
18%
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tourism. Transportation & warehousing has
a significant tourism component as well,
while tourist-related jobs in retail trade
account for a smaller share of total
employment.

Other

What’s the outlook for tourism?

Retail trade

Transportation
& related
Accommodation & food

25%

47%

Total employment in 2004: 117,900

Data Source: BC STATS
Figure 3

Some industries are more dependent on
tourism than others. Employment in the
accommodation
industry
is
almost
completely driven by tourism activity and
over a quarter of the jobs in the food &
beverage service industry are due to
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Tourism is already an important sector
within British Columbia’s economy and this
will likely continue to be the case in the
future. However, more than in some
industries, tourism activity is susceptible to
changes in the economic climate both within
and outside British Columbia. A number of
largely external shocks have had a negative
effect on the province’s tourism sector. On
the other hand, the province is receiving
international exposure from Vancouver’s
selection as the host city for the 2010
Olympic Games, and this offers the
potential for further development of the
tourism sector in British Columbia.
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High-tech
High-technology is seen by many as a key
engine of economic growth in the province.
That’s hardly surprising given the tremendous
advances that have occurred in this sector
during the last two-and-a-half decades, not
just in BC, but throughout the world. In the
early 1980s, the sector was small, and some
industries, such as computer systems design
services, were virtually non-existent. Most
computers were found in businesses, not
homes, and they weren’t in widespread use.
Now, virtually every type of business uses
computers, as do most households.
The computer is an essential piece of
equipment that’s used to do a wide variety of
tasks in many different types of businesses.
Computers and other high-tech goods and
services are used in everything from cars and
airplanes to pulp and paper mills, where they
are used to help monitor and control the
paper-making process.
BC isn’t Silicon Valley North, but the
province’s high-tech sector does make a
significant contribution to GDP and
employment. The expansion of the sector has
been an important factor in the continued
diversification of BC’s economy away from its
dependence on resource extraction and
processing towards other types of activities.

systems design, surveying & mapping,
testing laboratories, environmental and
other scientific & technical consulting and
research & development activities.
It should be noted that the definition of the
high-tech sector used by BC Stats has
recently been revised to bring it more in line
with working definitions used by other
agencies. The number of industries included
in the sector has been expanded. The
definition previously in use did not include
motion picture & video production,
telecommunications, and some types of
scientific & technical services.
Most of the jobs are in high-tech services,
which have also accounted for much of the
employment growth in the sector
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What’s included in the high-tech
sector?
The high-tech sector includes both goodsand service-producing industries. (A brief
overview of high-tech manufacturing was
presented in a previous chapter.) High-tech
manufacturing industries include a wide
range
of
activities
ranging
from
manufacturing
pharmaceuticals
to
computers, communications & other
electronic equipment, aerospace products
and medical equipment & supplies.
On the service side, the high-tech sector
includes software publishers, motion picture
& video production and post-production,
Internet publishing, telecommunications,
data processing, engineering, computer
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Service industries dominate the high-tech
sector, generating the lion’s share (80%) of
the jobs. High-tech service industries have
been the main source of employment
growth during the last few years, as the
number of jobs in high-tech manufacturing
has been declining.

What’s happened in high-tech since
1997?
During the 1980s and 1990s high-tech
industries all over the world experienced a
period of unprecedented growth, as
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computers developed into an increasingly
indispensable tool for businesses as well as
consumers. However, the rapid growth in
some high-tech industries came to a halt
around the turn of the century.
BC’s high-tech sector is playing an
increasingly important role in the economy
7

% of total economy

GDP

6
5
Employment
4
3
2
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economy, and its share of GDP has risen to
more than 6%, up from just under 5% in
1997. Although there are fewer people
employed in high-tech industries than in the
tourism sector, the sector’s contribution to
total GDP is quite a bit higher.
The large, and growing, gap between GDP
and employment shares in this sector
suggests that there have been significant
labour productivity gains in high-tech
industries. Producers of high-tech goods as
well as services have seen GDP grow
considerably faster than employment during
the period from 1997 to 2004. For the sector
as a whole, GDP expanded 64% between
1997 and 2004, nearly three times the
increase in the number of jobs during this
period.
Four out of ten jobs in the high-tech sector
are in computer and engineering services.

1
0
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Data Source: BC STATS
Figure 5

Demand for these products began to slow as
the market became saturated. Computers
were no longer a new tool that was being
acquired by businesses; and the advances in
technology and speed of computation that
had made many early models become
rapidly obsolete slowed from the frenetic
pace seen earlier. Many people who wanted
computers already had them, and the
improvements that were being introduced
weren’t so significant that they felt obliged
to replace the equipment as quickly as in the
past.
The early years of this century were difficult
ones in high-tech related industries all over
the world. However there are signs that a
comeback is well underway in BC as well as
in other parts of the world.
Employment in high-tech manufacturing
appears to be leveling off after falling earlier
in the decade. In high-tech services, the
number of jobs is increasing, but at a slower
pace than in the past.
In terms of GDP, the high-tech sector
continues to grow faster than the rest of the
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How many people work in the
high-tech sector?
In 2004, there were 65,500 people working in
the province’s high-tech sector. Most
(52,400) of them were employed in high-tech
service industries such as computer services
and
engineering
(25,100)
or
telecommunications (14,300). High-tech
manufacturing establishments employed
13,100 British Columbians in 2004.
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What’s the outlook for the hightech sector?
After experiencing some challenges early in
the decade, the high-tech sector appears to

The new economy: High-tech
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be back on track and it’s likely that the
industry will continue to grow during the
next few years.
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Emerging Industries
In this section we’ll take a brief look at what’s
been happening in some of the fastestgrowing industries in the province. Most of
these industries are still quite small, but they’ll
bear watching during the next few years.
Two of the three fastest growing industries
are related to the high-tech sector
Employment index (1990=100)
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Data Source: Statistics Canada
Figure 7

business services, where employment has
increased to more than five times the 1990
level. Computer systems design, and
management, scientific & technical services
have also seen exceptionally strong growth
during this period.
Other industries in the top ten include other
schools & educational support, management
of enterprises, security services, motion
picture & sound recording, travelling
services, rental & leasing, and warehousing
& storage. Employment in each of these
industries has more than doubled since
1990.
In terms of GDP growth, the computer &
electronic manufacturing industry has seen
the biggest increase during this period, with
GDP increasing to more than eight-and-ahalf times the 1990 level. The miscellaneous
manufacturing, leather & allied products,
food & beverage manufacturing and motion
picture & sound recording industries have
all seen GDP more than triple during this
period.

Many of the high-growth industries in the
economy are in the business, building &
other support services industry or the hightech sector. The fastest-growing industry is

The new economy: emerging industries
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Creating your own job: the self-employment phenomenon
There’s been a lot of attention focussed on
people who work for themselves during the
last few years. That’s largely because a
growing number of people are choosing this
type of work arrangement.
There are many reasons why someone
might decide to work independently rather
than as an employee. Some relate to lifestyle
preferences (you have a lot more control
over what you do, and when you do it, if
you’re your own boss), while others are a
reflection of prevailing labour market
conditions. Workers who’ve lost their jobs
and can’t find other employment that
matches their skills may choose to start up
their own business. So might someone who
doesn’t want or need to work full-time, but
isn’t ready to leave the labour market
completely. A lot of retirees may choose this
way of supplementing their pension income,
as well as keeping their minds and bodies
active, by pursuing interests that they
haven’t had time for in the past.
A person with an entrepreneurial bent who
wants to try out a new idea or sell a product
that he/she has made might start their own
business. So could someone who has
specialized skills, or whose skills are in such
high demand that they can earn more as a
contractor than they would if they were
working as paid employees. Also, the nature
of some types of occupations (for example,
carpentry or dentistry) is such that selfemployment is a very typical work
arrangement.

Just
how
common
employment?

is

self-

About a fifth of BC’s workforce was selfemployed in 2005. That’s up from 16% in
1990. Most of these people work without
any paid help. Only a third have paid
employees; two out of three are working on
their own or with the help of unpaid family
members. That represents a significant
departure from the past. In 1990, the
number of self-employed people with paid

The new economy: self-employment

help was only slightly lower than the
number working on their own.
One in every five workers in BC is selfemployed
Self-employment as % of total employment
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The incidence of self-employment
varies among different industries
One out of every two people working in the
agriculture industry is self-employed
Business, building & other
support services
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Fishing, hunting & trapping and agriculture
are the industries where there’s the greatest
incidence of self-employment. Nearly half of
the workers in agriculture are their own
bosses and in fishing, hunting & trapping
the percentage is even higher. The
opportunity to work independently on a
farm or fishing boat is one reason why many
people choose to work in this industry.
One in three people who work in
professional, scientific & technical services,
construction, other services and business,
building & support services are their own
bosses. These industries are particularly
well-suited to self-employment, since they
are labour-intensive, and rely a great deal on
the unique skills of individuals who do the
work. In most cases, starting up a business
in these industries is feasible, since the
required investment in machinery or
equipment is not so costly that it is beyond
the reach of most individuals. Once an
individual has acquired the skills needed to
do construction work, work as an
accountant, lawyer or engineer, style hair or
do janitorial work, it’s possible to set up a
small business with a relatively modest
investment in capital equipment.

The new economy: self-employment
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Self-employment is more common in goods
industries (averaging 21% of the workforce
during this period) than in the service sector
(17%). However, it has increased more
rapidly in the service sector than in the
goods industries, where this type of work
arrangement has traditionally been more
common. The five industries that have seen
the biggest increase in the number of selfemployed are all in the service sector.
Service industries have seen the biggest
increase in the incidence of self-employment
since 1984
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One reason why self-employment has
increased more in the service sector than in
goods industries could be the shift that is
taking place in the industrial structure of the
province. Service industries such as
computer and engineering services are
among the fastest-growing industries in the
province. Home-based offices or partnership
arrangements are quite common in these
industries.
Being your own boss isn’t risk free. It can be
very satisfying, and in some cases, very
lucrative, but there are a lot of selfemployed people who don’t succeed in their
endeavours. Those who do succeed often
spend long hours, and invest a lot of time
and effort into building up their business. It
might not be the right choice for you, but
self-employment is an option you should
consider when you’re planning your career.
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Where do you go from here?
So now you know some of the key facts
about BC’s economy and its major
industries. What can you do with this
information?
As we noted in the first chapter of this book,
if you understand how the economy works,
and how the various industries are
interrelated, you’ll be better equipped to
plan for your future. You can use this book
to start your planning.
If you’re interested in working in a
particular industry, or even in a specific
occupation, the information in this book will
help answer some of the questions you may
have. You can use this guide in a number of
ways:
•

You can find out how an industry stacks
up to the rest of the economy. Is it
growing faster, or slower than other
industries?

•

You can check whether there’s likely to
be a demand for the type of occupation
that you’re interested in by looking at
the sorts of jobs that are available in
each industry.

•

You can find out how the average
earnings in a particular industry
compare with those in the rest of the
economy.

Where do you go from here?

•

You can find out whether jobs are more
likely to be full-time or part-time

•

You can find out what the industry’s
unemployment rate has been during the
last few years, and how it compares to
the average unemployment rate in BC.

•

You
can
check
whether
selfemployment is common or unusual in
the industry

If you spend some time researching these
sorts of issues before you make decisions
about your career, you’ll be less likely to be
surprised after you’re in the labour force, or
when you’re looking for a job.
We’ve tried to fill you in on what’s
happening in BC’s economy and labour
market, and what’s likely to happen in the
future. But researching the economy and job
market is just one piece of the puzzle you’ll
have to put together when you’re
considering the options for your future.
There are a lot of other resources available
to you if you’re really serious about
researching career possibilities. We’ve
included a brief description of some of these
resources in the next chapter.
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interrelated, you’ll be better equipped to
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when you’re looking for a job.
We’ve tried to fill you in on what’s
happening in BC’s economy and labour
market, and what’s likely to happen in the
future. But researching the economy and job
market is just one piece of the puzzle you’ll
have to put together when you’re
considering the options for your future.
There are a lot of other resources available
to you if you’re really serious about
researching career possibilities. We’ve
included a brief description of some of these
resources in the next chapter.
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Where can you get more information about the BC economy and
labour market?
If you’re ever thinking about buying or
renting a house, apartment or condo, one
piece of advice that you’re almost certain to
hear is, “talk to someone who lives there.”
The same thing is true about planning your
career. Whether it’s a particular industry
that you’re interested in, or a specific
occupation, one of the most important
things you can do is to talk to somebody
who’s already working in that industry or
occupation. They’ll be able to tell you a lot
more about the job situation and what it’s
like to work where they do than we could
ever convey in this book. They’ll also be able
to fill you in about what kind of training is
required, where you can get it, and they
might even have some tips that will help
you find a job.
But if you don’t know, or can’t get in touch
with, someone who will fill you in on the
details you need about a particular industry
or occupation, there are other resources
available to you.
• Check the yellow pages of your
telephone book or do some browsing on
the Internet. There are all sorts of
professional, business and labour
associations that you can contact to find
out more about a specific industry or
occupation. These organizations may
also publish information about the types
of skills required, as well as wages,
guidelines and standards.
• Locate copies of annual reports from
various companies in an industry you’re
interested in (these can be requested by
contacting the company directly, or you
may be able to find them online). Or
check them out at your local library or
another resource centre. Annual reports
often have a lot of information about
how a company’s been doing, what’s
expected to happen, and the sort of jobs
that are available.

• Visit
a
career,
counselling,
or
employment centre at your school, a
college or university, or in your
community.
They
usually
have
information about training and job
prospects in specific occupations. Or, you
can check out books and information
about careers and industries at your local
library. Try the business section of your
local bookstore too.
• Attend an open house at a university,
college, or other institute in your area.
• Attend a Career Fair at your school or
post-secondary institution.
• BC Stats, Statistics Canada, and public
libraries have all sorts of data about
wages, hours, employment, GDP, and
other information that will help you keep
up-to-date about what’s happening in
BC’s economy. Much of this information
is available electronically, by checking
out their websites. For BC Stats, go to
www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca.
Statistics
Canada’s website is www.statcan.ca .
• For complete program information on
public post-secondary education in BC
go to the Education Planner website,
www.educationplanner.bc.ca. It contains
a searchable database on undergraduate
program availability, application dates,
tuition costs, admission requirements,
lengths, and much more at 27 of BC's
post-secondary institutions.
• Other resource materials also contain
information about career options,
occupations, and job market trends in
BC. These publications also identify other
reference material which you may find
useful.
Work Futures: Occupational Outlooks
What’s Key for Labour Market Information
Making Career Sense of Labour Market
Information

Where can you get more information about the BC economy and labour market?
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What’s the source of the data in this book?
Data sources used in the analysis are
described below.
GDP data for 1990 to 2004 (excluding
estimates for tourism and high-tech)
GDP estimates are prepared by the Industry
Analysis Division of Statistics Canada, and
published on CANSIM, the agency’s
electronic database. The shares and GDP
estimates for some industry groups that are
shown in the graphs and figures that are
included in this document were calculated
by BC Stats
Labour Market Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment,
Self-employment
Part-time & full-time workers
Employment by sex
Unemployment rates
Average hourly wage rates
Usual hours worked
Employment by establishment size
Employment by region
Union coverage

All of these indicators come from the Labour
Force Survey (LFS). The Labour Force
Survey is a monthly survey of individuals
which asks them about their current work
status, which industry they are working in
(or worked in at their last job), and whether
or not they are currently seeking
employment. Some of the information is
available on CANSIM, Statistics Canada’s
electronic database, but the more detailed
information by industry was obtained from
special tabulations produced by Statistics
Canada for BC Stats.
Employment and GDP
tourism and high-tech

estimates

by Statistics Canada. More information on
the concepts, methodology and data sources
for the estimates can be obtained from our
website at :www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca
GDP and Employment projections for 2006
to 2014
Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada: Canadian Occupational Projection
System (COPS) forecast (2005). This forecast
is produced annually and indicates expected
trends in occupations, employment, GDP
and other labour force characteristics for the
provinces and at the national level.
Occupations by industry (estimates for
2005)
Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada: Canadian Occupational Projection
System (COPS) forecast (2005). This forecast
is produced annually and indicates expected
trends in occupations, employment, GDP
and other labour force characteristics for the
provinces and at the national level.
Other indicators
Data sources for other indicators used in this
book are noted in the text. As well, Statistics
Canada produces annual surveys for many
industries (e.g., engineering services, or
computer systems design). This information
is published on CANSIM, the agency’s
electronic database.
Some of the information on developments in
the retail industry comes from Industry
Canada’s
Consumer
Trends
Report,
available online at:
http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/epic/internet/inocabc.nsf/vwapj/EN_CTR.pdf/$FILE/EN_CTR.pdf

for

These estimates are produced by BC Stats on
an annual basis using information supplied

What’s the source of the data in this book?
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Appendix 1: How are industries defined?
The North American Industrial
Classification System (NAICS)
The classification system that’s used by both
Canada and the US is called the North
American Industrial Classification System,
or NAICS. The guidelines for classifying
industries under NAICS were finalized in
1997 and some modifications (mainly to the
classification
of
broadcasting
&
telecommunications) were made in 2002.
NAICS is the system that’s used to allocate
an establishment 1 to a particular industry.
All types of industries are included in
NAICS, and the classification system is
periodically revised and its definitions
updated to capture changes in economic
activity. For example, the classification
system must be revised when new
industries emerge, or the nature of the work
that’s done by an industry changes
significantly.
Each establishment is classified to a single
industry based on what its main activity is.
For example, offices of architects are
included in the professional, scientific &
technical services industry. However, if a
construction company has an architect on
staff who produces blueprints that are sold
to other construction companies, the value
of the architect’s work would be included in
the output of the construction industry
That’s because the major activity of the
establishment in question is construction,
not professional, scientific & technical
services.
NAICS is hierarchical, with industries
classified into broad groupings which are
then broken down into sub-categories. The
number of digits in a NAICS code indicates
the level of disaggregation: two-digit codes
are for broader groupings of industries than
three-digit codes, and so on. A brief
summary of the definitions for the industry
groups used in this document follows.

11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing & hunting
Agriculture
111 Crop production
112 Animal production
1151 Support activities for crop
production
1152 Support activities for animal
production
Forestry & logging:
113 Forestry & logging
1153 Support activities for forestry
& logging
114 Fishing, hunting & trapping
21

Mining & oil & gas extraction

23

Construction

31-33

Manufacturing

41

Wholesale trade

44-45

Retail trade

48-49

Transportation & warehousing

Information, culture & recreation
51
Information & cultural industries
71
Arts, entertainment & recreation
Finance, insurance, real estate & leasing
52
Finance & insurance
53
Real estate & rental & leasing
54
Professional, scientific & technical
services
Business, building & other support services
55
Management of companies &
enterprises
56
Administration, support, waste
management & remediation services
61

Educational services

62

Health care & social assistance

72

Accommodation & food services

81

Other services

91

Public administration

1An

establishment is the smallest operating entity for
which financial statistics are reported.
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Appendix 2: How are occupations defined?
The National Occupational Classification
(NOC) is the system that’s used to classify
jobs into occupations. Jobs are classified
based on skill level and skill type.

Skill types
Skill types are defined in terms of the type
of work performed (we’ve used skill types
in our description of various occupations in
each industry). There are ten occupational
groups that are defined in the NOC based
on skill type:
0. Management Occupations—legislators,
senior management occupations, and
middle
and
other
management
occupations.
1. Business, finance and administration—
occupations that involve supervising and
providing
financial
and
business
services, administrative and regulatory
services, and clerical support services.
2. Natural and applied sciences and
related occupations—professional and
technical occupations in the sciences,
including physical and life science,
engineering and architecture.
3. Health
Occupations—occupations
involving providing health care services
directly to patients and occupations that
provide support to professional and
technical staff.
4. Occupations
in
social
science,
education, government service and
religion—a
range
of
occupations
concerned
with
law,
teaching,
counselling, conducting social science
research, developing government policy
and administering government and other
programs.
5. Occupations in art, culture, recreation
and sport—professional and technical
occupations related to art and culture,
including the performing arts, film and
video, broadcasting, journalism, writing,
creative design, libraries and museums.

Appendix 2: How are occupations defined?

It also includes occupations in recreation
and sport.
6. Sales and service—sales occupations,
personal
and
protective
service
occupations, and occupations related to
the hospitality and tourism industries.
7. Trades, transport and equipment
operators and related occupations—
construction and mechanical trades,
trades supervisors and contractors and
operators of transportation and heavy
equipment.
8. Occupations
unique
to
primary
industry—non-technical occupations in
mining, oil and gas production, forestry
and logging, agriculture, horticulture
and fishing.
9. Occupations unique to processing,
manufacturing
and
utilities—
supervisory and production occupations
in manufacturing, processing and
utilities.

Skill levels
Skill levels are defined in terms of the
amount and type of education and training
that are required to enter and work in an
occupation. Four skill levels are identified in
the NOC:
Skill Level A
• University degree (bachelor, master, or
post-graduate)
Skill Level B
• Two to three years of post-secondary
education at a community college or
institute of technology, or
• Two or four years of apprenticeship
training, or
• Three to four years of secondary school
and more than two years of on-the-job
training, training courses or specific
work experience
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• Also supervisory occupations and those
with significant health or safety
responsibilities
Skill Level C
• Usually high school completion,
• Up to two years of on-the-job training,
training courses or specific work
experience

2006 Edition

Skill Level D
• Up to two years of secondary school, and
• Short demonstration
training

or

on-the-job-

This table shows the relationship between
skill levels and skill types. A brief
description of the major occupational
groups can be found in the following tables.

National Occupational Classification Matrix

Skill type:
Senior management occupations
Business, finance and administration
Natural and applied science & related
Health occupations
Social science, education, government service & religion
Art, culture, recreation & sport
Sales & service
Trades, transport & equipment
operators & related
Unique to primary industry
Unique to processing, manufacturing
& utilities

Skill level
0
A
B
C
D
Management Occupations
Major Groups
00, 001
011, 012, 013
11
12
14
021
21
22
031, 041
31
32
34
031,041
41
42
051
061, 062, 063, 064, 065
071, 072
081
091
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The 26 Major Groups of the National Occupational Classification (NOC)

Major Group
0
01/09
11
12
14
21
22
31
32
34
41
42
51
52
62
64
66
72/73
74
76
82
84
86
92
94/95
96

Occupation
Senior Management Occupations
Middle Management & Other Management Occupations
Professional Occupations in Business & Finance
Skilled Administrative & Business Occupations
Clerical Occupations, General Office Skills
Professional Occupations in Natural & Applied Sciences
Technical Occupations Related to Natural & Applied Sciences
Professional Occupations in Health
Technical Skilled Occupations in Health
Assisting Occupations in Support of Health Services
Professional Occ in Social Science, Education, Gov't Services & Religion
Paraprofessional Occupations in Law, Social Services, Education & Religion
Professional Occupations in Art & Culture
Technical & Skilled Occupations in Art, Culture, Recreation & Sport
Skilled Sales & Service Occupations
Intermediate Sales & Service Occupations
Elemental Sales & Service Occupations
Trades & Skilled Transport & Equipment Operators
Intermediate Occ. in Transport, Equipment Operation, Installation & Maintenance
Trades Helpers, Construction Labourers & Related Occupations
Skilled Occupations in Primary Industry
Intermediate Occupations in Primary Industry
Labourers in Primary Industry
Processing, Manufacturing & Utilities Supervisors & Skilled Operators
Processing & Manufacturing Machine Operators & Assemblers
Labourers in Processing, Manufacturing & Utilities
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